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Editors’ letter
Dear Readers,

We are delighted to present Issue 2 of Sentio on ‘Theory and practice in research ethics’. Sentio is 
an online journal led by doctoral researchers from the ESRC-funded South East Network for Social 
Sciences Doctoral Training Partnership (SeNSS-DTP). The journal is dedicated to bringing together 
debates on the nature of research in the social sciences. It aims to support early-career researchers 
in the dynamic field of academic publishing by offering a respectful space for emergent ideas, and 
opportunities to develop new relationships. Each issue comprises three sections, namely Articles, 
Features, and Reflections. The Articles section attends to theoretical discussions emerging from 
doctoral and post-doctoral research. The Features section contains commentaries, reviews and 
interviews, giving space to less formally structured forms of intellectual curiosity and conversation. 
The third section, Reflections, offers insights into moments of lived experience at all stages of the 
research process as well as aspects of life and work as a researcher.

Sentio Issue 2 focuses on the concept and practice of ‘ethics’ in social science research and 
represents a diverse range of disciplines and geographical locations. The contributions offer 
perspectives from research in health and social care, education, international development, 
geography, architecture and planning, and anthropology. The research has taken place in Malta, 
India, Bangladesh, Chile, Thailand, Nicaragua, Bolivia, China and the UK. Research ethics are 
explored from theoretical, empirical and reflective positions with many examples of creative and 
critical engagement with methods, issues and opportunities. The issue offers insight into how ethical 
research practices are understood, performed and experienced across different cultural settings and 
ideologies, and how these are characterised by complex interdependencies between people and 
practices, and information and ideas.

Articles
In the opening article of Issue 2, Doyle explores the relationship between research on ethical beliefs 
and practices and institutional ethics procedures, highlighting alternative ways forward for ethical 
review. In the second article, Teixeira draws on Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ to examine issues of 
transparency in research practice. In the following article, Soto Hernández interrogates the ethical 
questions arising in complex and dynamic networks of power within indigenous entrepreneurship 
projects in Chile. The fourth article by Tilly draws on ten years of inclusive research to explore the 
ethics of visibility and voice in disability studies by following the transition of research participants 
into co-researchers. On the absence of voice, the fifth article by Rowlands contributes a different 
researcher-practitioner perspective by examining the silencing of victims' voices in Domestic 
Homicide Reviews. Finally, Schembri and Sciberra turn to the practical difficulties of geographically 
“small” research, reviewing literature on issues of anonymity, confidentiality and voluntary 
participation in educational research in small island states.

Features
The first three Features consider the ethical dimensions of specific qualitative methodologies and 
methods. First is a two-part interview with social work scholars Dr Georgia Philip and Dr Peter 
Jordan on ethical strategies that might be used to engage with research participants in longitudinal 
qualitative research (Rawcliffe). Second, based on first-hand experience from video-recorded 
online-discussions between the contributors and their supervisors, Hutchings and Lynch discuss the 
potential ethical implications of a video methodology in social work research. Continuing the theme 
of digital data, an interview with privacy and internet ethics scholar Dr Michael Zimmer explores 
new avenues and ethical issues arising from the growth of digital research (Kahn). Finally, Mansey's 
feature connects past and present issues in research ethics by examining the relevance of Goffman’s 
covert research on psychiatric institutions to modern and contemporary ethics principles.
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Reflections
The Reflections in this issue offer diverse perspectives on ethics in social science research 
practice. First, Martí nez Caparrós discusses how different ethical values can be held in different 
cultures. Tuitjer then considers the complexities of social power dynamics within research in a 
postcolonial field. In the following reflection, Newman addresses the problems of positionality 
when researchers become ‘intimate insiders’ during field work. Rennolds contributes a reflection 
on how a posthumanist lens can offer insight when confronted with ethical dilemmas during 
research. McMurray et al. then discuss their experiences of engaging with metaethics and how doing 
so advanced their understanding of their ethnographic material, anthropological theory and their 
own professional ethics. Next, reflecting on their experiences as part of a group of inter-disciplinary 
researchers, Roussillon and Wilhelm share their account of setting up a Fieldwork Support Group for 
postgraduate researchers. In the final reflection, Hallingey et al. describe how the ‘ethical compass’ 
for their study of ‘liveability’ in Bangladesh was informed by consideration of processes and 
priorities across institutions and disciplines.

Concluding comments
The production of this issue has taken place in the context of the global pandemic of Covid-19 and 
we are highly appreciative of the efforts of authors and peer reviewers in contributing to Sentio 
in such challenging times. As an editorial team we celebrate the relationships we have formed 
remotely with one another during the period and acknowledge how our Sentio experience has 
offered us a valuable opportunity to develop our understanding of both research ethics and the 
process of academic publishing.

In closing, we would like to thank the editorial team of the inaugural issue of Sentio; members of 
the Sentio Advisory Board, Professor Pamela Cox (University of Essex), the outgoing Director of 
SeNSS, Professor Laura Camfield (University of East Anglia), Professor Alan Pickering (Goldsmiths, 
University of London) and Professor Larry Ray (University of Kent); Paul Newman, SeNSS 
Coordinator; our contributors and our peer reviewers. Your dedication, support and encouragement 
have been central to the creation of this issue.

Sentio Editorial Team
Chloe Anthony, Ella Delaine, George Evangelou, Paul Fenton Villar, Anna Hutchings, Josie Jolley, 
Amy Lynch and Alice Reynolds

September 2020

Dedication to Josie Jolley
A week after we sent this issue to production, we received the very sad news of the death of our 
fellow editorial team member, Josie Jolley. This came as a shock to us all. We have spent time 
together, reflecting and talking about our individual and collective relationships with Josie. We 
would like to acknowledge her significant contribution to this issue of Sentio and commitment 
to ethical research and practice. Josie showed an amazing depth and breadth of knowledge and 
was a positive and important voice in our discussions. As Articles section editor, Josie had an 
excellent working relationship with her fellow section editor, sharing frequent, supportive and 
open conversations, each taking the lead on the section's progress when needed. Josie was kind 
and supportive to those of us who are in the early stages of our PhD journeys, taking time to offer 
advice and suggestions of resources. Josie was excellent to work with, always sharing words of 
encouragement, creating a pleasant experience throughout; the kind of person we could all learn 
from. Josie meant a lot to us and to the production of Sentio. We would like to share our sincere and 
heartfelt condolences with her family and friends and dedicate this issue to her. Thank you, Josie.
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SENTIO SeNSS

The role of descriptive ethics in the design of  
research ethics procedures in the social sciences
Matthew Doyle, Research Associate, Department of Anthropology, University of Sussex, UK, M.Doyle@sussex.ac.uk

Abstract 
This paper examines how the growing field of descriptive ethics (the empirical study of ethical beliefs and 
behaviours) can inform the design of formal research ethics procedures. While social science, particularly in 
the United Kingdom, has increasingly adopted formalised procedures of ethical review, little attention has 
been paid to what researchers across different disciplines understand ethical practices and standards to 
mean, and how social scientists arrive at moral judgements about their work, negotiate dilemmas and resolve 
competing ethical demands. This paper considers how turning the lens of descriptive ethics onto the practice 
of social science may interrogate some of these issues. Potential areas for study include how particular 
disciplines conceive of what it means to be ethical and the negotiation of moral dilemmas when performing 
research in real-world contexts. Particular attention will be paid to ethnographic and qualitative research 
within social anthropology and cognate disciplines. 

Introduction 
In the Anglophone academic world, nearly all research in the social sciences must pass through a process 
of regulatory approval by an institutionalised ethical review committee. While the ethics of research were 
once largely a matter of professional judgement, they have become progressively formalised and decisions 
are increasingly centralised through bodies such as University Research Ethics Committees (URECs). This 
applies not only to work by senior academic staff, but to student projects at postgraduate and undergraduate 
levels. Nevertheless, ethical guidelines and processes of ethical review are often treated as little more than a 
necessary but inconvenient bureaucratic hurdle (Sleeboom-Faulkner and McMurray, 2018) and are regarded 
as measures which protect the reputation of the institution, while limiting academic autonomy and doing 
little to protect the rights and interests of research participants (Dingwall, 2012). A common complaint is that 
overly formalised and centralised guidelines and processes do not consider the diversity of forms of inquiry 
and the way academics in different fields have developed their own standards of ethics (ibid.).

Following the suggestions of previous commentators (Sleeboom-Faulkner et al., 2017), this paper argues 
that formalised research ethics in the social sciences need to be redesigned to account for the specificities 
of academic fields, their conceptions of what it means to be ethical, and the way researchers take decisions 
and negotiate dilemmas. Meanwhile, during the last fifteen years, research has flourished in social science 
on descriptive ethics: the empirical study of ethical beliefs and behaviours (Sommers, 2016). Yet there has 
not been any attempt to apply this body of work to the design of research ethics procedures. This paper will 
outline the main areas of theory and methodological approaches that have emerged in descriptive ethics and 
how these could generate data to address the current weaknesses of formal research ethics. However, before 
doing so, it will delineate some key problems with the formalisation of research ethics, paying close attention 
to academia in the anglophone world and the sort of ethnographic and qualitative research performed in 
social anthropology and cognate disciplines, such as human geography and qualitative sociology.

The formalisation of research ethics
While some of the core principles referred to in ethical review, such as confidentiality, informed consent and 
the protection of informants, have been recognised by ethnographic researchers since the early 20th century 
(Whyte, 1993), the widespread adoption of centralised systems of ethical review across all disciplines in the 
social sciences has been a relatively recent phenomenon (Dingwall, 2012). This has involved tacitly adopting 
a model of research on human subjects from the biomedical sciences, where such procedures were originally 
developed (Halpern, 2004). The formalisation of research ethics has been largely driven by the demands of 
research councils, such as the UK Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), the need for institutional 
risk and reputational management, and the rise of bureaucratic managerialism and corporatism in Higher 
Education (Hedgecoe, 2008).
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While anthropologists, sociologists and social geographers, whose work relies on qualitative and ethnographic 
studies, have their own professional guidelines and internal debates on the ethics of research, they have had 
little influence over the development of this process (Sleeboom-Faulkner et al., 2017). They have engaged in 
nuanced discussions regarding the obligations of researchers to their informants, sensitivity to cultural norms 
and values, and the ethical nature and value of research on human participants (Miller, 2016). Nevertheless, 
neither the explicitly stated or implicit ethical standards of many of these fields are reflected in formal 
processes of informed consent, research design and institutional permissions. 

Moreover, neither do such formal processes adequately consider the contexts in which researchers make 
ethical judgements in the course of qualitative and ethnographic investigation. Anyone who has carried 
out long-term fieldwork will recognise that consent is a process of continual negotiation, which involves a 
reflexive understanding of the developing relationship between the researcher and participants (Thorne, 
1980). Ethnography is a largely unplanned and open-ended process which involves an implicit appreciation 
of responsibilities towards research participants during and after the initial study. Fieldworkers will often not 
only explain their research in detail to those they work with but will involve them in the design of questions 
and methodologies. It is typical to encounter unexpected ethical dilemmas which involve competing loyalties 
to participants and professional and legal standards, or between the moral principles of the fieldworker’s own 
culture and the group or society they are studying. The notion of cultural relativism in social anthropology 
refers not only to the cultivation of tolerance and respect for the perspectives and values of the group the 
ethnographer studies, but the imperative that research must be carried out in accordance with these values and 
ways of life, to be genuinely ethical and to avoid causing harm (Herskovits, 1958).

The standard research model implicit in formalised ethical review is a procedural study which focuses on 
contractual rights and obligations of informed consent (Halpern, 2004). Consequently, researchers in many 
areas of the social sciences find themselves involved in time-consuming bureaucratic procedures which have 
little to do with the complex realities of their research. While the attitude of many social scientists in fields 
such as anthropology is that ethical review is an irrelevant annoyance (Sleeboom-Faulkner and McMurray, 
2018), some are concerned that among early career researchers, it can produce misplaced confidence and 
cultivated ignorance in regard to the real ethical issues to be encountered (ibid.). Therefore, rather than making 
the practice of research more ethical, the rise of formalised institutional ethical review may limit the ability of 
researchers to effectively negotiate the complex moral situations they face in the real world.

The study of ethics
The last fifteen years have seen the widespread emergence of research within the social sciences on descriptive 
ethics (Sommers, 2016). This is an interdisciplinary field which attempts to understand the nature of human 
moral reasoning, processes of learning, reflection and conflict, and the interaction between social structure and 
ethics. This includes work in ‘experimental philosophy’ and research in the cognitive sciences that investigates 
processes of moral reasoning and the proximate psychological mechanisms responsible for them (Appiah, 
2009), alongside studies in anthropology that examine the social basis of human ethical life (Laidlaw, 2014). 

What is widely referred to as the ‘ethical turn’ in anthropology has focused on investigating the social processes 
through which morality is reproduced, assimilated and negotiated. Some figures within this subfield (Mattingly 
and Throop, 2018) have suggested that ethics are constituted by the social practices which form part of a 
cultural tradition. This is made up of a community of teachers and learners, in which persons occupy both 
roles at different points in their life cycle. As individuals are taught to perform practices and grow in skill, they 
also understand the internal goods and values of social practices, which can only be apprehended through 
participation in them. An analogy could be made to learning a game such as chess, in which there exist external 
goods or rewards, such as praise or money, and the internal goods that come with developing greater skill at 
and understanding of the game itself. In this way, it is possible to learn the often implicit and embodied skills 
and knowledge through which someone can be a virtuous person and exercise moral judgement within the 
cultural tradition of their community. This view highlights the value of the ethnographic method for studying 
ethics, as it is only through observation and participation in social practices that it is possible to comprehend 
the complex web of understandings which shape the form and content of moral thought and belief.
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Work in psychology and neuroscience on moral reasoning overlaps substantially with the field of experimental 
moral philosophy, which tests whether philosophical conceptual claims about moral judgement and the 
intuitive self-evidence of ethical propositions are reflected in the thoughts and beliefs of ordinary people 
(Sommers, 2016). This has explored how the ways individuals respond to moral dilemmas reveal the cognitive 
processes which underly ethical judgement and decision-making (Greene et al., 2001) and the divergence 
between explicit normative standards and theories and people’s actual behaviour (Knobe, 2006). These studies 
use experimental tests and measures to investigate the processes involved in moral cognition and the biological 
mechanisms which underly them, illustrating how moral judgements are often the result of automatic mental 
processes, shaped by the particular culture an individual belongs to and influenced by environmental cues 
(Graham et al., 2013). Through doing so, they highlight the limitations imposed on objective ethical judgement 
by the partial and culturally and situationally determined nature of moral thought.

Studying the ethics of research
This paper has argued that formal research ethics procedures fail to account for the specificities of research 
in many social science fields, particularly the sort of qualitative work performed in social anthropology and 
cognate disciplines. Moreover, such procedures have not incorporated the ethical standards of academic 
fields which are relevant to judging the correct course of action in particular contexts, such as ethnographic 
observation or qualitative interviewing. While this paper can only offer a schematic outline of how the insights 
and methodological tools provided by work in descriptive ethics can be applied to the design of formal research 
ethics procedures, this section delineates two potential avenues for collaboration. The first of these concerns 
the task of providing an explicit systematisation of the ethics of an academic discipline. Doing so would mean 
that applications for ethical clearance would be based on a relevant and nuanced understanding of the nature 
of research within a field and the responsibilities of the investigator to participants. The second relates to 
understanding the contexts in which researchers make decisions and the factors which constrain and influence 
their judgements. This could be applied to the design of procedures which permit researchers to effectively 
navigate the ethical dilemmas they encounter, particularly during ethnographic investigation. 

If what is ethical for a community is constituted by the internal goods of practices which can only be 
comprehended through participation in them, the same is true for academic disciplines which practise 
particular forms of research. Much of what is considered ethical by scholars within a field, including the value 
of research as an activity, results from various unspoken assumptions and expectations into which they are 
socialised concerning the goals of the discipline, the role of the researcher and their obligations. The gulf 
between formalised research ethics procedures and the widely understood but implicit ethical standards 
shared by researchers explains the widespread attitude of frustration and dismissiveness towards ethical 
review (Dingwall, 2012). For example, anthropological research can be understood as a practice whose internal 
goods include the production of a type of knowledge which involves understanding the perspectives of other 
people (Astuti and Bloch, 2012). Implicit within this is the conception that research is a reflexive and dialogical 
process, negotiated through the development of shared understanding and application of the ethical standards 
of those studied. The biomedical research model, implicit in formal ethical review (Halpern, 2004), which 
treats participants as passive subjects, not only does not reflect the practical realities of other types of human 
research, but is antithetical to the tacit ethical standards of anthropology and cognate disciplines. When faced 
with the demand to elicit ‘informed consent’ from ‘research subjects’, ethnographers may instinctively recoil at 
the way such language reduces human beings to the inactive object of a scientised gaze.

To understand the ethical standards of a field, it is therefore not only necessary to attend to what researchers 
within it write or say, but to know how these are constituted by the internal goods of their research practices. 
One of the distinguishing features of the ethnographic method is to render explicit the unspoken beliefs 
and concepts through which individuals navigate their sociocultural environments, by undergoing and 
documenting what can be described as an apprenticeship, to become a culturally competent member of a 
social group (Astuti and Bloch, 2012). Carrying out ethnographic observation within a research discipline can 
therefore render explicit the previously unarticulated ethical standards shared by members of the field, so 
that these may be applied to the formulation of research ethics procedures which are meaningful to them. For 
example, in anthropology this could include replacing the use of standardised informed consent with protocols 
on how to establish shared trust and negotiate access to communities via their own principles and procedures.
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If the objectivity of moral judgement is affected by the limitations of cognitive processes and the influence of 
situational and cultural factors, this is no less true of the judgements and decisions made by researchers. Outside 
of the sorts of studies carried out in psychology, in which detailed protocols are devised in advance of formal 
experiments, the reality of most research in the social sciences is that improvised ethical decisions must be made 
during the course of a study. For example, a researcher may have to make spontaneous decisions about whether 
to directly interfere in the life of a community or to conceal sensitive information about themselves. Work in 
descriptive ethics cannot determine what the solution is to such dilemmas, but it can provide insight into how to 
navigate them.

Experimental research which explores responses to moral dilemmas suggests that moral reasoning is often 
an automatic and intuitive cognitive process which can lead to errors in judgement. Moral judgements, like 
other forms of social cognition (Kahneman and Taversky, 2003), are often made through simple heuristics 
which provide quick and automatic evaluations (Sunstein, 2003). While this is often useful, it can lead to absurd 
decisions. For example, people may be motivated to devote tremendous resources on saving the life of one 
individual, while being relatively indifferent to the suffering of many others, given the way our moral heuristics 
make some cases more salient (ibid.). Research has identified the factors which produce automatic moral 
reasoning processes, as opposed to more conscious forms of deliberation, including emotionally ‘triggering’ 
factors, time pressure and cognitive overload (Greene et al., 2001). Meanwhile, processes of enculturation 
can shape the form of intuitive moral judgements, leading to a breakdown in mutual understanding between 
individuals from different backgrounds (Haidt, 2012). 

Existing data in this area and new research could be applied to understanding the limitations placed on 
researchers’ abilities to make sound moral judgements during cognitively demanding and pressured situations, 
such as interviewing or ethnography. These data could be used to design training, which includes role playing 
of different scenarios, to help researchers negotiate ethically demanding situations which may occur in the 
course of their work and learn how their judgement may be negatively affected. For example, a researcher may 
become involved with an internal dispute among a community they are working in and be asked to choose a 
side. Researchers can identify in advance the factors which trigger automatic moral judgments and learn how 
to distance themselves from a situation to be able to make better decisions. Meanwhile, collecting data on the 
implicit moral attitudes of researchers can indicate the nature of cultural bias within different fields, meaning 
that practitioners of the discipline are more likely to make certain types of intuitive moral judgement (Haidt, 
2012). This would allow researchers to better identify what is partial in their moral attitudes, permitting them to 
appreciate the ethical perspectives of research participants.

Conclusion
While taking a critical view of the way formalised ethics procedures have been implemented, this paper does 
not suggest they be abandoned in favour of a return to professional judgement on the part of individuals and 
their peers. However, formalised procedures should be informed by evidence and the application of empirical 
studies. The examples given in the preceding section are meant only to provide a schematic outline of some of 
the potential avenues for applying empirical research on ethics to the ethics of research. However, even these 
examples suggest the need for substantial changes to the design of research ethics procedures.

For example, replacing the highly general guidance and ethical review procedures on research practices and 
informed consent with protocols that incorporate the specific ethical standards of different fields would require 
delegating decision-making and oversight from university-wide ethics committees, such as URECs, to specialised 
subcommittees at the departmental level. Meanwhile, implementing specialised training to address the sorts of 
real-world ethical decisions researchers are faced with would require formally recognising that much research 
with human participants involves ad hoc practical and moral judgements. Whether there exists the realistic 
possibility that such changes could be effected, given the role of formalised research ethics in the maintenance 
of bureaucratic control over academic work and institutional reputational management (Dingwall, 2012), is 
beyond the remit of this brief contribution. What it suggests is the need for further work in this area and a 
sustained project of collaboration between researchers across different fields.
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SENTIO SeNSS

Doing fieldwork and the right not to be understood
Caio Penko Teixeira, Department of Sociology and Social Research, Bicocca University, Italy, 
c.teixeira@campus.unimib.it 

Abstract 
This article looks at the concept and practice of reflexivity. It does so by drawing on Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ 
for the ‘other’, putting it into an ethically important plane. Based upon the author’s experience conducting 
fieldwork in an immigrant squat, the article points to the central part opacity plays in the deployment of 
reflexivity and concludes by indicating that the 'right to opacity’ helps us approach what constitutes ethical 
reflexivity in forced migration studies.

Introduction
In this article, I build on Édouard Glissant’s advocacy of the ‘right to opacity’ (2010) in discussing research ethics 
in ethnographic fieldwork broadly and in relation to (forced) migration studies in particular. Recognising the 
‘right to opacity’ allows us to act in a situation-appropriate manner: to seek a ‘way of seeing’ (Wolcott, 1999) that 
accepts the ‘Other’s opacity’ (Glissant, 2010). Most importantly, perhaps, it might help to think about our motives 
for certain actions in the field and how these may hold potential harms to others. Drawing on my own fieldwork, I 
discuss how Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ plays a part in reflexivity literature and its ethical dimension.

The article is divided into four sections. The first section introduces the research conducted in an immigrant 
squat in Turin. The second section outlines Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ in regard to his critique of transparency. 
The third section focuses on the role of emotions and fieldwork. The final section discusses how Glissant’s ‘right 
to opacity’ contributes to a reflexive approach by focusing on research based on fieldwork in forced migration 
studies. It is important to keep in mind that doing fieldwork requires thoughtful engagement and continuous 
critical reflection on our behaviour and presence in the field, particularly when the sites we enter are themselves 
traumatised and politically fraught. Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ offers a new way of thinking about and doing 
fieldwork from a reflexivity standpoint, and has important implications for data collection.

(Re)inventing home in exile
It is possible to picture what a vibrant place the former Turin Olympic village had been during the weeks of the 
2006 Winter Games. After the event, however, parts of the buildings were abandoned for years. Immigrants 
squatted these empty buildings after a change in policy leading to the closure of accommodation facilities 
for refugees and asylum-seekers fleeing from the Libyan civil war in 2013. This immigrant squat, assisted by a 
solidarity-based movement, served as a temporary shelter known as ‘Ex-Moi Occupation’. Many of the squatters, 
but not all, were framed as ‘undocumented’, ‘unauthorised’, ‘without status’ or ‘unlawfully present’ by the state-
centred logics of bureaucratic distinctions and labels. In this research, the goal was to understand better the 
tie between displacement and search for home in exile, looking at the dialectic that emerges from the shelter 
(dwelling) and its political meaning content.

The research explored the psycho-social significance of domestic space for those (forced) on the move and 
who are precariously housed. By focusing on domesticity space in informal settlements as part of migratory 
experience, I had the chance to research, record, and photograph the diverse reality of informal housing in exile. 
The ‘undocumented’ immigrant’s own search for home became a way to discuss urban politics that transcends 
the binary citizen/non-citizen divide in their struggles for housing rights. 

Over months of ethnographic fieldwork, I connected with immigrant-squatters, activists, and residents, and 
elaborated ground-level observations about the daily life of immigrants’ squatting movements within deteriorated 
buildings. Much recent research has been done on migration, displacement, and home (Belloni, 2019; Boccagni 
and Brighenti, 2017; Godin, 2017), but my research illuminated a less-discussed topic: undocumented immigrants’ 
struggles for home and informal housing organising experiences. The immersion in the field was instrumental to 
unpack the diversity of the notions of house, home, and household in exile. Such lived experience with interlocutors 
involved not only a great intellectual effort but also an intense emotional engagement.
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It was a challenging position to document immigrants’ homemaking practices and do justice to the sense of 
intimacy one gains by entering people’s domestic life, particularly at inopportune or upsetting moments. We 
frame aspects of people’s life-worlds into visible objects of analysis. We portray the study of the social world 
from our participant-observer standpoint. Theoretically, we want to make sense of the fieldwork experience. 
This, however, has emotional implications. In my case, the fieldwork meant to access the domain of intimacy 
and privacy and squatters’ ways of behaving at home.

Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’
In broad terms, Britton argues that Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ “is above all an ethical value and a political right” 
(1999, p.25). She suggests that Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ responds to ‘transparence everywhere’ and how the 
process of ‘understanding people’ implies in a ‘reductive transparency’ of the other. In Glissant’s words:

“If we examine the process of “understanding” people and ideas from the perspective of Western thought, 
we discover that its basis is this requirement for transparency. In order to understand and thus accept you, 
I have to measure your solidity with the ideal scale providing me with grounds to make comparisons and, 
perhaps, judgements. I have to reduce.” (2010, pp.189–190)

We learn from Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ to challenge the ‘transparence everywhere’, which can bring harm 
to interlocutors; that in ethnography, ‘being there’ (Geertz, 1988) and ‘seeing’ the social behavior of others 
(Wolcott, 1999) is an essential part of our work, but this also requires accepting the ‘Other’s opacity’ (Glissant, 
2010). Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ helps us to establish a more respectful engagement with our interlocutors. In 
this respect, it recognises the power imbalance between researcher and interlocutors in soliciting/collecting/
gathering data.

Britton discusses Glissant’s critique of transparency and notes, “the inequality and lack of reciprocity of the 
relation, in which those who are seen cannot themselves “see” those who see them” (1999, p.23). For Britton, 
Glissant’s transparency introduces an epistemic practice based on hierarchical power relations reproducing 
inequality and control over the otherness (1999). While in the ‘field’, I expected transparency from those who I 
was researching. That affected not only them, but also me. Experiencing a sense of awkwardness, I wondered 
to what extent researchers’ presence itself could be invasive. The disappointment that I felt with the ‘lack of 
reciprocity’ with the interlocutors led me to explore the roles of emotions in the field, specifically the emotional 
background of the researcher’s presence. 

Most of the people I saw and eventually came into contact with during fieldwork did not understand my 
position fully. I witnessed aspects of their homemaking practices, for instance, housework, cooking, relaxing, 
or dining. However, I unintentionally witnessed unintended aspects of daily life, such as arguments, conflicts, 
and forms of intimacy. The researcher’s emotional experience in the field shapes decision-making, especially 
in unplanned situations and encounters. We think and make sense of experiencing ‘Otherness’ through 
theoretical constructs in which social meanings are generated and reproduced. There is, also, a reflexive labour 
that informs fieldworkers in their ethical repertoire for acting in a situation-appropriate manner.

Reflexivity sheds light on this point. The term itself has at least two key definitions: first, ‘reflexivity’ signifies 
a kind of method or mode of analysis that incorporates the question of subjectivity in theoretical and 
research practice, broadly construed in the sociology of knowledge (Lumsden, 2019; Joy, 2017); and second, 
‘reflexivity’ refers to a researcher’s self-identification and how this influences their research topics, contexts, 
and relationships with their research participants (Lichterman, 2017; Gray, 2008; Wolff-Michael and Breuer, 
2003). Reflexivity is also relevant to ethical issues as they manifest in the fieldwork. Fieldworkers need to 
think carefully about ‘doing no harm’ for both the researcher and his or her subjects. This means proactively 
prioritising the dignity, safety, and well-being of participants, including their privacy. I suggest the assumption 
of the priority of our research interests over people’s privacy is problematic. I outline an ethical reflexive 
standpoint, therefore, which should never be restricted to the epistemological nature of subjectivity and 
positionality in knowledge production and its institutions, but can be seen as an opportunity to think about 
emotionally charged ethical issues in the research field.
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Although I was seeking to inform the research with data from the field, my presence in the immigrants’ domestic 
space gave me access to aspects of people’s lives and experiences beyond my research subject. It was fascinating 
to see how dwelling in places, spaces, and buildings is both materially and socially organised but also forms a 
web of intimacy and privacy that regulates people’s daily life. But at a certain point, my daily presence in the field 
seemed unnecessary, unjustified, and therefore I felt out of place. The ‘ethnographic gaze’ over the interior life 
of the immigrant squatting appeared potentially harmful to them, somewhat uncomfortable. The background 
of emotions while in the field played an important part in my reflexive insight into the dynamics between the 
researcher and the researched.

Britton explains that Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ “is a right not to be understood” (1999, p.19). Ethical reflexivity 
through the lens of Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ tells us how harmful our insistence can be when acting in the 
name of transparency. The requirement for transparency frames Otherness and the Other’s difference merely as 
an object of knowledge under universalising and reductive humanism (Glissant, 2010). Britton’s (1999) reading 
of Glissant’s work is that the Other’s opacity to the researcher is a ‘form and active strategy of resistance’. She 
argues that Glissant’s ‘right to opacity’ establishes “the principle of nonunderstanding to understanding of 
oneself” (Britton, 1999, p.21). I suggest we might benefit from emotions such as embarrassment, anger, or fear, 
in that they create awareness and preparedness for the research field and its emotional, trivial, habitual, and 
ordinary dimensions.

Emotions from the field
To challenge the silencing of immigrants’ experiences of domestic space, I fleshed out the interplay of 
displacement and resistance. Of interest was how immigrants’ search for home is actively envisioned, handled, 
and renewed by political solidarity within immigrant squatters’ movements. For this reason, the challenge was 
to have a better understanding of the domestic space in its interpellation of materiality, space, and politics that, 
also, overlap with aspects of privacy, routine, intimacy, and friendship. The domestic space in the immigrant 
squat illustrates how people (forced) on the move find shelter in many multifaceted forms and distinct ways that 
become integrated into the materiality of the shelters themselves. People experiencing housing precarity use a 
wide range of coping strategies to deal with the lack of formal assistance as well as issues of abuse, violence, and 
exclusion, where safety issues and privacy may be difficult to establish.

As I spent more time with immigrant squatters, I integrated myself into part of their ordinary activities. With an 
abiding interest in how undocumented people on the move cope with the lack of adequate housing, my aim was 
to analyse the role of the domestic space of informal settlements in (forced) migration contexts. What I did was 
to make sure that immigrants’ experience of domesticity was visible for analysis. I asked to see personal things, 
taking photos of domestic spaces and notes of events in the squat. On the one hand, the domestic space offers a 
meaningful channel for understanding cultures, peoples, and agency, but on the other hand, it reveals aspects of 
privacy in one’s living space.

It is important to note that documenting immigrants’ homemaking practices was touching me. As noted by 
Davies and Spencer (2009), researcher subjectivity and emotions play a relevant part in the field. The fieldwork 
experience evokes certain emotions and this has implications for method and theory-making (Davies and 
Spencer, 2009). The fieldwork as a lived experience allows us to observe and be observed, to ask and be asked. 
For Fabian, fieldwork is a praxis of ethnographic encounters, so that we can frame the “ethnographic inquiry 
as re-cognition, as cognizing and remembering” (2014, p.176). Furthermore, he notes that “[a]s ethnographers 
we experience others as our interlocutors; to experience them as strangers is not a logical, psychological, and 
certainly not a political requirement of ethnography” (Fabian, 2014, p.178).

The point to be made here is that research based on fieldwork “is a participant observation, in which researchers 
immerse themselves into the life-worlds of the persons, objects, and communities they study (with)” (Thajib, 
Dinkelaker and Stodulka, 2019, p.9). Here, I underline the need for navigating emotional dimensions in doing 
fieldwork, so that “[s]hifting emotions, oscillating feelings, and fluctuating ethical and moral viewpoints 
emerging from multiple role conflicts, call into question the anthropologist’s positionality before, during, and 
after fieldwork regarding informants, participants, and readers” (Brocco and Rutert, 2019, p.24). Collecting 
data in the field has ethical implications. For Caplan, ethics in anthropology involve politics of knowledge and 
tell us about the ‘relations between anthropologists and the subjects of their study and the responsibilities of 
anthropologists towards informants and others’ (2003, p.27).
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Consent is not enough to obviate the risk of witnessing intimate aspects of people’s lives that are not the 
research focus. As my fieldwork progressed, I felt uneasy with people’s reaction to my presence. The further 
I got into their everyday life, the more I understood that my gaze over their routines of cooking, cleaning, 
arguing, caring, and so on, could also be read as some threat. Also, I realised that asking questions may be 
invasive, resulting in embarrassment in socially awkward situations. That is to say, the researcher’s presence in 
the field may be perceived as a source of stress, making people become upset, worried, offended, or ashamed 
of something. 

During the first months in the squat, I realised how raw and intimate questions of home-related feelings and 
homemaking practices may be. I found myself surrounded by people who have experience of displacement and 
loss that I did not understand fully. I continued to have contact with some members of the squat and went back 
to them later to do interviews. The feeling of ‘social awkwardness’ in doing fieldwork in domestic spaces was, in 
part, because of the physical and emotional closeness to people’s ordinary life under extreme precarity without 
giving back any more practical outcome of my presence. I imagined myself through their eyes and wondered 
about the point of my ‘being there’ in their domestic space. That feeling of ‘social awkwardness’ made me 
think how ‘being researched’ could be an uneasy situation, especially in environments of deeply entrenched 
inequalities. That leads us to the question of what is being made visible, and for whom.

Ethical value and political right
Ethnographic settings are multifaceted and if our research is concerned with ‘hard-to-reach populations’ –  
the most vulnerable and marginalised groups who lack access to essential rights and services such as health, 
education, and sanitation – it is essential to have an appreciation of the limits regarding the Other’s privacy 
and intimacy. While in the field, we often interact with people of all walks of life and cultural backgrounds 
in politically and economically deprived contexts. To act on the ‘right to opacity’ may be to engage with the 
encounter by developing a conscious awareness of the ethical issues around privacy and confidentiality, 
and the emotional implications of accessing the interior social life of those in the field. As fieldworkers, our 
knowing draws on the interactional encounter between the researcher’s self and others’ selves. Glissant’s 
‘right to opacity’ is fundamental to ethnographic fieldwork that takes seriously reflexivity. The right not to be 
understood, as noted by Britton (1999), offers a reflexive standpoint on how the emotional and the political 
mutually constitute fieldwork experiences. That it is not about whether or not a researcher gets data, rather it is 
about the power dynamic within which ethnographic encounters occur in the field site.

My own experiences resonated with these reflections, highlighting that we need not resist emotions to tame 
our attention. Affectivity and emotions are in their own right part of how we learn about the research setting 
and interact with interlocutors. Emotional states alert us to reflect upon the multiple and fluid dimensions of 
a researcher’s presence in the field. We learn in the field when to listen, what to look for and how to negotiate 
with our emotions. At stake is to ask if our ‘being there’ is exposing someone’s opacity. There are a range of 
obscure and incomprehensible issues in the research setting. Nothing is worse than involuntarily and indirectly 
causing harm to our interlocutors. The point is to respect and sustain the webs of trust and opacity with which 
we interact with our interlocutors while in the field. To act on the ‘right to opacity’ helps us draw this line of 
respect. 

Fieldwork is made of interactions and relies on interpersonal relationships. Doing fieldwork is both an 
intersubjective and embodied experience of thinking-feeling-interacting. The ethical complexities that emerge 
in the settings where research is being conducted are key concerns for reflexivity. The researcher’s emotional 
experience through the lens of ethical reflexivity matters in defining what may be documented, analysed, 
and (not) understood. As fieldworkers, it is important to stand up for others’ opacity, both as a right to our 
interlocutors and as an ethical standpoint. We would do well to go back to Glissant, to his vision of opacity as 
an act of resistance. Doing this is essential for a reflexive approach to understanding the field and its ethical 
implications at different stages of the fieldwork journey.
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Abstract
In Latin America, rural indigenous communities are one of the most vulnerable groups. In recent years, public 
and private initiatives worldwide have been focusing on indigenous entrepreneurship as a way to tackle 
poverty. In 2014, the Chilean government and the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) started the 
Indigenous Development Program (PDFI). As a researcher and consultant involved in the programme, I was 
immersed into a complex network of power, incentives, and knowledge struggles among a wide variety of social 
actors involved in the programme, including: government and international agencies; leaders and members 
of indigenous communities; academics; and “experts”. This complex network posed many ethical questions 
that not only exceeded our control as a group, but also enforced ethical boundaries of Western “development 
projects”. As such, this article will reflect on and critically engage with issues around positionality, power/
knowledge, coloniality, and key assumptions that surrounded our experience in Chile. It aims to show and 
unravel liminal spaces about ethical issues, as well as complex constraints for ethical development within 
communities exposed to extreme poverty, exclusion, and violence. Finally, I discuss several challenges for 
further research and work with communities in these contexts.

Introduction: indigenous entrepreneurship in Chile
Westernised social sciences and knowledge have been increasingly criticised by feminist and post/decolonial 
voices, among others (Escobar, 2012; Franks, 2002; Grosfoguel, 2013; Haraway, 1988; Mignolo, 2017, 2014; 
Quijano et al., 2014; Sardar, 1999). These efforts have helped to provincialise Western knowledge as a specific 
and privileged space of knowledge production (Grosfoguel, 2013) and understand its devastating effects over 
other epistemologies and ontologies.

Even though these critiques have emerged, the hegemonic knowledge and practices have not changed 
substantially. As acknowledged by Schöneberg (2019), this is certainly the case in development research, 
theory, and practice. The Euro-centred capitalist colonial modern world continues to define the problems and 
the solutions (Quijano, 2000). This is particularly detrimental for groups that have already been excluded and 
discriminated, such as indigenous people. 

South America, particularly Chile, is not an exception in this regard, where conflicts with indigenous people 
still persist. In Chile, the end of the military dictatorship entailed the beginning of a new approach from the 
state towards indigenous people in the 1990s. Following “policies of recognition”, the state focused on the 
improvement of the material conditions and the generation of new ways to recognise indigenous cultures 
(Gobierno de Chile, 2004; Vergara et al., 2005). However, 30 years later, the public policies implemented as part 
of this approach have not been successful in solving continued cycles of poverty and violence (MDS, 2017).

In this context, the Chilean government started an indigenous entrepreneurship programme with the Inter-
American Development Bank (IADB). International aid experts claimed that by lending loans to indigenous 
communities as “starting capital” to develop high-impact initiatives, they could capitalise upon their 
“resources” (lands, fauna, flora, funga) and make their own way out of poverty. In this narrative, integrating 
indigenous people and territories to the global market would benefit the market, the government, and the 
indigenous communities themselves, as already shown in countries like the USA, Canada, and Australia.

This “successful recipe” towards development was the basis for the partnership between the IADB and the 
Chilean government in 2014. The idea was that the IADB would finance an indigenous entrepreneurship 
programme that would recognise the cultural differences within indigenous communities and reinforce 
traditional indigenous leadership. The programme had a community-led approach and it was structured in 
three stages (building the project and the life plan; economic and social appraisal; and economic feasibility) to 
get a guarantee from the state to ask for a loan from a bank (MDS, 2018). 
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My participation in the entrepreneurship project started after the first projects of the programme were launched, 
and it was the result of an invitation from the leader of an indigenous community to the Center for Intercultural 
and Indigenous Research at the Pontificia Catholic University of Chile, where I was working. This led me to 
participate, as researcher and consultant, in three other (related) projects, thus gaining access to a wide 
network associated with the programme, including: governmental agencies; indigenous communities; other 
professionals such as architects, designers, biologists, and engineers both from the same and other universities; 
and with the international donor (IADB). As our methods varied according to the type of project and the needs 
and ideas of our counterparts, we were able to engage with a range of different research methods, including: 
ethnography; interviews; surveys; and participative cartographies.

This two-year experience gave me access to a complex colonial network of power struggles in the context of 
“development” and, unexpectedly, to contested territories and vulnerable indigenous communities. To account 
for my experience and engage critically with my own positionality, the aim of this article is to problematise the 
neocolonial approach of these types of projects, both within development and the social sciences. Following 
Alcoff’s (1988) definition, I will consider positionality as relational within a particular context, as well as a location 
where multiple social categories encounter and where located meaning is constructed. Nonetheless, in this 
case, my reflexivity comes from the position others gave me in the field, the positions others had, and the way I 
perceived them in their relationship with me. 

In what follows, I will expose my own reflections, assumptions, and issues of positionality and power/knowledge 
in the neocolonial realm of development projects and present challenges for further research. These reflections 
are based not only in the post/decolonial literature, but also emerge from my own participation in the projects 
and reflections on some of the issues the different teams encountered, and on conversations with members of 
each project. 

Entering the field: neocolonial labyrinth
Acknowledging that working on development issues is always contested, we tried to avoid the failures of 
past as well as extractive research (Escobar, 2012; Gardner and Lewis, 1996). Since we were going to produce 
knowledge, but were from Western institutions (universities), attention needed to be paid to the dynamics of 
power/knowledge. As stated by Foucault (2015), power and knowledge are deeply intertwined, with all forms of 
knowledge constituting power relations, and vice versa. 

Therefore, as a way to tackle hierarchies and power abuse, our idea was to practise an active participant 
methodology (Contreras, 2002; Melero, 2011), which focuses on doing initiatives with the people, not for the 
people. Secondly, before writing anything for a bidding process, we would talk about the conditions and ask 
what our partners (indigenous communities) needed or wanted. Was there something that they wanted to know 
about Western social science methodologies? From there, the methodologies and outcomes were discussed 
according to the interest of the communities, our skills and capabilities, and the requirements and timing of each 
of the bidding processes. 

Nevertheless, reality proved to be more complex than our good intentions. We were outsiders, and all Western 
projects had timings and regulations that were inadequate to build trust and to get to know each other 
sufficiently well to be able to select appropriate methodologies for each group. In one of the most awkward 
moments we experienced, we needed to ask our research participants to sign a consent form whilst we were 
sat at a table being served mate and sopaipillas1 – a situation where signing papers was considered as either 
an interruption or an act of mistrust. However, project regulations would not consider an interview valid in the 
absence of written consent. And funding, in turn, would only be provided if we were able to account for our 
research progress.

Moreover, it was hard to overcome the fact that we were not in our community and we were holding several 
power privileges. Not only were we labelled as “the experts” throughout the projects, but there were also 
marked differences in terms of class, race, and area of residency. We held academic professions, which in Chile 
are usually a symbol of upper-middle-class, the professionals among us were non-indigenous, and we all lived in 
the capital, far away from the regions where the communities lived.

1 Traditional type of fried pastry usually made from wheat flour and pumpkin. It is generally handmade in rural areas and it is used as an alternative for bread. 
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Above all these issues, we found ourselves in rough contexts of violence and exclusion. The invisible  
dichotomy “appropriation/violence” of the abysmal thought that characterises Western modernity as a 
socio-political paradigm, according to De Sousa Santos (2010b) and in contrast with the visible dichotomy 
“regulation/emancipation”, was nothing but explicit. In those parts of the globe, both appropriation and 
violence have been the inseparable duet that played their song for centuries all over the territories, humans, 
and non-human beings. 

At the same time, we realised that in most cases, the trajectory of the political leaders, their daily issues with 
the projects and other initiatives, intensified their distance from the community members. In some cases, we 
witnessed the works of power in the context of violence: after centuries of being transgressed, the violence one 
can ignore in order to live becomes mixed up with the violence one has internalised. It is very similar 
to Fanon’s (1999) recognition when he realised that the colonized dream to become the colonizer. Then, it 
becomes reproduced violence. Those were “the micro-(bio)politic effects” of coloniality, exposed by Machado 
Araoz (2013):

  “... the effects of the systematic and brutal exercise of wide historical forms of violence has had and has as a 
constitutive vector of the subjectivities that “are born” in colonial settings” (p.20).

We witnessed how the leaders claiming to be representatives of their community members were, instead, part 
of profound conflicts and, on one occasion, arrived at a critical point of a “community war” mixed with state 
violence. This led me to wonder about the invisible dynamics within the network, and the assumptions that, 
without us realising, determined the projects. 

Looking around: problematic assumptions
The regulations of the projects and the cruelty of the widespread penury turned my attention to the issues that 
were invisible in our interactions while deeply affecting them, as well as to our own ability to find ethical answers 
to so many critical issues. How can you work ethically and move with integrity in a place that you do not know? 
How can you understand your situated positionality when you are an outsider? What can you do to avoid the use 
of power privileges when you cannot assess how far they separate you from the members of the community? 
These questions must be addressed to understand how our work strengthens or weakens power relations.

As such, the challenge was to identify the invisible, which were the assumptions each actor had before and 
during the projects. To begin with, the entire network worked with the assumption of understanding: that is, 
the idea that through oral or written communication, two or more social actors have the same understanding, 
or at least, that the social actor who receives the message understands what the sender intended to say. In this 
article, I expose the problematic assumption of representation, the idea that institutions (states, organisations, 
and indigenous communities) represent people’s needs, interests, opinions, and life projects and that there is 
a level of democracy in the flow of resources and intentions. This assumption presents itself at different scales. 
In their procedures, the IADB works as if the states were representative of all the people that live in the territory 
claimed by the nation-state. In turn, state agencies assume that the leaders of indigenous communities are 
representatives of a unified collective called ‘communities’. Likewise, universities and consultants are perceived 
within the network as experts, therefore representatives of expert knowledge. 

These assumptions are problematic. States can hardly be thought of as unitarian, as they are the centre 
of political struggles, and in the case of Latin America, they have been accused of exercising violent state 
repression (Coraggio and Laville, 2014; Hale and Millaman, 2005). Moreover, it was clear that there were also 
deep differences and conflicts among governmental agencies, which meant that one decision might not get 
through if it involved other ministries or departments. In the case of indigenous communities, the problem was 
bigger as it directly affected the integrity and lifestyles of the people. Indeed, there is a huge difference between 
the “indigenous community” as a legal figure and the “imagined indigenous community” as a collective space 
of belonging. The first is widespread in Chile as a legal mechanism to secure ancestral lands and benefits from 
the state. They could have a common ancestor, but it does not mean that they want to live together, share ideas 
about their future, or develop projects together, as thought under the imaginary of communities. In several 
cases, this legal figure also made invisible old conflicts between families and created space for power abuse.
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Without knowing and acknowledging those differences, outsiders (especially international “aid”) often work 
with community elites (Platteau, 2004), which can create and deepen internal conflicts and sharpen power 
inequalities. Clapp and Dauvergne (2011) show that international aid not only has its own agenda but responds 
to certain frameworks and directly introduces certain practices and recommendations as part of their political-
economic model.

On the other hand, “expert” covered a wide range of people, situations, experiences, and power/knowledge 
with some sort of power privilege. Although all experts were from the Global South, it is always contested to 
attribute expertise about certain cultures and territories to an outsider (especially when that expertise comes 
from Western knowledge). In fact, expertise itself was understood very differently among social actors. In those 
indigenous communities, experience is locally conceived, referring to certain places and people. Usually, experts 
are wise elders who know their history, old practices, and rituals. In many cultures, they perform the role of 
indigenous leaders and participate in decision making. Depending on the realm of life, women and men will 
have different expertise. As such, a group of young outsiders were anything but experts about their cultures and 
territory to them. 

This was a very good position from which to work together, as I did not consider myself an expert either. 
However, governmental and international aid agencies thought differently. For them, we were the experts. We 
wanted to build a collaborative project based on both our and our partners’ interests, however, our indigenous 
partners were not allowed to claim academic expertise. On the contrary, we knew that our knowledge was part 
of a world that indigenous communities struggled to understand, as we struggled to understand theirs. 

Who am I here? Well-being, positionality, and integrity
The invisible assumptions draw my attention towards another problem. It was not just trust that I needed 
to gain, but a sense of my own position within the projects. I summarise this challenge in three main ethical 
dilemmas: well-being, positionality, and integrity. The first, well-being, is about deciding whether to get 
involved when there is a lack of information or time to understand the terms in which the involvement will 
occur. This dilemma was directly related to my own well-being as researcher and it meant that I might encounter 
unexpected problems with each action I took. For example, by working with one family, I received threats from 
another one. To what extent was I at risk? Were there enough measures to protect me/us?

The second dilemma came from my own positionality. I was perceived as an outsider not only to the community, 
but to the local social actors, as I was from Santiago. My closeness to all the territories was based on the 
recognition of a national state that we were all part of, a shared nationality. The same national state that is 
accused of suppressing indigenous people through imprisonment and the killing of their leaders. After years of 
exploitation, depredation, and dispossession by accumulation, as well as accumulation by dispossession, was 
it better to be Chilean? Was that a burden that I had to take with me? Was our team reproducing the centre-
periphery power hierarchies? 

Finally, I started rethinking my own integrity as a professional. What happens when you find yourself in a project 
that (as far as you understand) has silenced community members? What remained invisible to my eyes? This also 
presented a way of going back to the first ethical questions that we must address before taking part in a project: 
Who will benefit from it? What power hierarchies exist and how will the project affect them?

Conclusion
By briefly exposing different issues that our group faced and re-thinking them with a postcolonial and decolonial 
lens, I aimed through this paper to contribute to a more reflexive decolonial applied social science. Personal 
and professional experience have led me to deeply question the possibilities of social science to contribute 
towards decoloniality, particularly when faced with vulnerable contexts. More reflection is needed to critically 
address the possibilities social scientists have to work towards processes of self-determination, overcoming the 
neocolonialism usually reproduced by “experts from the outside”, and the possibility of contributing towards 
epistemicides, i.e. exterminating knowledge and ways of knowing (De Sousa Santos, 2010a).

The position of the outsider, and not living in one’s fieldwork environment, makes any attempt more difficult, as 
we might not be present to address the consequences of our actions. It also draws attention to us as vulnerable 
observers (Behar, 2012), since we need to be reflexive about the surroundings and the consequences of our 
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actions, and not only engaging with our feelings. Questions about our own feelings and thoughts must be 
considered alongside questions about the origin and effects of violence, as well as contextual issues such 
as the circumstances in which the use of our own position of power has the potential to inflict harm or 
increase vulnerability and exclusions. As pointed out by Goetschel (2018, p.12), there is a great responsibility 
when working among conflicts, which “demands constant questioning and searching for the best possible 
alternatives to what is already being achieved”.  

Ethical issues are present during the entirety of projects, but we do not always have the information required 
in order to best respond or react to the challenges we face at the time they occur. However, having awareness 
and thinking in advance of mechanisms to deal with ethical uncertainties can already make a great difference. 
Similarly, by thinking and reflecting about the assumptions of a project, we can engage with methodologies 
that can help us adapt to particular circumstances, and deal with uncertainties, power imbalances, and colonial 
assumptions. Therefore, instead of running away from conflicts, we can help to build new approaches avoiding 
epistemicide and participate in projects that help towards constructing self-determination. 
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research with people with a learning disability 
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Abstract 
Inclusive research enables people with a learning disability, with support, to take a lead role at all stages of the 
research, including the design, process and dissemination, rather than just contributing to the data collection 
(Walmsley and Johnson, 2003). In 2010 a short-term research project enabled a group of people with a learning 
disability to ‘research their own lives’. An unexpected outcome was that the members greatly valued the 
opportunity to tell their stories and wanted to continue. Ten years later the group continues to research issues 
affecting them and their peers from a disability rights (United Nations General Assembly, 2006) and social 
model of disability perspective. 

This article is based on the personal observations and reflections of their non-disabled group facilitator and 
fellow researcher, regarding a range of ethical issues and dilemmas raised by this inclusive research approach. 
They include anonymity and confidentiality, the need for flexible roles of the group facilitator, including 
advocate and supporter, and the extent that this conflicts with the role of co-researcher. Power, ownership and 
control of the research agenda are also discussed.

Introduction
This article explores and reflects on some of the ethical issues, challenges and dilemmas raised in the journey 
of doing research with co-researchers with a learning disability, an approach termed ‘inclusive research’ 
(Walmsley and Johnson, 2003). It will first outline the main features of inclusive research methodology, then 
describe and discuss ethical issues encountered in practice and finally suggest recommendations for future 
similar research collaborations.

Inclusive research 
Research about people with disabilities has traditionally been done by non-disabled people, by relatively powerful 
experts on relatively powerless subjects and therefore on an unequal basis (Ward and Flynn, 1994). Decades ago, 
people with a learning disability were not asked their opinions and choices, instead their parents or staff were asked 
to speak for them. However, from the late 1960s changes in attitude meant that people with a learning disability 
started to be consulted for their personal views, and gradually genuine participation commenced (Walmsley, 2001). 

Although research about people with a learning disability has been slow to involve them in the process at 
any level (Kiernan, 1999), they are increasingly taking a more active role (Walmsley and Johnson, 2003; Zarb, 
1992; Minkes et al., 1995). There has been a development from accepting that people with learning disabilities 
have opinions and the right to express them (Stalker, 1998) and they are the best informants concerning their 
experiences (Chappell, 2000), towards a more general understanding that speaking up about one’s experiences 
is a fundamental human right (United Nations, 2007). As a result, research involving the collaboration of people 
with learning disabilities is taking an increasingly prominent place in current literature on learning disability 
related issues (Walmsley, 2001; Nind, 2014). 

The emergence of the social model of disability from the late 1970s identified the social barriers experienced as 
the disabling factor, as opposed to a person’s impairments (Barnes and Mercer, 2004). This social movement has 
enabled the development of an approach to research where people with disabilities are equal partners. Typically 
disability research either considers the experience of disability or the structural barriers, which by some are 
considered to be oppositional. Emancipatory research, where people with disabilities are central to both the process 
and analysis, can be challenging for those with a learning disability to do without support. There are, however, calls 
for all research concerning people with learning disabilities to be emancipatory and to lead to real social change 
(Watson, 2004; Oliver, 1992). Inclusive research is grounded in these values and is an approach where support is 
integral without undermining the ownership of the research project (Walmsley, Strnadová and Johnson, 2018).
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Inclusive research is also known by other names: co-research, collaborative, user-led, partnership and 
participatory research (Nind, 2014). There is not scope here to explain the history and nuances between these 
terms and approaches. For the purpose of this article, inclusive research is understood to be where people with 
a learning disability identify the research topic, take a lead role, with support, in all aspects of the research 
process, including deciding the research topic, methodology, analysis and dissemination, and are far more than 
just data informants (Walmsley and Johnson, 2003; Walmsley, Strnadová and Johnson, 2018; Nind, 2017). It 
acknowledges that people with a learning disability are best placed to identify the social barriers they experience 
and the societal changes that should be made. It gives voice to not only their experience but also their own way 
of communicating this (Herron, Priest and Read, 2015).

The Building Bridges Research Group
Building Bridges is a social enterprise which co-delivers training about learning disability and instigated the 
research group. In 2010 a short-term project was established to enable a group of people with a learning 
disability to ‘research their own lives’ using focus groups and creative activities. They completed the project by 
producing a report of their findings (Money Friends and Making Ends Meet Research Group, 2011).

The members greatly valued the opportunity to meet regularly and tell their stories, with the status of being 
researchers. Ten years later, the group is still meeting regularly to research issues affecting them in their social 
networks (Building Bridges Research Group, 2014, 2016). They have also written or contributed to a number of 
peer reviewed journal articles (Mooney, Rafique and Tilly, 2019; Tilly, 2019, 2013a, 2014, 2013b, 2016; Tilly and 
Building Bridges Research Group, 2015). Subjects include housing, welfare benefits, coping with independent 
living, health and managing money, and enabling professionals and academics to better comprehend their 
challenges in daily living. The group has seen changes in membership over the years, but averages eight 
members. The members mainly live independently and none have any support from learning disability services.

Positive benefits for co-researchers
The members’ participation in the research group has brought immense personal benefits. Membership of 
the research group provides a range of functions such as friendship, fun, peer support and an opportunity to 
identify and resolve issues and social barriers. Where they may lack tenacity with other commitments, such 
as volunteering in charity shops or participating in schemes and courses they are required to attend as part 
of benefit claims, attending this group is a high priority usually achieving 100% attendance, signalling its 
importance to them as an anchor in their lives.

Other outcomes include increased confidence and assertiveness among the members, and heightened 
awareness of their rights. They see the group as a place to record and discuss social injustices they experience. 
When they experience frustrations, for example relating to public transport or housing issues, invariably they will 
say ‘we’ll have to talk about this in the group!’.

The group relish participating in the dissemination of their research, at events, conferences and university 
training, and they particularly welcome the opportunity it affords to travel to new places as well as the 
occasional free meals! Furthermore it gives them the status of experts, with respect and acknowledgement. They 
are also immensely and rightfully proud of their reports and articles. It has a huge impact on the professionals 
and students who hear their first-hand accounts. This is evidenced in their references to our original report which 
revealed the lived experiences of this group who are usually hidden from mainstream and learning disability 
support services. 

While having huge respect and admiration for the group’s tenacity, commitment, personal growth and group 
achievements, it has also led me to reflect on a number of dilemmas, challenges and ethical issues encountered 
over the previous decade. The article henceforth is written in the first person as it is based on my observations 
and reflections as the non-disabled researcher who has worked with the group over the last decade, and in the 
context of the wider literature. These issues are now outlined and discussed.
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Identification of the research topic and question and seeking ethical approval
A crucial element of inclusive research is that the research topic should be identified by people with a learning 
disability themselves as being an issue or social barrier for them and their peers (Nind, 2017; Walmsley, 
Strnadová and Johnson, 2018). However, in practice, this may not happen for various reasons. For example, the 
initial idea may be triggered by the availability of funding applied for by the non-disabled researcher who then 
recruits the co-researchers. 

A strong ethical grounding is a core feature of social and participatory research. However, the process of 
requesting ethical approval can itself present a conundrum. Should the co-researcher wait for approval from 
a university ethics committee before approaching the co-researchers, thereby excluding them from the first 
hurdle? Their involvement in developing the research proposal, however, risks contravening the ethical 
guidelines about not approaching ‘vulnerable’ people until ethical approval for the research project is awarded. 
Ethical approval is usually gained on their behalf by a non-disabled collaborator from an academic institution 
(Northway et al., 2014; Ham et al., 2004). What typically happens with our research group is that ideas for 
projects emerge from group discussions and develop into a more structured proposal which I then take forward 
as an ethics proposal application without their involvement.

Consent and motivation to participate 
It could be argued that true consent is difficult for people with a learning disability, regardless of providing 
accessible information sheets and consent forms. They may not fully understand what they are consenting to 
or appreciate the reach of the dissemination, especially if it is outside their experience. Many people with a 
learning disability also tend to acquiesce and be compliant (Clare and Gudjonsson, 1993). An important ethical 
issue is that people with a learning disability often have unfulfilled lives and therefore may agree to participate 
to fill otherwise unoccupied time. They typically have limited income from welfare benefits and therefore 
even a £5 or £10 voucher, or free lunch, may be strong motivation for some to participate (Money Friends and 
Making Ends Meet Research Group, 2011). This creates a dilemma when recruiting research participants but is 
particularly problematic when recruiting co-researchers, where the role is even more complex. 

Validity and equality 
Inclusive research requires a strong rapport between all group members. A non-disabled researcher cannot 
suddenly decide to work inclusively and launch into it. It needs an environment of trust and relationships to 
be nurtured and built up over time. There also needs to be consideration of roles and equality of power in the 
decision-making. While the non-disabled researcher may have different roles in the research project, such as 
managing budgets, leading on accountability and reporting to funders, there must be equality in the research 
process. The academic researcher may be more articulate but the co-researchers are the ones with the lived 
experience and unique insight into both the challenges and solutions. It is this shared partnership that adds 
value to inclusive research (Nind, 2017). 

It is important that co-researchers are not involved just for lip service, and that participatory research is not 
wrongly labelled as inclusive. Genuine participation is extremely time-consuming, for example preparing easy 
read information or taking time to explain, remind and assure. But making reasonable adjustments can enable 
greater inclusion and therefore more pertinent research findings (Northway, Howarth and Evans, 2015).

Another issue is the cost of attending conferences and events which may be prohibitive for co-researchers, 
denying them opportunity and status. Funding applications should take into account the need for all the team 
to be able to share in this opportunity. On occasions we have been able to disseminate findings as a research 
group at UK conferences, especially where reduced fees apply for contributors with a learning disability. But for 
international conferences I sometimes have to attend on my own. I am sometimes able to access funds from my 
academic institution to do this, but I am struck by the injustice in this.

Mission creep, self-advocacy and tenacity
One of the dilemmas in our research group was the tendency to become a self-help group, or a place to moan 
and gripe, with interest waning from an initially ‘hot topic’. One such example was a survey with peers to 
establish which social landlords provided carbon monoxide detectors, to form the basis for a campaign to get 
detectors provided for all tenants. There was initially a high level of enthusiasm for the project. We produced 
easy read questionnaires for members to approach their peers and started to collect responses, but the project 
fizzled out. It requires considerable time management and support to sustain the group from concept to 
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completion. Goodley (2000) notes a mutually beneficial link between self-advocacy groups and co-researchers, 
which can be a focus of activity for when research projects come to a close. However, this blurring of roles 
between advocacy and inclusive research can have negative consequences; one funding application failed when 
the funder insisted we were a self-help group rather than a research group. To overcome this, there is a need to 
regularly remind the group’s members of the role of the group, and to help them understand and reflect on the 
nuanced roles of letting off steam, advocacy, research, dissemination and campaigning. There is a time and a 
place for all of these functions, but they can require subtle and supportive management.

A further ethical issue is that this research approach also identifies current issues that co-researchers and people 
they interview have in living independently and the lack of support from both informal support networks and 
formal services. These can be serious concerns which I feel need addressing as a priority with policy makers, 
above disseminating as a research output. As a co-researcher it leaves me with knowledge that needs to 
be urgently addressed, for example disparity in welfare benefit assessments, lack of support for health and 
wellbeing, limited supported housing options that needs social change above research dissemination.

Personal issues creating tension in roles
Over the ten years of working with the group, members have sometimes shared very personal and painful 
stories, such as having children removed, bereavement and poverty. When such issues arise, the inclusive 
researcher needs to know how to support them. In practice, however, there are limited services and resources 
for referral to, for example, grief counselling. This has put pressure on me, and added tension to my role as the 
non-disabled person in the group, feeling obliged to help meet the need or pursue support elsewhere. A range 
of issues and situations have come to light which, while not safeguarding concerns, were cause for concern, 
including oppressive relationships, debt, poor personal hygiene, unintentional neglect of pets’ needs and home 
health and safety. Sometimes, with no one else to turn to, members have approached me for help and support. 
To counteract the power imbalance this could cause, I share issues in my own life which adds to the richness of 
our relationship and the bond of trust. I am always touched by the members following up with me how I am and 
about these issues, and it contributes to the equality in the group.

Similarly, issues can arise where co-researchers share discriminatory views or demonstrate ‘othering’ (Traustadottir 
and Johnson, 2000). Examples included social workers, and other community groups such as Travellers and 
newcomers from Eastern Europe. These incidents have resulted from negative personal experiences, a lack of 
awareness, sharing views of other people in their social network or the need to elevate their personal social status. 
This requires sensitivity if these views are to be challenged in a timely and appropriate way (Simons, 1999), but the 
act of challenging itself can bring another dynamic to the co-researching concept.

Implications of increased self-confidence and awareness of rights
Williams (2011) notes there can be huge contrasts between the private lives of people with a learning disability 
and their public strong collective voices in the role of self-advocates and researchers. Some of our research 
group members have grown in confidence and gained new-found freedom of expression. Some have grown 
in confidence from barely speaking in our group to now being able to present in front of hundreds of people 
with confidence and also ask questions in seminars. However, this new assertiveness can see a backlash when 
it threatens the status quo at home. When two emboldened female group members challenged their male 
relations by being more assertive, wanting more autonomy in the home, including control of their own money, 
this has led to tensions. In one case a member was temporarily prevented from attending meetings by her family.

Ownership and anonymity
One of the biggest ethical concerns with inclusive research is the issue of anonymity (Tilley and Woodthorpe, 
2011). How do we balance protecting people’s identities while enabling them to be proud of who they are and 
their story, which often include aspiring elements of survival and resilience? In the original research project 
in 2010, university ethical approval was gained which assured anonymity of the participants. Later these 
participants wrote their report, with no names being mentioned, but this led to an article for a practitioner 
journal, where the group members not only wanted their full names included but also their photographs, 
indicating personal and collective pride and the desire for acknowledgement. After discussion, a compromise 
was reached where first names only were used. 
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A similar issue arose with the Kew Gardens oral history project where a participant wanted to be identified. The 
author was concerned about de-identifying people against their wishes, suggesting that this point should be 
included in the assent process in future work (Manning, 2010). However, even with consent, there is the issue of 
a lack of awareness of how research is now digitally disseminated and the implications of this, which needs to 
be taken into consideration.

Confidentiality
‘What’s said in the room, stays in the room’ is our group’s mantra to reinforce the importance of confidentiality 
and is one of the ground rules for the meetings. However, there have occasionally been minor breaches. One 
individual was motivated to use information gained in the group to give him status with others outside the 
group, with huge implications for the group dynamics when this came to light. It should be recognised that 
friendships within and outside the group can be fluid, fragile and tenuous at times. The social circles of the 
group are small and their allegiances can fluctuate. The information shared in the group needs to be managed 
carefully, and regular reiteration of the ground rules is vital.

Realistic expectations for change 
In social research there is much talk of ‘impact’ and expectations that research should be transformational 
(Danchev and Ross, 2014). However, academic researchers understand that policy and public attitudes can 
take a long time to change. This can be hard to understand for researchers with a learning disability and often 
leads to frustration. For example, on a research project about the transfer from Disability Living Allowance 
to Personal Independence Payment – the new disability welfare benefit and its associated assessment 
procedure – the co-researchers’ conclusion was that the system was unfair and there was an expectation that 
there should be immediate change. It is therefore the role of the non-disabled researcher to provide support 
to aid the group’s understanding of the wider policy context and to manage these expectations for change 
without dampening a belief that social change should and can happen. They should also facilitate this change 
happening through using the inclusive research findings to generate wider awareness and support campaigns 
as appropriate.

Creating new knowledge
Another issue is that academia tends to fund research to enable academic discourse and publishes peer-
reviewed findings which hold academic rigour. This leaves little space for the work of researchers with a 
learning disability whose analyses will typically make a more simple and pertinent contribution, often focusing 
on required social change (Smillie, 2015). In order to get work published in peer-reviewed journals it may 
need an academic to add a further layer of ‘theory’ and discussion, challenging the ownership of the research. 
The researchers with a learning disability must be made fully aware of this and the reasons for it, and given 
reassurance that it is there to strengthen and not lessen their contribution.

Endings 
It is important that the ending of the research project is planned from the start. Typically an inclusive research 
project will be short-term, perhaps under a year, due to the nature of the funding. However the termination of 
the group meetings and activities and relationships can mean a significant loss for the members with learning 
disability, who may have nothing to replace it and miss the relationships. In the case of this group the original 
plan was to exist for one year, but the members had other ideas (Tilly and Building Bridges Research Group, 
2015). The group has continued to meet, but it has been an ongoing challenge to find further funding. If the 
research project is time-limited, it is essential that this is made clear at the outset and the ending is planned 
carefully and sensitively (Danchev and Ross, 2014).

Conclusion
The benefits of inclusive research for both people with a learning disability and for increasing knowledge and 
understanding by far outweigh the ethical issues raised. There needs to be consideration of how to enable 
genuine disability activism, how to use research to inform campaign work, and even be political, while also 
helping people to understand that change at a policy level can be complex and take time. Awareness of the 
ethical issues outlined above, and how to manage them is of paramount importance. The highlighted issues 
should be acknowledged in applications for ethical approval, and continually monitored throughout the 
research journey.
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More people with a learning disability should have the opportunity to do inclusive research, but this will 
require their co-researchers to assess the potential challenges and issues and implement appropriate plans. 
University ethics committees should be willing to accept applications where non-academic co-researchers have 
contributed to the ethics application, enabling them to be part of every stage of the research process. Finally, as 
Richardson (2012) suggests, we could see people with a learning disability, with support, having a place at the 
table on ethics committees in the future.
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Abstract 
Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHRs) are publicly available and provide an anonymised account of intimate 
partner or family homicides in England and Wales, largely by describing the circumstances before a victim’s 
death. They aim to reduce the likelihood of future homicides by identifying, learning and using this to improve 
prevention and intervention strategies. Epistemologically, DHRs are infused with ethical tensions. In practice, 
while statutory guidance sets out how to undertake DHRs, there is no shared ethical code of conduct to 
assist practitioners in conceptualising or navigating ethical debates and dilemmas. Researchers face similar 
challenges. As published documents, DHRs are open access and have largely been analysed in aggregate 
as secondary data. However, their accessibility has led to a lack of critical attention to matters of consent, 
anonymity or privacy or the discursive practices in their production. To date then, ethical issues have been little 
considered in DHRs. Utilising a researcher and practitioner perspective, this paper considers ethical issues, in 
particular those that concern victim subjectivity. This can be described in DHRs as ‘victim voice’ and is often 
taken for granted. Conceptual and practical implications are discussed, including considerations for both 
practitioners and researchers that might more fully foreground victim voice. 

Introduction
Domestic homicide is a global health issue, with killings by intimate partners or family members 
disproportionally affecting women (UNODC, 2018). In England and Wales, 366 domestic homicides were 
recorded in the three years to March 2018, with 74% involving women being killed by men (ONS, 2019, p.19).  
To better understand these homicides, Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHRs) were introduced in 2011.

My interest in DHRs is twofold. First, my research considers the discursive practices of DHRs. Second, I lead 
them as a practitioner. Thus, as a researcher-practitioner, my positionality could itself be the subject of this 
paper. Instead, I draw on my positionality to engage with the ethical considerations that arise in the ‘doing’ 
of DHRs (a term I use to describe the operational and discursive practices involved). I focus specifically on 
victim subjectivity (often described as ‘victim voice’) for two reasons. First, victims are – nominally at least – 
the focal concern of DHRs, given their death is the trigger event. Second, as a practitioner, I wrestle with the 
representation of victim(s) in the DHRs I lead and believe this is an issue that requires both academic and 
practice attention.

This paper is divided into four parts. The first describes the DHR process and the second sketches ethical 
considerations to date. Having contextualised DHRs, section three engages with victim subjectivity, before 
section four considers the implications for practitioners and researchers and makes suggestions to more fully 
foreground victim subjectivity.

Purpose and practice
In common with review processes internationally (known collectively as ‘fatality reviews’), DHRs consider the 
circumstances of a domestic homicide (Websdale et al., 1999). At their broadest, fatality reviews seek to prevent 
future homicides by understanding what happened, identifying learning and improving intervention strategies 
(Bugeja et al., 2015). 

DHRs were introduced in legislation in 2004. However, they were not implemented until 2011, when statutory 
guidance – since revised twice – was issued governing their conduct (Home Office, 2011, 2013, 2016b). The 
purposes of DHRs are learning, acting on and applying lessons learnt from domestic homicide; preventing 
domestic violence by improving service responses by intervening earlier; better understanding domestic 
violence and abuse; and highlighting good practice (Home Office, 2016b, p.6). In summary, they ‘illuminate 
the past to make the future safer’ (Mullane, 2017, p.261). While national in scope, DHRs are delivered locally: 
Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs)1 are responsible for commissioning DHRs into killings by a former 
or current intimate partner, family member(s) or a member of the same household. DHRs are led by an 
independent chair, who works with a multi-agency panel comprised of agencies that had contact with the 

1 CSPs – or ‘Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships’ – bring together a range of local agencies and have a statutory responsibility for reducing crime and 
disorder, substance misuse and re-offending in a local area. There are about 320 CSPs in England and Wales.
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victim or the perpetrator. Panels may also include agencies invited for their expertise (e.g. regarding particular 
communities). The final ‘product’ takes a documentary form, and an Overview Report and Executive Summary 
should normally be published. By 2018, 500 DHRs had been completed (Mullins and Cordy, 2018).

Wither ethics?
In practice, ethics influence how professionals operate in a complex world, including how they interact with 
others and deliver their stated goals (Rowson, 2008). Yet, on ethics, DHRs are similar to fatality reviews more 
broadly: little has been written (Dale et al., 2017, p.232). Instead, the extant literature has focused on the 
aggregation and secondary analysis of data (Home Office, 2016a; Sharp-Jeffs and Kelly, 2016; Chantler et al., 
2020). While ethical issues are largely overlooked, some studies foreclose ethical considerations by viewing DHRs 
instrumentally. For example, one study used DHRs to explore predictors for domestic homicide but presents 
them uncritically as a data source (Bridger et al., 2017, p.95). My practice experience has led me to treat such 
certitude about reliability and validity with caution when DHRs are – as I shall explore below – a contingent 
process of meaning-making in a multi-agency setting. In another example, Benbow et al. make a valuable 
contribution about older people and domestic homicide but simply note that ethical approval was not required 
because DHRs are published documents (Benbow et al., 2019, p.1103). As a researcher, I am troubled by the 
absence of further consideration because, although DHRs are anonymised and published, they remain sensitive. 
Like much open access data, this raises questions of use, whether anonymity can or should be preserved, and 
possible harms (Sugiura et al., 2017).

One way to conceptualise ethics in DHRs is to focus on ‘decision-making moments’, a term used by Albright 
et al. (2013) when they utilised an evaluation framework to explore fatality review ethics. They note that 
such moments, which emerge during review organisation and conduct, are particularly affected by differing 
perspectives in multi-agency panels (ibid., p.451). These moments can be wide-ranging, with Dale et al. (2017, 
p.231) highlighting that individual participants, multi-agency panels, and communities can be affected, while 
Bent-Goodley (2013) has explored the importance of cultural competence if fatality review is to be responsive to 
victims from minoritised communities. 

Yet, our knowledge of decision-making moments in DHRs is limited: there is scant research into how multi-
agency panels are built and work together, including how they make sense of a homicide and how this 
knowledge is used (Rowlands, 2020, p.18). Nonetheless, such moments exist. First, the statutory guidance notes 
that dispute and challenge are part of the DHR process. Alas, it does not suggest how to meet these challenges, 
bar prescribing their resolution and clarifying that the sponsoring government department will not be an arbiter 
(Home Office, 2016b, p.11). Second, researchers have begun to identify issues spanning the DHR process. Some 
have noted that stereotypes may affect decisions to conduct DHRs (Benbow et al., 2019, p.1117). Others have 
highlighted that the account of a homicide in a DHR may be mediated by several factors (Stanley et al., 2019, 
p.70), including some voices being favoured over others (Robinson et al., 2019, p.22). Additionally, the quality of 
DHRs is variable (Chantler et al., 2020, p.491) and, despite the presumption of publication, many are unavailable 
(Bridger et al., 2017, p.95).

All these issues merit consideration, but this paper focuses on a particular ethical issue, specifically the 
representation of the homicide victim. DHRs take the form of a biographical case review (Watt, 2010, p.63). That 
is, each DHR scrutinises an individual case, thereby revealing its ‘unique trajectories’ (Websdale et al., 2019, p.5). 
In part, this is achieved by attending to a victim’s experiences. Thus, the statutory guidance emphasises that ‘the 
narrative of each review should articulate the life through the eyes of the victim (and their children)’ (Home Office, 
2016b, p.7). In short, a victim’s voice should be heard in DHRs (Monckton-Smith, 2012, p.146). However, there is a 
taken-for-granted assumption that this is possible when it is, in fact, unclear if and how this can be achieved. 

Conceptualising victim voice
The importance of victim voice can appear self-evident and aligns with feminist research interests about 
marginalised voices (Hesse-Biber, 2012; Westmarland and Bows, 2019, p.14). Indeed, questions of voice and 
representation have been a major concern (Ryan-Flood et al., 2010, p.2), leading to an attention to ‘situated 
knowledges’ (Haraway, 1988). 

While a commitment to victim voice is welcome, a first consideration is whether this is even possible. To 
illuminate fatality review processes, one scholar imagined a dialogue between a researcher and a ‘battered 
woman’. A statement by the latter encapsulates the problem: ‘This is romantic gobbledygook. How can you see 
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it through her eyes? She’s dead!’ (Websdale, 2005, p.1189). Methodologically, this can be articulated starkly; 
for example, the dead cannot be interviewed (Weil, 2016, p.1130). This raises a host of issues, not least the 
practices that DHRs use to hear victim voice by proxy, including examining encounters with professionals and 
accounts by family and friends (and sometimes the perpetrator).

However, my ethical concern is conceptual: a DHR must grapple with the fact that death renders the subject 
of its enquiry silent. In that subject’s place, a body remains and becomes the focus for discourse and practice 
(Hallam et al., 1999; Troyer, 2020). Around this body, a new identity comes into being, which is contested 
or constituted by the interplay of different practices, technologies and objects (Hockey and Draper, 2005). 
The same may be said for any documentary accounts left by the victim (e.g. a diary). Thus, DHRs might be 
conceptualised as an example of a Foucauldian ‘technology’, which include technologies of production, sign 
systems, power and self (Deleuze, 1992, pp.17–18). As a technology of power, DHRs are a process of knowledge 
generation (during which a multi-agency panel engage in meaning making), and a textual object in their final 
documentary form (Riles, 2006). In their doing, DHRs generate an account of a homicide. They thus describe 
and then evaluate the (dead) subject and so objectivise them (Foucault, 1988, p.18). Herein is the risk (and the 
focus of ethical concern): despite claims to hear a victim’s voice, the subject is instead objectified. 

The statutory guidance governing DHRs illustrates this potential. As noted above, it asserts the importance of 
narrating a victim’s life, yet this exhortation is not included in the previously described purposes of DHRs. Thus, 
victim voice is not foregrounded. Moreover, victims are instrumentalised: in describing the purposes of DHRs, victims 
are represented as objects (to be learnt from or better protected) rather than being subjects (who can be heard).

Such objectification can also be observed in practice. To provide one example, in 2015, a 51-year-old woman 
was murdered by her partner. A DHR was subsequently completed, in which the victim was known as ‘Adult A’ 
(Blockley, 2016). Ingala Smith – who names the victim2 – asserts that the DHR is an example of how victims are 
written out of the narrative of their own deaths, highlighting in particular how the victim is framed (2017). I find 
this argument convincing. For example, the DHR states: 

‘On the occasions when interventions, advice and support were offered it wasn’t taken. Both Adult A and 
Adult B had capacity and so were free to make choices… there are many barriers that effect [sic] victims 
of abuse and the difficulties associated with them, however there was information provided to Adult A 
on several occasions although the review cannot ascertain why she did not engage with those services’ 
(Blockley, 2016, p.33).

Despite acknowledging barriers to support, this account draws on a neo-liberal discourse of personal 
responsibility (Stringer, 2014) and is concerned with Adult A’s obligation to protect herself. Her failure to do 
so means she fails to be an ‘ideal victim’ (Christie, 2018), a standard unattainable to many victims of domestic 
abuse who are often seen as accountable for their victimisation, not least because of their intimate relationship 
with a perpetrator (Meyer, 2016). This precludes an exploration of Adult A’s ‘complex personhood’, a concept 
Gordon (1997, p.4) has used to capture multifaceted and sometimes contradictory subjectivity. 

While further research into the accounts offered by DHRs is required, this single example illustrates how the 
subjectivity of a victim can be discarded in practice. In effect, particular discourses diminish some discoursing 
subjects (Foucault, 1980, p.85). Given this, we might conceptualise victim voice as an example of ‘subjected 
knowledge’. In addition to the discourses that shape the narratives employed, we might also attend to the 
rules and standards of DHRs. Taken together, along with the failure to foreground victim voice in the purposes 
of DHRs, a process that nominally seeks victim voice may fail to hear (Stauffer, 2015, p.83). This may also 
be an example of ‘hermeneutical injustice’, whereby subjects are marginalised as a consequence of limited 
interpretative resources available to attend to their experiences (Fricker, 2007, p.147). This highlights the 
paradoxical risk at the heart of DHRs: they may seek to hear a victim’s voice and to tell their story, but the victim 
may be marginalised in the telling. 

2 This raises a specific ethical issue, because the anonymity afforded by DHRs is partial and temporary: the subject(s) can be identified by matching the anonymised DHR 
with media reports (Websdale, 2020, p.14). In the case of Adult A, I have chosen not to name her, although Ingala Smith does. Both decisions have ethical dimensions. Am I 
guilty of objectification by reusing a cipher? For Ingala Smith, what are the implications of naming, particularly in the absence of consent?
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Where next?
While further study is required to trace discursive practices and conceptualise victim voice, I want to round off 
this paper with some reflection on practices that might help foreground a victim’s subjectivity. One way of doing 
this may be to concern ourselves with ‘situated knowledges’ whereby the object of knowledge (in this case as 
produced by the DHR) is recognised as being both an actor and an agent (Haraway, 1988, p.592). Operationalising 
these concepts is challenging, although Wilson et al. (2015) have used fatality review findings in New Zealand to 
re-frame professional accounts to better attend to victim experience. For my part, perhaps I can reflect on my 
practices (and that of other independent chairs), which include:

• Using a picture of the victim (e.g. asking the multi-agency panel to imagine someone as a person, make a 
commitment to them as such and regularly returning to this);

• Using a victim’s name rather than more distancing forms (e.g. agency documents often use a victim’s initials); 

• Centring the victim’s experience (e.g. by asking “how might they have experienced this?” or “what options 
might they have felt were available?”); and

• Unpacking accounts (e.g. fully describing the context of violence and abuse, attending to victim agency and 
the actions of the perpetrator, underpinned by an intersectional and ecological analysis).

Given family and friends often serve as a victim’s proxy, a similar risk arises: their accounts may also be subjugated, 
as evidenced by Robinson et al. (2019, p.22). While the statutory guidance sets out requirements around engagement 
(Home Office, 2016b, pp.17–19), efforts to secure involvement or enable participation may be ‘punctual’. That is, 
for a specific purpose that is limited in scope, and perhaps more about liaison, with fatality review itself remaining 
principally concerned with expert perspectives (Neuilly, 2013, p.343). As a result, we might also ask how to engage 
ethically with these stakeholders, including what participation might involve (Cook, 2012, p.4). That might include:

• The opportunity to provide a Pen Portrait3;

• Treating accounts with the same status as agency information (e.g. with consent, documenting these 
directly rather than simply summarising them); and 

• Facilitating multiple opportunities for meaningful involvement over time. 

How might we do this? Stauffer identifies the importance of openness, but critically a willingness to hear what is 
said even if it challenges one’s own assumptions about the world (Stauffer, 2015, p.80). She also suggests taking an 
active role by listening for those moments when something is not heard (ibid., p.165). This is similar to attending to 
that which is fully, partly or apparently absent by seeking the ghosts that haunt accounts (Gordon, 1997). Perhaps a 
focal concern then may be to destabilise professional and agency narratives that can operate to subjugate a victim’s 
story in a DHR. A life lived is complex. In undertaking DHRs, to borrow a metaphor from Kvale, we are not mining 
for knowledge that is simply waiting to be found (1996, p.3). Broadly put, for both practitioners and researchers, we 
might attend to discursive practices in DHRs. That includes asking how a victim’s identity is discursively constituted 
after death (Hallam et al., 1999, p.88) and how their story is told, particularly if accounts of what happened are 
contested (Stanley and Manthorpe, 2004). Likewise, what is considered worth reporting and whose voice counts 
(Humphreys et al., 2017)? Or what discourses are enacted, reproduced or legitimated (van Dijk, 1996), for example 
regarding the conceptualisation of violence (Walby and Towers, 2017) or attribution of responsibility (Dawson, 2018)?

These considerations have conceptual and practical implications. Unfortunately, while the statutory guidance 
addresses the doing of DHRs, there is no code of conduct to frame ethical considerations, nor has the tension 
between publication and anonymity been resolved. There is an urgent need to address these matters. In the 
interim practitioners could attend to decision-making moments in a DHR, including being aware of the balance 
of voices being heard, as well as recognising silence. Meanwhile, for researchers, attention to discursive practices 
would ensure that knowledge produced in DHRs is recognised as being contingent. Regardless of one’s role in 
DHRs, perhaps this reflection, which I wrote after meeting a victim’s friend, might serve as a useful starting point: 

‘What right do I have to be there… And how do I make sense [of what is told] in a way that honours  
the sharing? … Am I sufficient as a witness?’ (24th March 2020)

3 A description of someone as a person (e.g. their personality, their likes and dislikes), their history (e.g. over their life course or more recently) as well as their needs or 
experiences. Pen Portraits may also have additional elements, e.g. reflections on the impact of someone’s death or what their loved ones hope will change.
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Conclusion
This paper has problematised some of the taken-for-granted assumptions about victim voice in DHRs. Following 
an overview of the DHR process, the relative lack of engagement with ethical issues was considered. While there 
are a range of ethical issues in the doing of DHRs which would benefit from attention, the focus has been victim 
voice. This is a central principle in DHRs, but it is neither foregrounded in the statutory guidance’s description of 
purposes nor have the epistemological challenges arising from this endeavour been explicated. By approaching 
victim voice as an example of subjugated knowledge it is possible to consider implications for both practitioners 
and researchers, including the extent to which discursive practices shape what is heard. In so doing, this paper 
has also highlighted the steps that practitioners and researchers could take to more fully attend to the ethics of 
DHRs, in particular the question of victim voice.
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Abstract
Through a case study of Malta, this paper explores several ethical considerations and limitations which 
researchers carrying out empirical studies related to education within small island states need to take into 
account. Through a systematic literature review, the data presented within this paper shows that although 
anonymity and confidentiality are thoroughly appraised by educational researchers, simply naming the 
geographical location of the college network could jeopardise the identity of research participants. It has been 
found that participants selected through purposive sampling may feel that their identity could easily be traced. 
Although pseudonym allocation is recommended, at times this alone may not be enough. In the case of Malta, 
it would be sensible to not refer to the participating schools by their college name but rather by the position 
of their cluster location. Moreover, due to the narrow network territory which exists in small island states, 
it has been found that ‘research fatigue’ could be experienced by educators because of frequent research 
recruitment. It is hence recommended that a bottom-up approach is encouraged so that schools are given the 
opportunity to provide their own research interests to the researchers, rather than a top-down approach of 
researchers dictating the research focus. 

Introduction
Educational research, whether on a small or large scale, has a purpose to fulfil (Govil, 2013). Although the 
purposes of research are well intended and often aim to produce results that could improve the wellbeing 
of individuals (Resnik, 2018), such beneficence may be compromised if the necessary ethical considerations 
are not rigorously reviewed. Hence, it is sensible for researchers to apply ‘reflexivity in research’ (Guillemin 
and Gillam, 2004), which encourages researchers to not only reflect on matters associated with creating new 
knowledge, but to be cautious about ethical issues. The researcher is encouraged to reflect upon how the 
research may affect the participants before the research is conducted (ibid.).

Reflexivity in research must be considered when educational research is carried out within small island states. 
Current literature demonstrates how carrying out studies within narrow territories creates several dilemmas 
concerning how participants must be represented within studies and requires researchers to meticulously 
follow and apply necessary ethical principles (Crossley and Vulliamy, 1997; Goodson et al., 2013; Moosa, 2013; 
Morrison, 2006). 

Morrison (2006) argues that due to tightly networked societies within small island states, confidential key 
information concerning personal and professional matters is at times difficult to keep disclosed from the 
public. This results in educational research becoming a ‘high stakes’ exercise (ibid., p.251). This is particularly 
the case in the Maltese Islands, where the locations of educational institutions are geographically distinct. 
Because of this, the institutions are easily identifiable, and this therefore increases the risk of the participating 
sample becoming ‘recognisable’ and jeopardising their anonymity and confidentiality.

Moreover, whilst researchers apply the ethical principle of voluntary participation, lack of voluntary 
contribution from the limited population available within small island states increases challenges for 
researchers gathering data. This can result in the same schools repeatedly participating in educational 
research, resulting in the risk of ‘questionnaire fatigue’ (Morrison, 2006).

Following the aforementioned arguments, there is limited available literature focused on the ethical 
considerations and limitations when conducting research within small island states. This paper aims to enhance 
the current literature by examining several ethical considerations and limitations related to three key themes: 
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anonymity; confidentiality; and voluntary participation. The paper will begin by introducing Malta as a small island 
state and its relevance to the arguments presented within this paper. A discussion of the paper’s methodology 
and aims will then follow. The paper will then proceed to present the findings of this research. Finally, concluding 
thoughts and recommendations for future educational research in small island states is presented.

Malta as a Small Island State
Malta is a republic country of 316 square kilometres, approximately half the size of Singapore and a third of 
the size of Cuba, two other island states. Smallness is a relative concept. For the sake and nature of this paper, 
the term ‘small’ will be limited to island states which have a resident population size of up to one million 
(Baldacchino, 2018). Such compactness within territories has implications for ethical considerations and 
limitations when conducting educational research. In this regard, Singapore and Cuba would not be considered 
as small island states, while Barbados, Cyprus and Iceland would. Bonnici (2017) explains how the term small 
island states assimilates smallness (the study of small states) with islandness (the study of islands).

With a population of approximately half a million people and frequent inward migration from both EU and non-
EU nationals, Malta is heavily multicultural, officially bilingual, and unofficially polylingual. Although it hosts 
a multicultural dimension, Malta still has a limitation of less than a million people which stimulates a specific 
atmosphere within which the Maltese mind has to function (Friggieri, 1996). Such an atmosphere, as explained 
by Spiteri (2016), is characterised by isolation and smallness (Friggieri, 1996). Moreover, Baldacchino (1997) 
explains how such an atmosphere is also categorised by intimacy, due to a social environment based on personal 
connections, and by monopoly, since those who do not form part of the powerful can only agree or disagree. 
These characteristics are not only important to understand the conditions in which the Maltese mind must 
perform, but also the conditions within which educational research is conducted.

Geographically, Malta hosts various state and non-state schools which can be categorised as state, church and 
independent. The state schools in Malta are gathered into ten college networks where each network is made 
up of a cluster of middle, secondary and their feeder primary schools (European Agency for Special Needs 
and Inclusive Education, 2014). The ten college networks are then subdivided into three sets referred to as the 
Northern, Central and Southern cluster (MEDE, 2020). These subdivisions are divided according to where the ten 
college networks are geographically positioned within the island.

Methodology 
The discussion within this paper is founded upon the precincts encountered by the two authors whilst they 
compiled their respective ethics applications prior to gathering data as part of their doctoral research. During the 
compilation of their ethics applications, the authors considered several limitations. These limitations included 
a lack of voluntary participation from their intended sample and the fear of increasing the risk of participant 
identification if the sample holds an exclusive position within the educational system. These issues led the 
authors to delve further into the ethical concepts of anonymity, confidentiality and voluntary participation whilst 
conducting research within small island states. The data presented within this paper was collected through a 
systematic literature review based on four inclusion criteria to identify relevant studies (Appendices 1 and 2). 
The systematic review included literature which: (a) appeared in full-text; (b) was related to studies carried out 
in small island states from 1995-2020; (c) discussed the ethical considerations related to research carried out in 
small island states; and (d) included the keywords and phrases outlined in Appendix 1. Undergraduate theses 
and theses carried at a Masters level were not considered throughout this review.

The authors made comparisons of the ethical issues of anonymity, confidentiality and voluntary participation 
encountered by researchers who have conducted studies both locally and abroad. Portals such as Google Scholar, 
Electronic Thesis Online Services (EThOS), the Open Access Repository of the University of Malta (OAR@UM) and 
other academic libraries were used to gain access to postgraduate research carried out within the educational 
sector in Malta and beyond. Seventeen studies were initially identified from Google Scholar, Electronic Thesis 
Online Services and the Open Access Repository of the University of Malta (Appendix 2). The titles and abstracts 
of the identified studies were then vetted to assess whether the study prospectively met the inclusion criteria and 
warranted further examination. Ten studies were eliminated after being screened for the final review according to 
the criteria set by the authors. After screening for relevance, a total of four peer-reviewed papers and three doctoral 
theses met the selection criteria and were included in the review. 
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Following this review, the authors formulated the following research question: What are the ethical 
considerations and limitations when researching education in small island states?

This paper aims to discuss the following in relation to small island states:

• the potential challenges related to anonymity;

• the potential challenges related to confidentiality;

• the potential challenges related to voluntary participation;

• recommendations of how the aforementioned challenges could be overcome within future research. 

Results
Challenges of anonymity in small island states
Anonymity is assured when neither researchers nor readers of the findings of a study can identify or link a 
provided response with any of the research participants (Babbie, 2013). Anonymity is the responsibility of the 
researcher irrespective of whether the participation of individuals in research is direct or indirect (Govil, 2013). 
Previous educational research studies carried out in small settings such as the Maldives and Macau (China) 
demonstrate that the issue of guaranteeing the anonymity of the participating sample is almost impossible 
(Crossley and Vulliamy, 1997; Goodson et al., 2013; Moosa, 2013; Morrison, 2006). Such an ethical concern 
transpires as the number of individuals within small territories who would be eligible to participate within 
specific research studies are part of a narrow network and the identification of one participant may lead to the 
exposure of others (Moosa, 2013).

Given that Malta is considered a densely populated small island state, issues concerning anonymity were 
compared with international scenarios to explore whether these issues are also similar to the Maltese context. 
One example derives from a study conducted by Chircop (2018) which explores the constructs of social diversity 
as perceived by educators in Malta. During one of the interviews, considerable detail was disclosed about a 
particular school. Although such data would have been significant to include within the research findings, 
Chircop (2018) decided against including the extract as she felt this data could lead to the identification of the 
participant and the school. Such a decision was taken even though the researcher assigned pseudonyms and 
camouflaged the data in a manner that made the participants immediately unidentifiable (ibid.). However, 
Chircop (2018) was concerned that using this data would cause harm to both the school and the participant. 
Hence, the issue of anonymity within studies in small island states may eventually have implications upon the 
envisioned research sample and the final data to be included within the study. 

Another limitation related to anonymity that could arise when researching within small island states involves 
the participation of educators and educational managers whose role is distinctive and unique within the 
educational system. Such a limitation has been outlined in other international studies, including in St. Lucia 
(Simon, 2014). Simon’s (2015) research outlined that although the names of the District Educational Officers 
who participated in the research were not mentioned, the participants could still be recognised because of 
their distinctive roles. As individuals who are assigned educational managerial duties are limited in their 
numbers, it is believed that Malta would encounter a similar experience. Therefore, echoing Simon (2015), the 
identity of Directors, Principals and Education Officers carrying out duties within the Ministry of Education and 
Employment (MEDE) may be easily identifiable if research involving educational managers is carried out in the 
Maltese Islands.

Challenges of confidentiality in small island states
Confidentiality in research refers to the manner of how the data provided by research participants is handled 
by the researcher in accordance to what the participant has agreed to when informed consent has been 
established (Bickman and Rog, 2009). Even though researchers do their utmost to observe the ethical principle 
of confidentiality, it is often difficult to maintain adequate confidentiality within studies carried out in small 
island states. Morrison (2006) highlights that in Macau, confidentiality within research studies presents as 
an issue when researchers carry out fieldwork within schools, as this quickly becomes ‘public knowledge’ 
(Morrison, 2006, p.254). A similar issue was reported by Louisy (1997) whilst carrying out research in St. Lucia, 
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where participants could be easily identifiable due to tight-knit networks. This creates a dilemma as to whether 
publishing findings could impede the rights of research participants. This is supported by Nugent et al. (2017) 
who argue that within narrow territories that target specific sections of the student or educator population, the 
views of some participants could become easily identifiable by the members of the community being researched. 
It can therefore be argued that research participants in small island states may not feel at ease to provide 
detailed and precise responses when contributing towards educational research. Thus, the level of ‘openness’ 
provided by the participant could be affected due to the participants’ apprehension of being identified.

Although this has not been reported in previous published studies carried out in Malta which the authors of 
this paper have consulted, as a small island state, it would be common for research participants to meet their 
researcher, superiors, colleagues or students in an informal place outside of the formal education or research 
setting, as Malta is an island where many people know each other through various acquaintances such as 
relatives and former colleagues. This issue could affect the willingness of participants to open up to researchers, 
especially if the matters discussed may influence how their superiors perceive them. Research shows that 
in a private setting, learners and educators may critique the educational settings they are part of in terms of 
leadership, management and work pressure (Morrison, 2001; Tang and Morrison, 1998). However, students and 
educators may not be willing to discuss such issues in public due to a concern of the repercussions if they are 
identified (Burgess, 1993; Morrison, 2001, 2002).

Challenges of voluntary participation in small island states
Voluntary participation refers to participants voluntarily agreeing or giving their consent to participate in 
research without being coerced into participating (Arminger, 1997; Creswell, 2013; Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2011). 
Accurate and honest information needs to be provided to research participants in addition to an explanation of 
the significance of the research, as well as any risks or benefits involved.

In Maltese schools, the majority of school leaders have dual roles. In Baldacchino’s (2018) doctoral research in 
Malta, an interview was conducted with the vice-principal of a school, who was also responsible for managing 
the Early Years education. This dual role reality needs to be considered when conducting research in small island 
states, as it is important to consider for whom such research participation is beneficial: is it for the educators, the 
students, the researcher, or the school leadership (Brevik, 2013)?

Malta has close-knit catchment areas with specific multicultural realities. Baldacchino (2018, p.276) explains 
how two specific Early Years settings were chosen as research sites because one consisted of many students 
who derived from multicultural backgrounds, whilst the other was located in the centre of the island, ‘with 
the majority of participants being Maltese but speaking English’. Choosing schools in small island states with 
particular characteristics can be problematic because it is common for such schools to be the frequent target 
of research studies. Most teaching-related degrees at undergraduate and postgraduate level in Malta require 
students to carry out a research project, often involving schools reflecting particular socio-economic or 
multicultural catchment areas. This Northern, Central and Southern territorial specification is reflected in many 
titles of educational research conducted in Malta. This has the potential to result in research fatigue in such 
schools or catchment areas and it may also mean that there are other schools which are not the focus of research 
studies, despite the potential for promising research results.

Chircop (2018) explains how gaining access to conduct research in schools and other educational settings must 
not be contemplated as a right. The limited number of educators working in the educational system of a small 
island state is precarious, as it is likely that eventually, all educators would have repeatedly participated in 
research. Chircop (2018) further explains how recruiting participants for her doctoral research in Malta proved 
to be problematic, as despite being in frequent email communication with three gatekeepers, only one person 
came forward voluntarily to participate in the research. The research therefore relied on snowball sampling 
(Atkinson and Flint, 2001) by asking friends to contact other educators to participate. Frequent research 
with a limited cohort of educators can lead to research fatigue. On the other hand, insider research, where 
the researcher and the participants belong to the same group (Kanuha, 2000), may give added value to the 
researcher and the research conducted. Baldacchino (2018, p.12) explains how being an insider helped her to 
access educational settings faster as she was ‘more rapidly accepted by participants.’ This suggests that being an 
insider researcher affects voluntary participation.
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Conclusions and recommendations
Whilst some research participants choose to be named as they consider this action to be empowering, others 
do not want their identity to be revealed (Moosa, 2013). However, this paper has found that within small 
island states the allocation of pseudonyms alone may not be enough to protect the identity of individuals. In 
the case of Malta, simply naming the geographical position of the school or the distinct roles of educational 
officers could lead to the identification of the participants involved in the research. To overcome this, it is 
recommended that the identity of the school or setting being researched is also concealed. Within the context 
of the Maltese educational scenario, it would be sensible to refer to the school according to the name of the 
cluster, i.e. the Northern, Southern or Central cluster, rather than mentioning the name of the College network 
itself. Moreover, where possible, the gender of participants should not be disclosed within research as this 
would further protect the identity of the contributors. 

Participants who disclose specific details when sharing their experiences could still make the research 
contributor traceable. This therefore creates an ethical dilemma for the researcher as to whether they should 
include this data when publishing findings without causing any harm to the participant. Hence, the production 
of diligent research findings is a must to protect the identity of the research participants. 

Given that within small island states, research quickly becomes ‘public knowledge’ (Morrison, 2006, p.254), 
confidentiality can be breached when participant involvement within the research becomes known (Monette 
et al., 2007). Within densely populated schools (which are a commonality in small island states), the possibility 
of being overheard by colleagues increases. In order to overcome such an issue, it should be encouraged that 
the research participants themselves should choose the location of where to meet with the researcher. This 
has the potential to decrease the possibility that participant confidentiality is breached whilst simultaneously 
enhancing the level of ‘openness’ provided by the participant whilst discussing experiences with the researcher. 

Furthermore, this research found that schools in small island states have the potential to experience ‘research 
fatigue’. This transpires due to the limited number of educators working in the Maltese educational system, 
and hence many educators would have recurrently participated in numerous research studies. This has 
consequences for ‘voluntary participation’ and may result in a situation where there is an unwillingness to be 
involved in local research (Morrison, 2006). 

To reduce research fatigue and to enhance voluntary participation, it is recommended that schools are given 
the possibility to provide their own research interests to the researchers. The schools’ research interests would 
depend on the specific training needs for the professional development of teachers (Brevik, 2013) or the priority 
areas outlined in School Development Plans. It is suggested that these conclusions and recommendations are 
taken forward for future educational research in small island states.
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Appendix 1:
Terms/word strings to identify studies in academic research portals. 

Voluntary participation

• sample representation in small state islands 

• research fatigue 

Confidentiality

• privacy in research

• maintaining discretion in studies 

• respondent confidentiality in research

Anonymity 

• concealing the identity of participants  
in research 

• identification of research participants 

Small island states

• ethical issues in small populated islands

• sensitive research issues in small territories

Terms/strings used to research ethical  
concerns within small island states 
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Appendix 2:
Prisma diagram outlining the process of the systematic literature review. 
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SENTIO SeNSS

The courtesy of time – ethical practice and the management 
of relationships in longitudinal qualitative research: An 
interview with Dr Georgia Philip and Dr Peter Jordan

Part 1 – Guiding principles

Cassian Rawcliffe, Doctoral Researcher, School of Social Work, University of East Anglia, UK,  
cassian.rawcliffe@uea.ac.uk 

Dr Georgia Philip, Lecturer and Researcher in Social Work, School of Social Work, University of East Anglia, UK

Dr Peter Jordan, Lecturer in Social Work, School of Social Work, University of East Anglia, UK

Contemporary consideration of ethics in research is rooted within a clinical model that can be traced back to 
the aftermath of World War II. Realisation of the full horror of Nazi medical experiments prompted the assertion 
of ethical principles for medical research through the creation of the Nuremberg Code in 1947 (Mitscherlich and 
Mielke, 1949) and subsequent Declaration of Helsinki (WMA, 1967). The main touchstones of which were ‘subject’ 
consent and the edict to do no harm (Guillemin and Gillam, 2004). Since then this model has been applied 
more widely outside of medical research to direct practice across the social sciences (ibid.). This has driven the 
adoption of ethical codes of practice by national funding bodies (for example, ESRC, 2020) and Research Ethics 
Committees (REC) within universities that imbed ethical consideration within research planning procedure. 
Often referred to as ‘procedural ethics’ (Guillemin and Gillam, 2004), obtaining REC authorisation is now a 
prerequisite for research, and invariably entails an explanation of how consent will be attained and documented, 
as well as details of identified risks of harm and how they will be reduced. 

However, it has been noted that such a procedural approach, although crucial in promoting good practice, 
cannot accommodate the diversity of ethical dilemmas that make up the day to day practice of qualitative 
research (Peter and Friedland, 2017). Such recognition has called for increased capacity within research for 
reflective practice and the application of ‘situation ethics’ (Fletcher, 1997; Guillemin and Gillam, 2004; Attuyer et 
al., 2020; Rooney, 2015). Such an approach asserts that what is right or wrong can be dependent on the context 
of any given circumstance. Therefore, at times, researchers must make ethical judgments subject to different and 
often unpredictable situations, rather than as directed by a preordained procedure. 

The process of qualitative research is fundamentally a relational one, for the interaction between the researcher 
and participant is key to the process of data collection. The advancement of longitudinal methodologies within 
the qualitative arena has brought this into sharper focus (Neale, 2012; 2018; Attuyer et al., 2020). The cultivation 
of a research relationship over time increases opportunity for ‘ethical moments’ in the occasionally competing 
priorities of the researcher and participant (Bowtell et al., 2013). The question of how to manage such moments, 
in both a procedural and a situationally responsive manner, is at the heart of an interview conducted with Dr 
Georgia Philip and Dr Peter Jordan of the UEA School of Social Work. This discussion, presented across two 
features in this issue, touches upon a wide range of issues concerning ethics within longitudinal qualitative 
research, including guiding principles, consent, autonomy, responsibility, and care. 

The idea for this interview was part rooted within my own exploration of the ethical position of a researcher. 
Transitioning as I have from professional roles in which I provided support and co-ordinated action, the more 
reserved position of the researcher challenged me. The role of the qualitative researcher is unique. The sharing 
of intimate details is usually the reserve of a therapeutic relationship, or a trusted friendship. To ask somebody 
to divulge their most intimate and traumatic experiences yet offer them neither friendship nor support in return, 
triggered an element of soul searching within myself. Fundamentally I believe we have an ethical obligation 
to better understand the experiences of others, particularly those whose voices are rarely heard. Qualitatively 
speaking this means entering the lives and confidence of people who ask little of us in return. With this comes a 
duty to tread carefully and respect the research relationship for what it is. This requires an understanding of both 
its procedural and situational elements and how they work together in ethical practice.
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Dr Philip is a researcher and lecturer within the UEA School of Social work. She has conducted longitudinal 
research into the experiences of fathers engaged in care proceedings and with children’s social care services. She 
is currently the chair of the Research Ethics Committee at the UEA School of Social Work.

Dr Jordan is lecturer within the UEA School of Social Work. A former social worker, he has researched the 
construction of ethical positions within social work practice and has previously chaired the Research Ethics 
Committee at the UEA School of Social Work.

The interview was conducted by Cassian Rawcliffe, former social worker and youth and community worker, currently 
a post-graduate researcher examining the narratives of male victims of female perpetrated domestic abuse.

When we’re talking about ethics in research interviews and relationships, what are our guiding 
principles going into those situations?

Peter – I have always been heavily influenced by the idea of participant rights, and writers such as Hannah 
Arendt and Zygmunt Bauman who drew attention to the harm that bureaucratic processes can cause 
through a lack of consideration for individual needs. This is important to consider in planning research. So, 
my first principle and starting point is: how can the participant say no, and how can their needs and rights 
be protected? This falls into line a lot of the time with the need for the researcher to gather data, and the 
need for us to find out more about the subject area. However, sometimes it comes into conflict. 

It occurs to me that at the heart of that conflict is the issue of whether ‘the end justifies the means’. 
The data is an end, but if you are not careful that places your interview and your relationship with your 
participants as merely a means to that end. 

Peter – Yes, to use the Kantian phrase.1 I think, historically, too often participants have been seen as a 
means to an end rather than an end in themselves. When, as a categorical imperative if you will, the 
participant is an end in themselves. 

Georgia – Yes, and in attending to that, I have been guided by the feminist ethics of care that provides 
four principles that are applicable across the whole research process: Attentiveness, Responsibility, 
Competence, and Responsiveness2. 

Additionally, there is an idea from the sociologist Les Back3 who talks about “the courtesy of serious 
attention” within qualitative methods, which I think also encapsulates an ethical way of thinking and 
behaving in research. It draws attention to how easy it is sometimes not to provide that, and there are 
people in society that don’t get the courtesy of serious attention. Once you attend to that courtesy you see 
people very differently, which can be humanising as well as an interesting and challenging process. So, 
the ethics of care and the courtesy of serious attention have, for me, been long lasting reference points 
for all stages of the research process, but particularly in the building and maintaining of the research 
relationship.

That phrase, the courtesy of serious attention, is also an ethical argument for research in the first place. 
Fundamental to the research process is an act of providing serious attention. 

Georgia – Yes, and within that practice there is the straightforward idea about courtesy and what that 
involves. From my own experience, a practice of courtesy seems to work well in navigating some of the 
dilemmas about what a research relationship is. It keeps us mindful of the question, what am I doing here? 
Am I being attentive enough? Am I being responsive? Am I competent to do what I am trying to do here? 
And what level of responsibility do I have? Again, those four values of care ethics.

So how is that effected in longitudinal research? Does the fact that you are engaging with the same 
person over a period of time impact that ethical position?

Georgia – Yes, it gives you more opportunities to think about it. I have now done two longitudinal studies4. 
Both involved participants who we were in touch with for a year and some participants took part in both 
studies, meaning we worked with them over a period of almost five years.

1 Immanuel Kant reasoned that one must “use humanity, in your own person as well as in the person of any other, always at the same time as an end, never merely as a means” 
(Kant, 2011, p.87). That is, the welfare of any individual person should be considered at least as important as anything else one wishes to achieve from engaging with them. This, for 
Kant, was a ‘categorical imperative’ (inherently good, irrespective of outcome) and the practical implication of the principle that a rational being is an end in itself. 
2 Tronto (2005)
3 Back (2007) 
4 Brandon et al. (2017); Brandon et al. (2020) 
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Three things I would say I’ve learned are, firstly, how humanising longitudinal research can be. Also, how 
chastening it can be because it gives you a lot of opportunities to think about your own position and to 
think really carefully about what you are doing and how you do it. And thirdly, confidence. It has made me 
more confident about being honest and transparent about the researcher role. The longitudinal relationship 
can really draw attention to, and respond to, the power relationships between participant and researcher 
through a level of transparency and honesty. 

Is that demanded more because of a developing relationship? Do you think that places a greater onus on 
transparency?

Georgia – I think it certainly helps. It also provides the opportunity for an ongoing process of consent, 
and ensuring people have an informed sense of what they are doing and why they are doing it. You have 
a lot more opportunities for revisiting these things and that in itself becomes a form of courtesy. We were 
regularly and routinely able to ask participants if they were happy to go on. This also seemed effective in 
fostering their sense that they were actively contributing, and that it was on their terms. The fathers that we 
worked with could have at any point voted with their feet and stopped responding to us but they didn’t, and 
this is part of an ongoing act of consent and participation. 

So their ongoing participation helps to build an understanding of their continued consent?

Georgia – It was really helpful to create opportunities where we could keep checking it out with them. I 
couldn’t assume that just because they spoke to me this month, they wanted to next month.

Peter – That last point is a really important one. Because I think over time, certainly since I became involved 
in discussions about the ethics of research, there’s been a shift from the idea of consent being a kind of 
one off, almost buyer beware approach, to being a much more fluid position. It is negotiated with the 
participant, where you go back and make sure that the agreement you made either some time ago, or even 
just at the beginning of the interview, is still valid. For example, we’ve developed interview techniques 
where we offer participants, particularly children, opportunity to say no in the middle of the conversations 
by holding up cards, or raising their hand5. It’s important to note that shift in practice. The kind of fluid 
negotiation that Georgia is talking about, is now the norm, it’s now expected to be within people’s research 
proposals.  

(Discussion continued in Part II – Practical realities)
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The courtesy of time – ethical practice and the management 
of relationships in longitudinal qualitative research: An 
interview with Dr Georgia Philip and Dr Peter Jordan

Part 2 – Practical realities

Cassian Rawcliffe, Postgraduate Researcher, School of Social Work, University of East Anglia, UK, 
cassian.rawcliffe@uea.ac.uk 

Dr Georgia Philip, Lecturer and Researcher in Social Work, School of Social Work, University of East Anglia, UK
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This feature continues the discussion between Cassian Rawcliffe, Dr Georgia Philip and Dr Peter Jordan from  
Part 1 – Guiding principles

As well as the crucial importance of the consent process discussed in the first half of this interview, within 
a lot of qualitative research we touch upon some deeply personal and upsetting episodes in people’s lives. 
What are the ethical issues and duties towards participants around safeguarding and protection from the 
distress of such interviews?

Peter – Firstly, it is still about consent. People should be able to decide for themselves whether they’ve had 
enough. But it is important to note that distress in itself isn’t necessarily pathological. It’s not necessarily 
harmful. Some people might experience distress as a cathartic beneficial experience within the research 
interview. We haven’t talked so far about what interviewees get out of the relationship, but that would 
be one of the implied benefits. They may get to talk about something that has bothered or upset them, 
and talk about it in a way that allows them to be heard maybe for the first time, and have that experience 
become part of something useful. Parts of new knowledge maybe, in terms of the research process. So, 
it’s not necessarily a bad thing that people get distressed. It’s not necessarily wounding a participant all 
over again. That’s not to say interviews can’t wound people if they’re badly managed. If we think about the 
care ethic paradigm, the four principles that Georgia outlined earlier1 are really important to good practice 
in interviews. You should be competent. You shouldn’t be going into interviews without being good at 
recognising when people are getting very upset. You should be attentive and responsive to that. I think we 
have to be careful about what’s going on within the process, but not be shy of the fact that it’s not inherently 
bad if what people are talking about is distressing. Life can be distressing, and if their voice hasn’t been 
heard before it makes it all the more important, if they are willing and they are not harmed by it, for them to 
share their experience. 

Georgia – In both our studies2 we were working with fathers who were often marginalised in terms of their 
social or family situations, and certainly in terms of their encounters with children’s services. So, we were 
conscious that their voices were rarely heard, particularly within debates around social work practice. They 
perceived participation as an opportunity to be heard and it was quite common for them to say as such to us. 

With regard to responding with care to topics that are personal or potentially distressing, we did a 
combination of things. Importantly, we would prepare the ground through explaining the types of questions 
we would be asking. Our methods entailed one long in-depth interview at the beginning and then keeping 
in touch with different aspects of their lives through a phone call each month. Then we did another in-
depth interview at the end. So, a task for each stage was to prepare the ground for the next stage. As Peter 
explained, we must credit them with the autonomy to decide what they are prepared to say. To some degree 
we are all, always, managing what we are willing to share. What the longer-term relationship enabled, as it 
built in terms of familiarity and perhaps becoming more relaxed, was for the fathers to return to topics and 
expand on them over time. 

1 See Part 1 of the interview, this issue.
2 Brandon et al. (2017); Brandon et al. (2020) 
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The other side of that, for the researcher, in coming to understand the participants’ reality, was that I 
began to notice where fathers would return to certain issues, events, or themes in their story and that 
began to tell me something about the things that were particularly important to them. 

When things do come up such as losing a child to adoption or being part of care proceedings, personal and 
potentially shaming things in their lives, I felt it was really important to hold some space in which I could 
say ‘why wouldn’t you be upset about that?’ Holding that space and not being unsettled if the men cried 
or got upset. The classic thing is you say to them ‘do you want to take a break?’ But sometimes it was just 
about holding that space and just being quiet with somebody while they regain their composure, or while 
they have a bit of a cry, or tell you deeply personal and distressing things such as feeling suicidal. Be able 
to just hear that. There are different ways in which you might respond in that moment alongside some of 
the perhaps more standard things that are part of a procedural ethics approach, where you think about 
what you are going to do if someone gets upset, or safeguarding issues, and the process of explaining the 
limits of confidentiality. Such processes are important, but alongside them, particularly in longitudinal 
work, where you are talking to somebody over time, through different methods such as phone and text, 
there are different ways of responding or demonstrating your responsiveness. 

So you’re saying that the longitudinal relationship gives the participant more control over what they 
say and when, enabling them to come back to things and explore them as and when they are ready. 
Correspondingly, it also gives the researcher the flexibility to allow that time, to be responsive and 
choose their moments, and to be there when the participant is ready to talk more about difficult 
subjects.

Georgia – Yes, and different methods such as text messages and phone calls enable you to manage and 
engage with that process, sometimes providing a little space to consider and respond in a way that is 
appropriate. One example was when a father once sent me a text on a Friday evening. He was obviously 
very angry and was talking about going to protest outside his local council offices, and I had to think 
how to respond. But the medium of text gave me the space to do so. I had a quick conversation with 
my research supervisor, and we thought about what to say and I responded by text. He replied and we 
arranged to have a phone call on the Monday. But the actual technologies of it, the different ways of 
communicating, were useful in terms of maintaining that relationship and sometimes allowing a bit of 
time to think about how best to respond in a fair way, and also an opportunity to remind the participant 
about my role as a researcher. For instance, in text I would always say: ‘Hi, its Georgia the researcher’. They 
knew who I was, but it was a helpful way to say we’re back in this space. Or if later I had to say something I 
could say: ‘as a researcher I am a bit worried about that…’

There is a really important aspect there that you have both touched on. Peter, when you were talking 
earlier about the potential cathartic effect of talking about things within a research setting, and Georgia 
when you are talking about the different roles you may be drawn into. When that participant contacted you 
on a Friday night, you were drawn into putting another hat on, so to speak, in trying to provide what might 
be considered guidance or advice, rather than just leave the text hanging. Is there a danger, especially in 
longitudinal studies, of setting ourselves up as almost a therapeutic partner in that relationship?

Peter – I think there is a risk of mistaken identities and I think a lot of how you manage that depends on 
the skill of the researcher and the strength of the researcher’s own support. Georgia mentioned having a 
supervisor in her research to go back and talk to, and that’s extremely valuable in helping you reflect and 
reset your position in relation to the participant. Because sometimes you may have a mistaken identity 
about yourself and what you’re doing there. If you are building up a relationship over time that’s intimate, 
discussing intimate and personal things, whether in their front room, or over the phone, having techniques 
to make sure there aren’t mistaken identities on both sides is really important. It avoids that idea that you 
have crossed a boundary and become a therapist. I think the skill of the researcher is also shown in the 
other things that Georgia said about those little micro interactions, that you say just the right thing at the 
right time, or you avoid saying anything, and you avoid showing a strong emotional response as a way of 
allowing them to feel comfortable and accepted in what they are saying. Those things don’t ever go on 
ethics forms because ethics forms are just the starting point. The things we don’t talk about enough are 
the skills of the researcher in doing that and those skills can be hard won over time. 
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It strikes me that there are two elements to that. Not only do we have an obligation to participants that 
we, as a research organisation, don’t send out researchers who are unable to contain those emotional and 
difficult situations, but we also have an obligation to researchers that we don’t sign off their proposals 
and release them into situations they are unprepared for. 

Peter - Absolutely, they need both the skills and the support. One thing I realised quite early on was that in 
some ways when we approve research proposals ethically, what we are approving is the character of the 
person who is carrying out the research. So we’ve had Kant3, we’ve had Gilligan4 and now we have virtue 
ethics5. We’re saying that we trust that person to go out and do the research in a way that we think is ethical. 
Because actually we cannot know from the form exactly what they are going to do. We cannot see into the 
future and we can’t know what they are going to encounter. 

There might be situations where you just have to do something because you’re a human being, and it’s no 
longer anything to do with the research relationship, but something of an emergency occurs and you have 
to act, or you feel that you have to take action on behalf of the person. 

Georgia – We had situations when we felt we had to respond. For instance, I had arranged to contact one 
of the dads at a certain time. When I rang him, he didn’t have anywhere to sleep that night. So, it was a bit 
of quick thinking, making suggestions, signposting and texting numbers for services, and that felt entirely 
appropriate. We felt that signposting to other appropriate services was a way of offering useful guidance 
without taking on the total responsibility yourself. 

As Peter highlighted, part of managing that relationship is down to the skill of the researcher, but what 
I have learned from these projects is a respect for the level of understanding that our participants had 
about what I was as a researcher, as long as I was clear and transparent about that and declared that this 
was me as a researcher. That worked really well as a way of both reminding each of us about the type of 
relationship that we were in, but also it was a mechanism for fairness. If there were moments where one of 
the dads asked for my help with something, saying ‘as a researcher I can do this, but I can’t do that’, was a 
way of responding that felt fair. They were perfectly able to appreciate that. It didn’t interfere with a sense 
of friendliness that might have built over time, or an ease of conversation, or the way we might use humour 
and other ways of speaking.

As well as this, being transparent about my role as a researcher helped give them a sense that they were 
part of a larger project, and there was an end goal to it. A lot of them became very interested in how the 
research was going and what stage we were at.

So lastly then, focusing on that, if you have built up a relationship with somebody and they’ve become 
quite invested in that, how do you manage the ending? Do you have an obligation beyond the end of the 
research project to provide support or stay in touch? 

Peter – I think on the face of it your obligation ends at the point that you agreed with the participant that 
the discussions and your data collection has come to an end. And I think being transparent and being able 
to give an account of what you are doing and why, and how the research process works and where your 
boundaries are, is key. I think there are responsibilities to make sure that people know directions to go 
in if they need support, but if you start taking responsibility beyond that then you are doing what we’ve 
just been saying you must not do, which is create obligations for yourself that go beyond your role as a 
researcher, or blur the boundaries of that role for the participant. 

Georgia – Within a longitudinal study, the fact that you’ve had time to prepare the ground for the difficult 
questions and the personal stuff also allows you to prepare the ground for the ending. So, we had 
opportunities to say, for example, when planning next points of contact, “so the next time I see you will be 
the last time” and make reference to that. We consciously planned the last interview to have a reflective 
element. We asked questions such as, what has it been like taking part? What did you like about it, or what 
was difficult? We had a symbolic element for the final interview; we gave a thank you card with gift vouchers 
acknowledging their time. It was important to mark symbolically as well as in research terms. Beyond that 
we agreed that we would send a short summary of the research to each participant. 

3 Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) asserted that there are fundamental ethical principles he termed ‘categorical imperatives’ which make some actions inherently good, 
irrespective of their outcome (Kant, 2011) – referred to in Part 1, this issue. 
4 Carol Gilligan proposed an ethic of care that perceived ethical dilemmas as questions of relationship and conflicting responsibilities to others, as opposed to a conception 
of competing rights and rules of fairness (Gilligan, 1993). Also referred to as care ethics, or feminist care ethics, this was built upon by Tronto (2005) in proposing the four 
principles referred to by Dr Philip – see also Part 1, this issue. 
5 Virtue ethics endeavours to better understand ethical behaviour by focusing upon an individual’s moral character and predispositions to concepts such as charity or 
honesty, rather than the duties and consequences of their actions. Although such an approach can be traced back to ancient Greek philosophy, there has been a revived 
interest through the work of authors such as Hursthouse (1999).
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So it’s about preparing the ground, being transparent about it, making some level of acknowledgment 
of what you’ve achieved, and being grateful. Again, it’s back to that courtesy aspect. Be grateful. That is a 
small but powerful thing. 
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We need to talk about ethics: using video methodology in 
child and family social work research
Anna Hutchings, Doctoral Researcher, School of Education and Social Work, University of Sussex, UK, 
a.hutchings@sussex.ac.uk

Amy Lynch, Doctoral Researcher, School of Education and Social Work, University of Sussex, UK, 
a.lynch@sussex.ac.uk 

Introduction
The use of video methodology in social work research has the potential to bring attention to and provide a 
detailed picture of the ‘invisible trade’ of social work practice that mostly remains hidden due to practice 
occurring in the family home (Pithouse, 1987). The adoption of video methodology is relatively rare in social 
work research, though it has been used more widely in other social science disciplines, such as education (Chan 
et al., 2019). The methodological opportunities presented by video relate to the ‘very graphic representation’ 
of practice that can be analysed using a range of approaches to increase its visibility and develop meaning and 
understanding (Chan et al., 2019, p.200). Ethical issues relate to child and family social work’s concern with 
safeguarding children and protection of individual identities which are directly challenged by the use of video.

As two researchers in the early stages of doctoral studies in child and family social work, we are grappling with 
the ethical conundrum of whether to include video methodology in our research designs. We are fortunate 
that our supervisors are early adopters of video methodology in social work research and have experience of 
conducting projects and negotiating ethical dilemmas (Hadfield et al., 2020; Lefevre and Hall, in preparation). 
This paper outlines key ethical issues related to the application of video methodology in child and family social 
work research that we identified in two focussed conversations.

Method
The two focussed conversations explored dilemmas associated with the ethics of videoing children and parents/
carers in the context of social work practice. Because of the travel and social restrictions due to the COVID-19 
pandemic in April 2020, we were unable to hold our planned informal group interview on campus. Instead, 
we held our discussion using video-conferencing in two stages. Firstly, we (the doctoral researchers) held a 
conversation to discuss the ethical issues that were of concern to us. We then invited our supervisors to view the 
video-recording (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Obscured still from doctoral researchers’ conversation (Source: Author’s own)

Secondly, our supervisors discussed and video-recorded their reflections and responses to our ethical dilemmas 
(see Figure 2). This recording was then sent to us so we could view the discussion. 
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Figure 2: Obscured still from supervisors’ conversation (Source: Author’s own)

The two video recordings were approximately 25 minutes in length and an automatically-generated transcript 
of the supervisors’ conversation was produced. We each viewed the two video recordings and reviewed the 
transcript to identify the ethical issues that generated the most concern for us. Given the limit of space for this 
paper, we agreed on three core themes and selected extracts from both conversations to illuminate the issues. 
We each reflected on the themes and situated them in the context of relevant literature. We shared an early 
draft of the paper with our supervisors, inviting them to confirm their agreement with our inclusion of quotes, 
themes, names and obscured images. Within this paper, we use the convention of inserting (…) to reflect where 
we have edited original quotes to remove verbatim text, and […] to insert text to verbatim quotes to reflect 
where we have added text for ease of comprehension (Bryman, 2016).

Parallel nature of the method
By choosing to video-record both conversations, we directly experienced some of the ethical issues we had 
identified, both in our role as ‘participants’, by recording our conversation, and as ‘researchers’, by viewing our 
supervisors’ conversation. Whilst our approach has offered us some direct insight into how our participants 
may experience the ethical issues associated with this method, we recognise that our positionality as 
researchers means that there may be a significant distance between ours and our participants’ experiences.

Analysis – core ethical conundrums 
During our supervisors’ conversation, they highlighted the unique methodological opportunity presented by 
video in social work research in getting close to practice, which is often private and only observed by those 
present. They commented how video methodology may enable close “scrutiny, interrogation and analysis” of 
this private practice. They offered valuable insights on the ethical concerns we had discussed around videoing 
being potentially exposing for both the family and their social worker. The supervisors reflected on the “knotty” 
issues of this “particular ethical conundrum”. We discuss three of these issues here. The first two issues, 
informed consent and authenticity, have relevance across disciplines in social science research. We feel that the 
third issue, surveillance, scrutiny and intrusion, presents a particular challenge for social work research. 

Informed Consent 
The use of video methodology in the context of social work practice raises challenges about informed consent. 
Securing informed consent in research can be described as “ethics-in-practice”, as it requires an ongoing 
process of reflexivity and negotiation by the researcher, in collaboration with the participants (Parson et al., 
2016, p.133). The beginning of this process requires time and sensitivity to ensure that participants have 
the space to understand and consider their involvement in the video method. This includes practices such 
as: introductory meetings; providing age-appropriate information sheets and consent forms outlining what 
participants are consenting to; introducing and explaining the technology for recording, including how 
participants can turn this off during an interview, if they wish; how anonymity and confidentiality will be 
addressed in relation to use of images and video clips; how to withdraw consent and how, where and for what 
length of time participants’ data will be stored. 
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Once participants have formally agreed to participate, the next step and ethical dilemma is to consider how we 
would determine informed consent throughout the videoed interaction. 

Amy: “…is it ethically ok if people have forgotten that the camera is there?” 

This idea was elaborated on by one of our supervisors, Michelle, as she described how in being videoed there is 
perhaps a “degree of disassociation” by participants, meaning that they start to ignore the camera. This raises 
ethical questions of whether researchers should be reminding participants of the presence of the camera at 
intervals throughout a videoed interaction. We thought we would need to consider attending to the participants’ 
ongoing presentation during the videoed interaction, including monitoring both verbal and non-verbal cues. 

Authenticity
One of the assumed benefits of using a video methodology is that this medium can capture something real or 
authentic. This “allure of reality” has been critiqued and it is argued that like other methods, video methodology 
is limited to offering “some semblance of reality or truth” (Noyes, 2008, p.134). Use of video methodology 
requires ethical consideration of the power dynamics in the research-participant interaction. The factors under 
consideration will vary depending on whether videoing is “researcher-produced” or “participant-generated” and 
how power can be shared between the researcher and the participant (Clark and Morriss, 2017, p.33). 

Anna: “Who’s holding the camera? Who’s in control? Who is the author of what is the focus of the camera?”

Amy: “The fact of the video camera being there, I would hypothesise that it would change what is happening 
in the room, maybe it is better just being there as a researcher?”

The above quotes reflect our concern relating to authenticity; the very act of videoing could actually reduce 
authenticity. Our supervisors’ discussion of the concept of “performativity” further challenges the notion that 
videoing can capture something “authentic”. This suggests that the presence of the recorder may serve to 
increase the level of “performance” compared to observation-only.

Michelle: “I wondered about issues of performance and performativity. I think Judith Butler’s work [Butler, 
1993] is quite interesting on how we might perform being a social worker, or being an academic or a client in 
these recordings.”

Our supervisors also commented on how at the beginning of the video, we, the doctoral researchers appeared 
uncomfortable; our behaviour was changed by the process of being video-recorded. They discussed their parallel 
experience, how this was replicated in their interactions at the outset of their conversation:

Gillian: “…thinking about and reflecting on the process of video recording, we are starting in a similar way 
which is really interesting isn’t it?”

Michelle: “…there is an initial awkwardness, and embarrassment…a state of being exposed.”

The issue of exposure is central to our third theme, related to surveillance, scrutiny and intrusion, which has 
particular significance for child and family social work research. 

Surveillance, scrutiny and intrusion
Parents’ experience of scrutiny in social work has been associated with feelings of fear, shame and anxiety 
(Gibson, 2019). In a parallel process, social workers experience the “notion of being under constant scrutiny” 
within the system (Gibson, 2016, p.125). Identifying a risk of emotional harm and distress for parents and social 
workers associated with the use of video technology, we anticipate that the application of video methodology to 
record social work practice could be experienced negatively by participants:

Amy: “…the presence of the camera…the experience of the families of being scrutinised and under 
surveillance in social work, the added element of the video camera being there...”

Anna: “…there’s a risk that social workers also feel under scrutiny by us as researchers…”
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Amy: “…as though we are OFSTED1 or a ‘Quality Control’ department.”

In considering the experience of being video-recorded ourselves, we discussed the fear of being judged by 
our supervisors. We reflected that if we were to decide to include video in our research design, that it will be 
important to draw on this current experience to understand how participants may be feeling:

Amy: “That element of judgement (…) am I going to expose myself in saying something stupid (…) 
somebody is going to watch the video of you (...) although that wouldn’t be the intention…”

Anna: “We’re not even talking about anything sensitive or personal (…) we can feel those things (…) we 
need to hold onto that (…) what we’re asking of families.”

The anxiety associated with the feeling of scrutiny was also experienced by Michelle, who reflected how  
“nerve-wrecking” it was to be video-recorded as “people can rewind and scrutinise”.

We also felt that the intrusive nature of the video recording equipment may add to the feeling of surveillance. 
Gillian reflected how in social work, the camera needs to be set-up at the beginning of an interaction which 
“provokes participants’ awareness”, rather than being a “normal part of the apparatus” of an environment. 
Gillian and Michelle’s conversation continued:

Gillian: “Is video used in other professional settings and this is this whole issue of, you know (…) is 
it because of the invisible nature of social work…video feels more problematic because (…) there is 
something about the use of the video in the private space of the home rather than in the private space of, 
you know, a meeting room or office or something like that. That does make it different…” 

Michelle: “That sort of level, because again, they’ve [clinics and classrooms] just got the cameras shoved 
up in the corner. So this, this notion of, like, the more portable taking it into the home into the everyday 
space is probably more challenging.”

Michelle returned to this theme towards the end of her and Gillian’s conversation, reflecting on how the 
video camera was increasingly invading our personal space and eroding the boundaries between home and 
professional life in the context of COVID-19:

Michelle: “These cameras are coming into our family homes…we would have met face to face…the space 
between home and professional life is eroded.”

Reflections 
The use of video methodology is a fairly novel approach in social work and has the potential to bring attention 
to and provide a detailed picture of the private worlds of social work practice that have remained hidden. As 
a researcher, taking time to pause, reflect and experience a proposed methodology for oneself is illuminating. 
By engaging in the described video exercise, we have had first-hand exposure to what might be felt by our 
potential participants. This has assisted in our reflections on the ethical dilemmas and merits of using this 
approach. There are a number of gritty ethical issues that arise from using video methodology. The ones that 
were key for us include informed consent, authenticity and the theme of surveillance. However, these issues are 
not necessarily insurmountable. It is possible that they can be navigated and negotiated via ethical reflexivity 
in collaboration with participants, supervisors and peers. Our decision whether to move forward with video 
methodology will be made in conjunction with our supervisors following careful and realistic consideration of 
the nature and extent of the anticipated benefits, impacts and associated risks. 
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1 OFSTED is the Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills that inspects and regulates services that care for children and young people  
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted.
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SENTIO SeNSS

Navigating ethics in the digital age: an interdisciplinary 
approach
Saba Karim Khan, Instructor, Department of Social Research and Public Policy, Division of Social Sciences,  
New York University, Abu Dhabi, saba.karim@nyu.edu 

In this interview with Dr Michael Zimmer, a privacy and internet ethics scholar, we discuss the challenges of 
navigating ethics during digital research. In light of global data leak scandals, this conversation explores the 
ambiguity surrounding informed consent, protecting the privacy of online users and informational risk. We 
ground the discussion in the context of Dr Zimmer’s projects, The Zuckerberg Files and Mapping Privacy and 
Surveillance Dynamics in Emerging Mobile Ecosystems in the US and the Netherlands, obtaining insights into how 
ethical challenges practically unfold during research. 

Michael Zimmer holds a PhD from New York University and is Associate Professor of Computer Science at 
Marquette University. He has worked as a Microsoft Resident Fellow at the Information Society Project at Yale 
Law School.

(Saba Karim, SK): Your project, The Zuckerberg Files1, is a digital archive of public utterances of 
Facebook’s founder/CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, spanning 2004-2020. Over 1,000 full-text transcripts and 
200 video files are available for researchers to download, analyse, and scrutinise. Why was a centralized 
database necessary and how does it contribute to the dialogue about privacy and Facebook? 

(Michael Zimmer, MZ): The idea for The Zuckerberg Files started back in 2010 when I was chatting with 
colleagues at the Association of Internet Researchers’2 conference in Sweden, about how it would be great to 
study how Facebook’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg talks about privacy, and whether that has changed as the platform 
has evolved. I started gathering copies of his speeches and interviews, and it dawned on me that this could be 
a useful archive for other scholars to study. So, in 2013 I launched the digital archive of everything Zuckerberg 
has said in public, and I’ve been working hard keeping it updated ever since. 

Why is The Zuckerberg Files important? The dominance of social networking sites, such as Facebook, sparks 
unique issues of information privacy, the ethics of sharing online, and the corporate responsibility of overseeing 
a platform with over a billion users that impacts our daily lives, our elections, and just about everything. By 
understanding how Facebook’s founder and CEO conceives of his own company’s role in the policy and ethical 
debates surrounding life online, we will be better suited to critically engage in a dialogue on digital privacy, 
inform design and policy recommendations, and increase user awareness and literacy.

It has been especially fun to see the archive being used in scholarship, news reporting, and even by artists. I 
do think we’re able to learn more about Zuckerberg and Facebook’s role in our society based on this ability to 
analyse and scrutinise his public remarks.

(SK): Speaking of Facebook and privacy, in 2014 the company received backlash for a mood 
experiment involving tinkering with the news feeds of 689,003 users3. This suggests that whilst digital 
age ecosystems offer new research opportunities, ethical concerns have taken center-stage. Do you see a 
human dimension to the social network project for companies and researchers to consider? Are these at 
odds with one another or reconcilable? 

(MZ): Many in the field of computer science have long recognised the need to consider the impact of the tools 
and technologies they build on humans, including issues as fundamental as human-computer interaction, but 
also social and ethical impacts. But it does seem that in recent years things have been changing. There’s been the 
explosion in availability of large and detailed datasets, plus incredible breakthroughs in storage and processing 
power, all at increasingly lower costs. This puts the power of “big data” and related data analytics, algorithmic 
decision-making, and machine learning, at the forefront of our current information revolution, and we’re moving 
so quickly there’s little time to stop and think about the human dimension. “Move fast and break things” is the 
new mantra, and companies that slow down to worry about ethics might get passed by – this is a big problem. 

1 https://www.zuckerbergfiles.org/
2 https://aoir.org/
3 Hill (2014)

https://www.zuckerbergfiles.org/
https://aoir.org/
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The past decade has been riddled with controversies – data breaches, collecting and sharing user data without 
consent, biased algorithms – and the tech sector needs to rethink how they manage big data in a fair and ethical 
manner. Some companies are making positive moves, including hiring more social scientists to join their data 
teams, even hiring “ethics officers” to guide product development. But the challenge will be to ensure these roles 
are empowered within organisations.

From a research perspective, the growth of research projects relying on big datasets about people’s lives and 
activities, that can be collected without subjects knowing, is testing ethical frameworks and assumptions 
traditionally used by researchers and ethical review boards to ensure adequate protection of human subjects. 
Researchers can access petabytes of transactional data, clickstreams and cookie logs, as well as pervasive 
data from social networks, mobile phones, and internet of things devices. As a result, researchers studying big 
data find themselves immersed in a domain where information flows freely but is also potentially bound by 
contextual norms and expectations, where platforms may oscillate between open and closed information flows, 
and where data may be user-generated, filtered, algorithmically-processed, or proprietary. 

All this brings up a set of incredibly thorny ethical issues related to consent, privacy, fairness, and justice. 
But while many disciplines have a long history of grappling with research ethics, there’s a new generation of 
researchers in data science who lack this disciplinary history. Hence, they might fail to fully recognise the need 
for robust ethical deliberations when all they are processing is “data.” Many of us in the data ethics space have 
been working hard to try to address these issues.

(SK): Are there instances when relying on hacked/leaked data is not considered unethical, especially when 
it comes to the potential researchable opportunities it offers?

(MZ): Like most ethical dilemmas dealing with data, this is a tricky one and there’s no clear answer. For example, 
a deontological approach would suggest a duty to not inflict any further harm or indignity against persons 
already impacted by hacked or other forms of ill-gotten data. However, a utilitarian perspective might seek 
to weigh any possible harm against the potential benefits that could result from a researcher or journalist 
making use of hacked data that might otherwise be unavailable. But I think this is where “contextual integrity” 
(Nissenbaum, 2004) can help, where the ultimate assessment of the appropriateness of a new data flow is the 
consideration of how the new practice might impinge on the broader values, goals, and ends of the context itself. 
Here, if social scientists were using hacked data from the Ashley Madison website to simply better understand 
what kind of people use dating sites targeted to married people, perhaps that’s not completely at odds with the 
reason people signed up for an account in the first place. But if that hacked data was being used instead, for 
example, to predict infidelity among the general population for the purpose of improving targeted advertising 
profiles, that might fail to align with why people joined the platform in the first place and therefore represents a 
possible ethical violation.

(SK): In terms of ethical boundaries, the power for researchers to observe and experiment on people 
online, without consent or knowledge, is particularly problematic. This was evident in the Facebook 
scandal we have been discussing. How does one get around issues of informed consent, protecting user 
privacy and combatting informational risk, stemming from the potential harm that disclosure of data can 
cause?

(MZ): I don’t think you can “get around” those issues. These are some of the largest challenges we face in the 
research community around big data. 

As I started to mention above, many disciplines have a long history of engaging in human subjects research 
(such as medicine, anthropology, psychology, communication) and have long standing ethical codes and policies 
intended to guide researchers and those charged with ensuring that research on human subjects follows 
both legal requirements and ethical practices, and often ethical review boards are charged with approving, 
monitoring, and reviewing research involving humans to ensure the rights and welfare of the research subjects 
are protected. But in the new “big data” era – where individuals increasingly share personal information on 
platforms with porous and shifting boundaries, the aggregation of data from disparate sources is increasingly the 
norm – the ethical frameworks and assumptions traditionally used by researchers and review boards alike are 
frequently challenged and, in some cases, inadequate.
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This new set of big data researchers are confronted with a continuously expanding set of ethical dilemmas: 
What ethical obligations do researchers have to protect the privacy of subjects engaging in activities in “public” 
internet spaces? Which national or international ethical standards apply when researching global networks, 
communities, or information flows? How is confidentiality or anonymity assured? How is and should informed 
consent be obtained online? How do we define “harm” to someone existing online in digital spaces? What 
are researchers’ obligations in spaces which are governed by platform providers? Can researchers violate a 
platform’s “terms of service” in order to collect valuable data? 

We don’t yet have easy answers to these questions, but the big data research community needs to engage 
with them head on. I’ve been working with colleagues within the Association of Internet Researchers (AoIR) 
for over a decade to try to tackle these ethical issues, and we’ve recently released our third iteration of ethical 
guidelines to try to help researchers make informed ethical decisions. We’re taking steps in the right direction 
to help figure all this out.

(SK): Your project, Mapping Privacy and Surveillance Dynamics in Emerging Mobile Ecosystems in the US 
and the Netherlands4 explores how privacy is conceptualised and implemented across cultural contexts. 
Can you tell us how it contributes to the conversation on digital ethics, as well as provides practical 
implications for researchers and designers employing a privacy-by-design framework5?

(MZ): This project evaluated how smartphone users think about and enact privacy strategies when adopting 
and using mobile applications that collect sensitive personal information like health data and private 
conversations. Partnering with researchers in the Netherlands, we examined how people develop mental 
models to make sense of the perceived benefits and risks of using mobile messaging, health and fitness 
trackers, and intelligent personal assistants. Through this multidisciplinary collaboration, we evaluated how 
cultural and contextual factors influence individual users’ attitudes toward privacy and surveillance generally, 
as well as their attitudes toward specific facets of mobile technologies and specific actors involved in data 
transactions. We also considered a range of other factors that influence decision-making processes, including 
the social costs of using these technologies, as well as the affordances and (un)anticipated byproducts 
associated with the pervasive use of mobile technologies.

The overall goal of this project was to identify and develop easy-to-understand ways for people to make 
smarter and better-informed decisions when engaging with technology that collects personal information. 
Our research suggests users have a hard time understanding the value of their data to companies, advertisers, 
and other third parties, especially when considering how that data can be merged with other data sources. 
Through our research dissemination among technical communities, we argue that developers in this space 
should embrace a privacy-by-design framework when designing apps, wearable devices, and other tools that 
collect, analyse, store, and share large amounts of user data to sufficiently protect users from possible privacy 
and security risks. Our research provides new directions for future researchers and designers to integrate 
privacy-by-design principles into mobile devices; to encourage users to consider the nature of the data they 
generate, as well as account for policy-driven decisions, since greater amounts of personal information are 
being collected and aggregated. 

(SK): Are ethical breaches in digital research different from those in other areas of research? Can 
rulebooks from other fields offer useful ethical references to researchers using big data? 

(MZ): There are multiple aspects of big data ethics that bring unique challenges. First, the relative ease of 
collecting large amounts of potentially sensitive data has introduced new ethical dilemmas. In the past, most 
large scale data-intensive research projects (like genomics, for example) required a large amount of funding 
and specialised equipment, and typically only seasoned researchers with grant funding were able to engage 
in big data analyses. These researchers typically had formal training in research ethics and had a lot at stake if 
they made a mistake. But now, I have undergraduate students who can write a python script and grab tens of 
thousands of profile images from a dating site or comments from a controversial Reddit page and so on, all in 
a matter of hours. This relative ease of getting data can lead to ethical issues, like in the OkCupid case (Zimmer, 
2016), because things move quickly and researchers don’t always have the necessary training.

4 https://www.michaelzimmer.org/2016/09/02/mapping-privacy-and-surveillance-dynamics-in-emerging-mobile-ecosystems/
5 Privacy-by-design calls for privacy to be taken into account throughout the whole process (IAPP 2020). 

https://www.michaelzimmer.org/2016/09/02/mapping-privacy-and-surveillance-dynamics-in-emerging-mobile-ecosystems/
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A second factor is that many of these researchers working in the domains of computer and data science who 
increasingly make use of sensitive data lack a disciplinary culture of considering their work within the purview 
of an Institutional Review Board (IRB) and simply feel they’re “just working with data” without an adequate 
awareness that there is a “human subject” connected to that data, worthy of ethical reflection. Much of the 
motivation behind the PERVADE Project6 is to help bridge this gap, and ensure that computational researchers 
increasingly engage with ethics, even when it seems there aren’t any human subjects involved.

This all leads to a unique need for increased ethics training among computer and data scientists. Historically, 
ethics hasn’t been a central part of computing curricula, but over the past few years, data ethics has quickly 
become a prominent part of public discourse, drawing increased attention in computing pedagogy, particularly 
in emerging areas such as data science and artificial intelligence. This has led to calls for greater integration 
of ethical content within the computing curriculum, but challenges remain on how to best make this happen. 
Should all computing and data science programmes require a stand-alone ethics class, or should ethics be 
embedded across the curriculum? Can computer scientists “teach” ethics, or should philosophers be brought 
into the computer science classroom? We are faced with finding answers to these challenges if we want to ensure 
computational and data-rich research can continue, but in ethical ways.

Conclusion
The issue of ethics using big data, whilst gaining traction, still relies heavily on the “context” of the empirical 
inquiry for setting ethical parameters. Whilst standard ethical guidelines can be developed, the examples 
provided by Dr Zimmer illustrate how it can be challenging to apply identical sets of ethical standards to every 
big data study. Given the immediate access that big data offers, researchers must be cognisant of the risks and 
threats involved to human subjects. Regular and comprehensive ethical training, developed specifically with big 
data research in mind, is a useful starting point to make progress in this field. 
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Erving Goffman’s Asylums: Essays on the Social Situation of Mental Patients and Other Inmates, first published 
in 1961, has stood the test of time and is still regarded as one of the most important social science texts written 
on mental health. Yet, due to strict ethical standards, contemporary academics are warned against conducting 
similar research. This text examines the approach Goffman adopted when conducting his Asylums study 
considering perspectives on research ethics today. In such a way, this feature contributes to debates regarding 
Goffman’s ethics and, more broadly, contemporary ethical approaches to social science research. 

Introduction 
Goffman was awarded his PhD in 1953 and procured funding from the National Institute of Mental Health to 
undertake covert ethnographic research at a psychiatric hospital. Goffman’s field work was to last for twelve months, 
from 1955–1956, at St. Elizabeth’s in Washington DC, which housed over 7,000 patients. As stated by Goffman, his 
‘immediate object in doing field work at St. Elizabeth’s was to try to learn about the social world of the hospital 
inmate’ (1971, p.7). In order for him to achieve his objective, he assumed the position of an assistant to the hospital’s 
athletic director, and his true researcher role was only known by ‘the top hospital management’ (ibid.).

Asylums was the end result of this research. The book was published in 1961, five years after Goffman’s magnum 
opus, The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life. At the time of its publication, Asylums was well-received by 
academic readers and it helped trigger an intellectual movement known as ‘antipsychiatry’ that, in its most 
basic sense, viewed psychiatry as doing more harm than good. 

Antipsychiatry is far less prevalent than it was in the 1960s and 1970s, largely due to ‘advances in psychiatry 
and neurobiology in elucidating the etiological basis of a number of mental disorders’ (Berlim et al., 2003, p.63). 
Nonetheless, Asylums attained and retained ‘classic status due to its extensive academic citation, anthology 
reprinting, use in legal proceedings, and public influence’ (Weinstein, 1994, p.348). Additionally, it is still 
considered a core text on academic programmes, as posited by Cummins (2020, p.17): ‘[it] is, or should be, on 
the reading list for every mental health module on social work, sociology and social policy courses’. 

For Cummins, one of the reasons that Asylums remains widely read is because ‘it examines how response to 
mental health illness becomes a form of social control’ (ibid). In Asylums, Goffman presents the concept of the 
‘total institution’, that is, ‘…a place of residence and work where a large number of like-situated individuals, 
cut off from wider society for an appropriate period of time, together lead an enclosed, formally administered 
round of life’ (Goffman, 1971, p.11). Hence, the book, while focusing on the total institution of the psychiatric 
hospital and the control of the patients, had broader implications for other institutions, including: prisons; 
universities; boarding schools; orphanages; care homes; monasteries; nunneries; military barracks; etc. 

The Asylums study, as Cummins asserted, was also ‘a landmark in ethnographic research’ (2020, p.15). 
Albeit, Goffman’s research method, covert ethnography, is ‘controversial’ (Calvey, 2017, p.1). As explained 
by O’Reilly (2009, p.46): ‘Covert research has now become far less common, partly as a result of a series of 
heated debates about ethical implications…’. Universities and academic associations now tend to recommend 
that covert research is avoided. As Spicker (2011, p.118) noted: ‘Students are being advised not to undertake 
such research’. This is echoed by McKechnie (2008, p.133): ‘The ethical guidelines for most of the major social 
sciences scholarly associations advise against the use of covert methods’. 

The debates that O’Reilly (2009) referred to concern the implementation of strict ethical codes by universities 
and academic associations that shape research communities (Bridges, 2017, p.301). These codes are designed to 
safeguard all parties affiliated with research, and because of this ‘it is doubtful [Goffman’s study] would get through 
an ethics committee today’ (Mac Suibhne, 2011, p.1). The research’s key issues are as follows: Goffman actively 
deceived the majority of staff at the hospital; actively deceived the patients, whom, by definition, were ‘vulnerable 
adults’ and did not consent to their involvement with the study; allowed himself to be put at risk as a researcher; and 
damaged the reputation of hospital staff, St. Elizabeth’s, and the National Institute of Mental Health. 
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‘[I]n the current climate, it is difficult to believe that Goffman would be given ethical approval to undertake such 
a project’ (Cummins, 2017, p.27). However, Asylums remains impactful as a social science text, and it is believed 
that Goffman’s approach to research should still be reflected on. It is the task of the next section of this feature to 
consider Asylums in light of notions of contemporary reflexive, relational and utilitarian ethical approaches. The 
final section will then consider Goffman’s study in terms of occupational ethics, intrinsic and extrinsic values, and 
intrinsic virtues, drawing upon the ideas outlined in the prior section. A conclusion will then be provided that 
details this feature’s core findings. 

Goffman’s approach and research ethics today 

Reflexive ethics 
‘Reflexivity requires critical self-reflection of the ways in which researchers’ social background, assumptions, 
positioning and behaviour impact on the research process’ (Finlay and Gough, 2003, p.ix). Following this 
definition, it is evident that Goffman implemented a reflexive ethical approach. Whilst Goffman made it clear 
that the purpose of his work was to understand patients’ social lives, he also took care to outline his position as 
a researcher and acknowledged that other ‘government agencies’ and ‘universities’ would have restricted his 
pursuit of ‘pure research’ (1971, p.9). Plus, he admitted that his views were ‘partisan’, and that this ‘bias’ was 
‘partially excused’ because ‘almost all professional literature on mental patients is written from the point of view 
of the psychiatrist’ (1971, p.8). He additionally noted that he ‘came to the hospital with no great respect for the 
discipline of psychiatry nor for agencies content with its current practice’ (ibid.). Goffman’s reflexivity allowed 
his readers to understand his researcher positionality. For Lahman et al. (2011, p.1403), reflexivity can enhance 
research by allowing for a truthful and, consequently, trustworthy account of it, which leads to what they term 
‘ethical knowledge creation’. Yet, ‘reflexive knowledge’ also gives ‘the audience the opportunity to evaluate 
[the author]’ (Hertz, 1997, p.viii). Hence, Goffman’s honest reflexivity enabled critics to label him as ‘guilty of 
“reformist bias”’ (Weinstein, 1982, p.273). 

Relational ethics 
Even if Goffman was guilty of reformist bias, many who have adopted relational approaches to ethics did so 
to reform institutional practices, such as education (Baker et al., 1997), nursing (Canadian Nurses Association, 
2010), and forensic psychiatry (Austin et al., 2009). ‘Relational ethics is a contemporary approach to ethics 
that situates ethical action explicitly in relationship’ (Austin, 2008, p.748). The work of those who take up the 
approach view ethics in terms of ‘interdependency as well as our freedom, our emotions as well as our reason, 
and our unique situation as well as our human commonalities’ (ibid.). Albeit Goffman’s study does not truly 
reflect a relational approach, which advocates open and honest relations between researchers and participants, 
he does exhibit some of the approach’s core principles. That is, Goffman was reflexive and aware of his situation 
as a researcher, he considered the emotions of the patients, and clearly focused on interdependencies. 
Furthermore, Goffman outlined ‘a mutual and respectful exchange of information’ between him and the patients, 
which he believed displayed their ‘values, hopes and concerns’ (Wallace, 2006, pp.67–68). In accordance with 
modern relational studies, genuine care manifests in his writing, and he evidently did want to improve the 
circumstances of those that institutions labelled as mentally ill. As put by Mac Suibhne (2011, p.1): ‘Asylums is, 
above all, a text that humanises a dehumanised group of people’.

Utilitarian ethics 
The genuine care exhibited in Asylums is where we can locate the motivation for Goffman’s deception and the 
other faux pas that do not conform to the strict ethical codes of today. That is, whilst he cared about the patients 
of St. Elizabeth’s, he also cared about those in other total institutions. In consequence, the cost of the deception 
at St. Elizabeth’s outweighed the gains that could come from the data and the reforms that it could support. 
Accordingly, Goffman adopted what can be viewed as a utilitarian ethical approach. ‘In the utilitarian approach, 
decisions are [made] based on the greatest amount of benefit obtained for the greatest number of individuals’ 
(Mandal et al., 2016, p.6). Hence, utilitarianism favours the majority at the expense of a minority (Tompkins, 
2016, p.129). As such, it remains questionable whether the patients at St. Elizabeth’s would have wanted to be 
participants, especially as Goffman admitted that some patients respected psychiatry (1971, p.08). Weinstein 
(1982, p.273) critiqued Goffman for this, claiming: ‘Patients were motivated to come to the hospital for help 
with their emotional problems, and believed they got what they came for’. Nonetheless, the published analysis 
of these patients’ lives went on to impact the lives of many. As Adlam et al. (2013, p.611) reflected, ‘Goffman 
altered the way in which psychiatrists are seen by broader society’ and, for Persaud (1993, p.726), ‘Asylums…
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was a major impetus to the whole deinstitutionalisation movement’, which allowed patients to have more 
power and personhood. It could thus be asserted that if it were not for Goffman’s deception, modern systems 
responsible for the care of those deemed to have psychiatric issues might still rely on methods favouring 
institutionalisation. 

Occupational ethics
Hammersley and Traianou have stated that ‘research ethics’ is ‘a form of occupational ethics’ (2012, p.36). 
Occupational ethics is concerned with the governance of actions of a group of people who share an occupation. 
Hence, Hammersley and Traianou claimed that research ethics should have a framework that is followed by 
all researchers. They then identified intrinsic and extrinsic values and intrinsic virtues that those undertaking 
research, as an occupation, should hold, in line with research ethics. For them, the core aim of researchers is ‘to 
produce knowledge…relevant to some general human interests, to a body of disciplinary knowledge, and/or to 
a public policy issue’ and any value that contributes directly to these aims are intrinsic (2012, p.37).

As previously mentioned, Goffman’s goal, above all others, was to produce knowledge ‘about the social world 
of the hospital inmate’ (1971, p.7). For him, in accordance with Hammersley and Traianou’s framework, an 
intrinsic virtue was ‘dedication’ to the production of truth concerning such knowledge (2012, p.46). Although 
his work was not completely ‘objective’, which is another virtue Hammersley and Traianou label as ‘intrinsic’, 
his truthfulness is reflected in the reflexive accounts of his writing, and he did believe his research to be ‘pure’ 
(Goffman, 1971, p.9). Albeit unclear what Goffman meant, exactly, by ‘pure research’, it is likely he used the term 
to denote that he was producing ‘knowledge about social phenomena and thereby establishing principles with 
which to explain them’ and that this knowledge was independent from the bodies that supported his research 
(Cargan, 2007, p.6). 

‘Independence’ was another intrinsic virtue that helped make Asylums more truthful (Hammersley and 
Traianou, 2012, p.49). Goffman did not concern himself with pleasing the National Institute of Mental Health, 
who funded his research, or those responsible for St. Elizabeth’s. Granted, the hospital was allowed ‘pre-
publication criticism rights’, but it was agreed that no representative could have ‘final censorship or clearance 
privileges’ (1971, p.8). While Goffman distanced himself from the represented institutions, he, as has been 
seen, adopted elements of what we would now consider to be a relational ethical approach. His pursuit for 
pure knowledge involved actively seeking a visceral understanding with the patients, rather than positioning 
himself as a bystander collecting knowledge from or on them. Again, both the elements of the relational ethical 
approach and independence were intrinsically valuable in helping him reach his primary goal. 

Goffman’s sociology is normally associated with micro-level interactions, but when observing his utilitarian 
approach, it is evident that he certainly considered his research on a macro-level. That is, Goffman wanted to 
produce a text that did not simply humanise the patients of St. Elizabeth’s, but that humanised all those abiding 
in total institutions, and, for him to do so, he chose to deceive St. Elizabeth’s patients and staff. As posited by 
Hammersley and Traianou, a researcher ‘must be prepared to recognise and deal with potential threats to 
validity’, and it is evident that Goffman’s covert method lessened the risk of such a threat (2012, p.42). Informed 
consent could have been of ethical value for Goffman, but it was extrinsic, and in order for him to reach his goal, 
in line with the intrinsic values, a situational judgement was made, and consent became a necessary sacrifice. 

Conclusion 
This feature began by introducing Goffman’s Asylums and laid out that the study’s purpose was for Goffman 
to learn about the social world of the hospital inmate. Although the work focused on patients in a psychiatric 
hospital, it was outlined that it was used to understand other institutions that exert social control over 
those who abide in them. It was also observed that while Asylums was a landmark study, Goffman’s covert 
ethnographic method did have some issues, and that due to strict contemporary ethical codes, it is unlikely 
that the research would be approved by an ethics committee today. 

In Goffman’s approach and research ethics today, this feature considered Goffman’s research approaches in light of 
contemporary notions of reflexive, relational and utilitarian ethics. When considering reflexivity, it was identified 
that Goffman was able to critically reflect on his study, implement a contextual understanding and outline 
truthful reflections, which heightened knowledge integrity. However, reflexivity enables readers to evaluate the 
author, which caused Goffman to be accused of reformist bias. Yet, it was identified that some researchers adopt 
relational ethical approaches when trying to reform institutional practices, and, whilst Goffman’s study is not a 
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true reflection of relational ethical practice because of his deceptive research methods, he did consider his unique 
situation and that of his participants, concerned himself with his participants’ emotions, and prioritised creating a 
respectful exchange of knowledge. Furthermore, as with modern relational practice, genuine care is displayed in 
Asylums, and Goffman did humanise the patients. It was then suggested that the issues with his research method 
could be explained by utilitarian ethics. That is, deception was a necessary price to pay for increased validity, and 
his work was able to transform power relations in total institutions. 

In the last of the sections, Hammersley and Traianou’s framework concerning occupational ethics, intrinsic 
and extrinsic research values, and intrinsic researcher virtues, was used to discuss Asylums. From this, it was 
determined that the core researcher goal was to produce knowledge. In accordance with their judgements 
concerning occupational ethics for researchers, Goffman adopted the intrinsic virtues of dedication and 
independence, while pursuing truth and creating relevant knowledge in line with intrinsic values, although his 
work was not objective. It was then established that informed consent could be viewed as an extrinsic value 
when considering research ethics, and that, in Goffman’s case, deception was necessary in order for him to 
produce valid knowledge and, subsequently, complete his goal as a researcher. 

A lot has changed in the sixty-five years since Goffman’s field work was conducted and it seems far removed from 
modern social science studies. Yet, this feature has outlined that Goffman’s work did conform to elements of 
contemporary ethical approaches. Additionally, it has been observed that Goffman’s aim, i.e. to produce valid 
knowledge, remains identical to the core aim of researchers today. 
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Reflections from fieldwork in rural India: ethics as a 
cultural value
Belén Martínez Caparrós, Doctoral Researcher, Department of International Development, University of Sussex, 
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Introduction
This article presents reflections on ethical practices that arose while conducting ethnographic research in rural 
India. As an outsider conducting cross-cultural research, I have reflected on how different ethical values may 
be held by different cultures. The multitude of cultural diversity, local contexts, and its impact on ethics is not 
commonly captured when designing and requesting ethical approval from academic or research institutions. 
I suggest that ethics in research moves towards a more culturally sensitive framework where ethics are 
constructed around trust and reciprocity, and researcher and participant become associates.

Cross-cultural ethical values: whose ethics count?
I was very excited to finally arrive at Bodhgaya, in the Indian state of Bihar; after more than a year working in 
the preliminary stages of my PhD, I was finally going to start my fieldwork! Prior to travelling to India, I had 
to obtain the necessary approvals, which involved submitting numerous forms and documents. The ethics 
approval centred on ensuring my own safety whilst in India as well as safeguarding the participants’ anonymity 
and voluntary participation. Once I was in the field, however, feelings of inadequacy arose and lead me to 
reflect on the cross-cultural nature of my research. 

My project evaluates the empowerment effect that working in a male-dominated environment can have for women 
and their communities. I had travelled to the small village of Bodhgaya to explore a programme managed by an 
NGO that trains women to become rickshaw drivers, a male-dominated activity in India. This programme takes 
place in one of the poorest and most conservative states of India. The women participating in this programme were 
married at a very early age, initially becoming housewives and working in the fields before becoming rickshaw 
drivers. Most have hardly attended school and never left their village. Their reality could not be farther from mine, 
a white western woman who has lived in various countries and is now pursuing a doctorate. I am an outsider 
conducting cross-cultural and cross-language research in India. This ‘outsiderness’ made me reflect on the ethical 
review process I am following and consider the reasoning behind it more carefully. In an unfamiliar setting, you start 
looking into everything in more detail. What words should I use? What kind of language will be appropriate? How 
can I make sure they understand what I am doing so they give fully informed consent?

As a ‘responsible fieldworker’ (Wax, 1982) I place a lot of emphasis on the general principles around ethical 
research: avoid exploitation, guarantee privacy and anonymity (Sullivan, 2009). In interviewing female 
rickshaw drivers and other members of their community and to comply with rigorous ethics principles, I made 
much effort to provide comprehensible information about the research and obtain informed consent. This 
meant not only translating forms into the participants’ local language, but also displaying the information 
in a way accessible to the participants, bearing in mind cultural and individual considerations. However, my 
interviewees were not particularly concerned about the details of where the interviews would take place or 
how I was going to ensure anonymity and confidentiality. This was not because they were uninterested in 
participating in the project – they appeared excited to talk to me and share their opinions, but rather because 
they were indifferent to notions of anonymity, confidentiality and other details of my ethics approach. Is it 
possible that culturally and contextually, these concepts were not particularly relevant to their lives?

As other authors (Sullivan, 2009; Marzano, 2007; Scheyvens, 2014) have acknowledged, different cultures have 
different systems of ethical principles and values. However, confidentiality and anonymity are key values when 
conducting research in social sciences, without considering how these are addressed in different cultural 
contexts. Ethics reviewers want to ensure that the information provided by participants remains private and 
that respondents cannot be identified. However, during my fieldwork I was the only one encouraging it, while 
my interviewees were comfortable talking anywhere, including the hall of a busy office, not paying much 
attention to who was around. I kept suggesting quiet and private spaces to conduct interviews while they 
seemed to not understand my obsession for isolated places. 
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In my experience, getting access to members of the community was possible thanks to a relation built on trust 
and closeness. I felt people were trusting me because I was introduced by an NGO they knew and trusted. They 
were also very interested in how and why I have ended up in that little village, and appreciated I was staying 
there and living amongst them. I believe the major factors contributing to their openness to me were the relation 
of trust and respect, and these were negotiated communally. According to Chadda and Deb (2013, p.299): “Indian 
society promotes social cohesion and interdependence”. In contrast to western societies, where the individual 
tends to be at the centre, I noticed the individual in this community was more embedded within familial and 
social relations, and their values are understood from within these social networks and interactions. If this is 
the case, why are we still promoting the same principles when conducting research? Can we imagine a more 
participatory and culturally inclusive framework? What could we do instead?

Ethical framework and research reciprocities
By reflecting on the first steps of my research journey, I have been able to identify the ethical dilemmas and 
discrepancies one might face when ‘in the field’, particularly in cross-cultural research. Despite the big range 
of ethical guidance available from universities, funders and associations, little attention has been given to the 
ethics of the communities where research takes place (Sumner, 2007). To amend this, I would suggest moving 
away from the standard top-down process and instead creating ethical frameworks that acknowledge different 
cultural contexts. In such frameworks, ‘informed consent’ would be enhanced by ‘research reciprocity’. Research 
reciprocity was first developed by Wax (1982) as a reaction to the new regulation for the protection of human 
research subjects in the United States. He considered that informed consent was not useful for anthropologists 
and advocated for ‘research reciprocity’, understanding the field process as a continuum where relationships 
are continually renegotiated. My experience mirrors Wax’s account: I felt my host community focused less on the 
details of my project, and more on actions that showed my character and disposition. It was by staying in the 
village, trying to learn their language and wearing matching salwar, kameez and dupatta, the traditional local 
clothes in the North of India, that demonstrated my respect for the local ways and brought trust and acceptance 
(Wax and Wax, 1980).

In order to develop the notion of research reciprocity, I explored Participatory Action Research (PAR) and the 
idea of plurality as a key concept (Santos, 2016). Here, building a “non-hierarchical, non-manipulative research 
relationship” (Cotterill, 1992, p. 594) is important. This perspective links with the work of Freire (1972) and his 
goal of decentralising education and honouring multiple cultures, which could also be applied to ethical values 
in research. These approaches are based on the idea that participants should be included in most parts of the 
research, including ethics. For Wax, creating a more participatory ethical framework means participant and 
researcher must become peers so “communication can be open, direct, and informative” (Wax, 1982, p. 46). This 
would require the researcher to operate beyond the requirements of formal and explicit informed consent. Under 
these circumstances, consent grows into a “negotiated and lengthy process” (Wax, 1980, p. 275), but the researcher 
would benefit from a more sensitive position. I suggest developing a bottom-up approach to ethics by the 
researcher coming to understand what the community sees as harm and what their boundaries and concerns are.

Conclusion
In this reflection, I have presented ethical issues that arose while conducting ethnographic research in rural 
India. Despite the effort made to provide comprehensible information about the research, including cultural 
and individual considerations, I did not feel these were important for my participants. Instead, they seemed to 
appreciate that I had travelled to their small village and I was staying there, trying to learn the local language, 
and collaborating with a local NGO they knew and trusted. It was through these actions and reciprocal interest 
that I gained the participants’ trust, entering a relationship of reciprocal respect with the host community. 

These reflections on my experience lead me to advocate for reconsidering the formal and bureaucratic top-
down ethical process and adopt a more flexible and participatory approach. This includes the idea of ‘research 
reciprocity’ that happens only when researcher and participant become associates, working in an environment 
of trust and mutual respect.
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Meeting power with ethics? Exploring the multiple 
dimensions of positionality within a postcolonial setting
Dr Leonie Tuitjer, Postdoctoral Researcher, Institute of Economic and Cultural Geography, Leibniz University, 
Germany, tuitjer@kusogeo.uni-hannover.de

From August 2015 to February 2016 I conducted research in Bangkok, Thailand for my PhD project in human 
geography which I obtained in 2018 from Durham University (UK). In my thesis, I tried to better understand the 
emerging relationship between climate change and human displacement in Bangkok, using a set of qualitative 
methods such as ethnographic observations and interviews. In this short reflection piece, I want to briefly 
share my growing appreciation of transparent communication of the researcher’s positionality within research. 
This contribution is not geared towards providing a ‘how to’ guide, but rather it offers reflections about the 
complexities of social power dynamics within research in a postcolonial field. The piece discusses how research 
ethics – and I understand positionality as an important element of research ethics – are one way to negotiate 
these complexities. I understand reflexivity as an ethical commitment in which the researcher aims to make 
visible how knowledge is produced and interpreted through certain methods. Positionality entails making 
explicit the researchers own (political) affiliations, gender, sexual orientations, or other categories that might 
become relevant for the interpretation of data (Campbell and Lassiter, 2015). Positionality is thus an ethical 
commitment within research (Radcliffe, 2017).

Past and present experiences: how do we arrive at knowledge in research
McFarlane (2011) has argued that learning within new urban spaces emerges “in relation to our memories of 
past experiences and cities” (McFarlane, 2011, p. 19). I quickly came to realise that my own positionality was not 
only shaped by my gender (female) or nationality (German), but much more by the previous experiences I have 
had in orienting myself in new urban terrains. In 2009, for example, I studied feminist and post-colonial literature 
and international relations at Pune University in India for six months. This previous experience of living in Asia 
repeatedly shaped my analysis and evaluations of the built environment, social power relations, displacement 
scenarios and mobility options in Bangkok. When I stayed in India, I experienced a heavy monsoon season that 
made the city as vulnerable as the Thai capital due to little and badly maintained drainage infrastructure. I 
remember one day, on my way back home from Pune University, I got stuck on the submerged highway. Like all 
other travellers that day, I had to gather my backpack and wade home through knee-deep water. This experience 
felt strangely ‘democratic’. People wearing expensive suits were struggling through the flooded streets as much 
as poorer people, all trying to get back home safely. Comparing this to Bangkok, I realised that the modern 
transport infrastructure had rather different effects on monsoon mobilities. While the sky train, boats and 
subway were still running, the flooded streets hit pedestrians, cars, buses, and motorcycles hardest. As such, 
my previous life experiences formed an important background through which I started to “learn the city” as 
McFarlane calls it. They made me more attentive to the demobilising effects of the monsoon in Bangkok and 
became a crucial lens through which I interpreted experiences that became data. Monsoon mobilities are thus 
always context specific and entwined with local infrastructures and the socio-economic fabric of the city. Critical 
reflection on one’s own positionality is thus paramount for making transparent the ways we arrive at knowledge 
and serves an ethical purpose of opening up the black box of the researcher. Such reflections demonstrate the 
need for appreciating the ongoing nature of reflexivity within research. 

Research and power in a complex field 
Further reflections on ethics emerged during the fieldwork as I became increasingly aware of diverse power 
relations and social hierarchies in the situations I encountered. During interviews on flood experiences with 
urban refugees and asylum seekers in Bangkok, the credo of ‘doing no harm’ proved essential, but at the 
same time showed how complicated it was to assess when harm could potentially be done by research. In the 
end, I decided not to write about much data gained from these interview situations, in fear of compromising 
participants’ safety.

Within my research I also encountered people of all kinds of professions and nationalities that occupied a 
variety of social positions that, at times by far, exceeded my own position of power. As Thailand is governed by 
an authoritarian military regime, some interviews demanded a different perspective on power. Ethnography as 
a method is particularly suited to uncovering power relations in the research field (Griffiths 2017). Reflexivity is 
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needed to understand when, during the research, we are in a position of power and when it may be our task 
to question power. In other words, research can also involve moments of studying up and here ethics might 
demand a different way of reflecting on one’s position within the field. As a foreigner in Bangkok, for example, 
it was easier for me to carefully formulate questions around the sacrosanct role of the monarchy within the 
country’s development and its climate change policies. Positionality evolves within the research context and 
ethics demands a careful reflection of the constraints and affordances of our own positionality within the field.

To conclude, I suggest that ethics demand we continuously reflect about our positionality in the field. 
Moreover, ethics demand we make transparent our positionality within writing. Crucially, as the first section 
has argued, experiences that shape our understanding of the field might have been made prior to field 
research and obtained in different spaces. Ethics may equally invite us to explore the multi-dimensionality of 
our positionality. At times, we might want to openly use our position to challenge social power relations we 
encounter whilst doing research. 
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The intimate insider
Dr Elizabeth Newman, Research Fellow, Health and Social Care, University of Essex, UK,  
elizabeth.newmanearl@essex.ac.uk 

Introduction
Standing in the supermarket queue in the overseas garrison where I was conducting my fieldwork, I saw 
someone who I felt intimately connected too. I know the idiosyncrasies of her marriage, the frustrations she has 
towards her husband’s employer and the wider military institution, her thoughts on the community of women 
that she lives among. Yet while I smiled at her, she looked through me carrying on with her shopping. Whilst 
this ignoring of me takes me by surprise it is wholly understandable. This woman is not my friend, she does not 
share with me these things on a familial level. She shared them with me in my role as ‘researcher’. The intimacy 
is completely one-sided as I have sat alone, with her voice in my ears, transcribing her interview. I feel intimately 
connected to this woman, but the boundaries of that connection must remain forever ringfenced and protected 
so as not trespass on her trust and compliance in my field of study.

Study Background
In 2015 I commenced a PhD in Sociology and Critical Military Studies exploring the impact moving overseas 
with a British army battalion poses to military wives. This included a six month ‘field work’ period interviewing 
these women, using their lived experience as my qualitative primary data to address my research questions. Yet, 
in reality, not only was I researching this community of women, I lived amongst them as a newly married army 
wife. Within the physical boundaries of this garrison I had a triumvirate position. I worked for a local charity in 
a welfare support capacity maintaining a visible presence within the wives’ community. I had recently married 
a senior enlisted soldier with a clearly demarcated position within the battalion hierarchy at a particular social 
level. Finally, I was denoted as an academic researcher keen to explore the realities of this unique environment 
asking these women to explore their own reality of life behind the garrison wire. These positions coalesced in 
me, marking me both as an intimate insider (Taylor, 2011) yet, I was marked inherently as an outsider due to my 
researcher role and my late entrance into army wifehood.

Gaining ethical approval to conduct my research required seeking various permissions alongside my university’s 
ethics board. The military itself had to be comfortable that I was not seeking out state secrets plus ensuring 
the women for whom they had ultimate responsibility, whilst overseas, were safeguarded if they participated 
in my research. A clear delineation was demanded between my welfare support capacity and my involvement 
as a researcher. Safeguarding was ensured through not interviewing any ‘case’ families with whom I worked. 
On paper these seemed eminently practical and achievable yet, the reality of the six months of fieldwork was 
a constant blurring between positions that I remained wholly cognisant of, requiring management both in my 
approach to the interviewees and in the reflexive analytical stage.

Discussion
The space of the interview had to be considered due to the uniqueness of my position. To some I was a 
completely new entity, never having met me before professionally or socially. For others, their husbands 
worked under my husband and I had the baggage of his rank and reputation to consider. A small minority I 
knew intimately, our friendships needed accommodating within the spaces of the interview. For all, I sought 
to examine their personal story, their intimacies, their responses to the realities of such a unique and militarily 
constituted way of life. All were defined as army wives, categorised by the rank and role their husbands 
performed within the institution, living a form of half-life, existing outside of the UK and outside of the wider 
civilian community of the overseas location. Each interviewee had unique responses to her ongoing positionality 
and her reactions to me as an insider, yet inherently an outsider, choosing to examine the reality of the quotidian 
of this community of army wives.

In negotiating the “ethical quandaries” (Stacey, 1996; Taylor, 2011) of conducting insider research, one clear 
advantage presented itself. Primarily, I understood the “we-talk” (Tedlock, 1991), the language of the studied 
community which stands as a gateway to belonging, that within this militarised environment results in non-
serving wives peppering their speech with phraseology and acronyms that to outsiders sounds jargonistic and 
impenetrable. Such ‘we-talk’ encouraged a commonality within the interview revealing my insider credentials, 
moving beyond researcher into that of army wife. Through this shared language came the shared experience of 
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army wifehood encouraging a safe space within which to share our mutual experiences. We could lay bare our own 
struggles and frustrations, removing the outsider/insider dynamic that Oakley (1981), Finch (1984), Skeggs (1994), 
Reissman (1987) and Kelly et al. (1994) strongly advocated. These eminent ethnographers encourage the messy 
world of feminist ethnography, allow the interview to be a place of equals, engendering a “greater openness on 
the part of the participants” (Ryan-Flood and Gill, 2010, p.4). This intimate space of the interview revealed my 
vulnerability, my experienced subordinated position within and alongside my military marriage, the rich seam of 
intimate revelation that the participants shared, would not have been so easily proffered otherwise.

However, in seeking an ethical ‘insider’ methodological approach, the dearth of academic discourse on the 
intimate insider became apparent. Taylor (2011) and Greene (2014) independently reflect on this positionality, 
powerfully arguing for the value that such a position within research holds. Yet they caution the risks that 
the intimate researcher must negotiate. A key area of concern in their work and in wider academia is that of 
subjectivity. It is argued that the intimate insider’s subjectivity is inherently biased (Workman, 2007; Greene, 
2014, p.5), which in turn challenges the objective nature of the work, diminishing its validity and increasing the 
likelihood of compromising the researcher’s ability to “engage critically with the data” (Greene, 2014, p.5). Greene 
advises that the “researchers’ subjectivity must be open to intensive scrutiny and challenged on an ongoing basis” 
(2014, p.9; Van Heugten, 2004, p.208), because to be an intimate insider does not automatically guarantee “an 
absolute or correct way of seeing and/or reading the culture under investigation” (Taylor, 2011, p.6).

My own subjectivity and positioning needed acknowledging and reflection, as it is fundamental to be reflexive 
of one’s own baggage (Clarke, 2006) when participating in the interview dyad. My field diary became a source 
of reflection and introspection as I grappled with the world I was learning about and the realities that some of 
these women faced. Whilst not crying with the interviewees, I noted my distress in my diary from listening to 
their secrets, commenting that I was a reluctant secret keeper (Newman-Earl, 2020, p.103) and that my desire 
to leave the community felt palpable. I struggled to negotiate the boundaries between academic, professional 
and wife, while the women’s words were constantly rebounding in my head. At points I wanted to become an 
activist, wanting them to rise up and question the conditions of their oppression which is cautioned against 
in the feminist researcher literature (Kelly et al., 1994, p.37). However, to ensure my analysis was academically 
sound and viable for demonstrating the realities of army wives’ experiences of their time overseas to the chain 
of command, the research had to be far bigger than the immediacy of my own reactions.

My research had to explicitly reveal their reality and not be perceived as a diatribe against the military overseers. 
It needed to reflect the strength this community of women consistently displayed in their peripatetic and often 
uncertain lives, and required privileging their voices, providing them with a platform to tell simply yet powerfully 
their own story. In doing so they were placed ‘centre stage’, a position within this environment they had never 
been granted before and this was achieved because they entrusted their stories to me. They did not deserve that 
I construct a narrative which placed them as nothing more than the subordinate sub-clause within their army 
marriage. Instead I needed to examine and analyse their achievements, their desires, their hopes alongside their 
positionality, not defining them as a group of women that needed to be spoken for. In following the flag and 
being seen as trailing wives, they must be acknowledged for the women that they are, supporting their soldier 
husbands, raising their children, often on their own for significant periods of time, making friends and surviving in 
a community of women that has minimal commonality – that of being army wives. 

Conclusion
The role of intimate insider is a unique positionality. For those seeking to record the experiences of a 
community from this position, it must be used wisely and honestly and not to distort. The privilege of 
conducting such fieldwork demonstrates the underlying value that ethnography provides to those seeking to 
uncover the hidden stories within our communities. It demonstrates the fundamental requirement of listening 
with open ears to the stories being shared, of not constructing analysis based on the baggage we bring with us 
into the interview. The baggage of our own stories must be acknowledged and be allowed a seat at the table, 
yet if the research is not to reflect only the position and experiences of the researcher then it must, as far as 
possible, remain an observer and not dominate the voice of those we seek to hear.
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Ethics as doing – beginnings and endings using a 
posthumanist lens
Natasha Rennolds, Doctoral Researcher, Department of Education and Lifelong Learning, University of East 
Anglia, UK, n.rennolds@uea.ac.uk

When I started my PhD in Education, one area I believed would be simple for me to navigate was that of 
ethics. I have worked all my adult life with young people labelled as vulnerable, I believed that my (perceived) 
sensitivity to the realities of everyday living would mean that acting ethically would be easier for me than for 
most others whether as a practitioner or researcher. I see now there was an arrogance to my stance; I thought 
I understood empathy, agency, and responsibility. I had a lot to learn. In this reflection, I will first explain the 
context of my research, before exploring what a posthumanist lens can offer when confronted with ethical 
dilemmas during research. This will be in relation to an incident that caused me ‘wonder’; that is it gave rise to 
not just safe curiosity but ‘maddening rumination’, like an itch that could not be scratched (MacLure, 2013).

The ethnographic research I embarked on was with a government-sponsored community-based volunteering 
programme for young people (aged 16 years). My research explores how staff and young people build and 
sustain relationships in non-formal learning environments, what impacts these relationships and how learning 
is recognised. It was a wonderful, exhausting, overwhelming and uplifting experience. The critical moment 
I have chosen to reflect on happened during a tough second week (out of four). For that week only, we were 
staying in a university hall of residence, and the staff were not only managing their groups of young people but 
also often delivering activities. The days were long, from approximately 7am to midnight.

Posthumanism moves away from an anthropocentric focus, that is the view that humans are of more value 
than other entities, to de-centre ‘the human’. It does this by paying attention to how non-human and material 
components in the environment come to matter (Taylor and Hughes, 2016) and illuminates the connected and 
entangled nature of ‘being’ in this world (Haraway, 2017). This is not just an ontological or epistemological shift 
but also has ethical implications. Barad (2007) in her development of an ethico-onto-epistem-ological stance, 
calls for an approach that recognises how ethics cannot be separated from our relational being in and knowing 
of the world (ontology and epistemology), unlike other research approaches which place these three concepts as 
discrete. As a researcher and practitioner, thinking entanglement has personal appeal because I am conscious of 
how I am intertwined within the ‘doing’. I am not an objective or even subjective participant; reflection cannot take 
me out of the phenomena I am studying. As such I need to be cognisant of my encounters and responses within 
the world (Taylor and Hughes, 2016). This has implications as to where the question of ethics begins and ends. 

In doing a PhD, ethics can seem ‘done’ once the ethics committee has given permission for the research to go 
ahead. This utilitarian approach, with the emphasis on procedures rather than moral values (Robinson-Pant and 
Singal, 2019), provides little guidance for unanticipated dilemmas during fieldwork. However, encountering the 
posthumanist offered me a framework to better consider ethics. It emphasises that any action taken will, by the 
nature of complementarity, exclude other action and potential futures from happening (Hollin et al., 2017). This 
brings the importance of decision-making/responding to the fore, whether as a researcher or a practitioner.

The event I reflect on highlights the implications of entanglement and how different decisions/responses affect 
what comes to matter. The Wednesday of the second week was particularly fraught, the staff and young people 
had experienced several combative situations during the day, some particularly explosive. Midway through 
the evening I was approached by two young people who asked me to talk to the staff team about a perception 
of change related to behaviour management strategies from the staff, which, they believed, was damaging 
the relationship with the cohort. I agreed to convey this message only if and when it was right to do so. Across 
staff and young people there was a general sense of lethargy, boredom, irritation and tension exacerbated by 
the inconsistent timetables, and an oppressive heat. My entanglement meant I, too, experienced the tension, 
the tiredness, the boredom, the heat. This awareness made me empathetic to the staff when we sat down to 
the end of the day meeting at 11.30pm that night. We were all blanketed in dejection and weariness and my 
dilemma arose as to whether to broach the subject raised by the young people. 
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Posthumanism encourages the researcher to move from representational methods, which employ the use of 
language, tone and medium to portray ‘accurately’ the realities of fieldwork, and instead pay more attention to 
events, relations, doings and affects (Vannini, 2015), acknowledging energy, fluidity and stickiness within the 
research area (Lorimer, 2008). Here, the relationality of the researcher with the world is immanent and requires a 
rethinking of both responsibility and attunement (Springgay and Zaliwska, 2017) to be conscious of what futures 
are excluded and included, to act accordingly, to be response-able as part of what comes to follow (Murris and 
Bozalek, 2019). I did not want to add to the burden of the team, but the views of the young people had resonance 
for practice. But what if the words were too much for the staff? How would they take criticism, no matter how 
constructive I perceived it to be? On the other hand, how would the young people react if I went back to them 
and told them it had not been right to convey their messages? Whether I did or did not intervene, where does 
this leave me as a researcher, as acts of both commission and omission would influence future events? If I give 
greater valence to a practitioner’s priorities, what happens to the researcher’s position, and vice versa? But are/
were these in opposition with each other? These questions bring issues of social justice to the fore and ask how 
I can enact my responsibilities (Giraud, 2019) response-ably? If I read between the juxtaposition of the positions, 
it is apparent how difference gets made (Bozalek and Zembylas, 2017); the concept of fairness is difficult to 
practice. Being response-able does not always give clear cut answers or a sense that justice will be achieved, I 
cannot know what the future will bring. As with ‘situated ethics’, posthumanism pays attention to the local and 
the present. However, it also emphasises the future and the interdependence of realities emerging that come to 
matter, whilst excluding potential others (Hollin et al., 2017).

The team meeting was hard, I pondered and tried to play different scenarios in my head reading through 
the seemingly conflictive positions. However, as I sat there, I realised these were my representations of their 
potential reactions, I was making assumptions. I recognised that both groups had looked to me for advice and 
guidance as a practitioner previously. Could I build on this? As a researcher, acknowledging my entanglement 
would influence the future regardless of action/inaction, was it better to use the situation as a reciprocal learning 
opportunity if handled with sensitivity, empathy and care? With these values in mind, I did relay what the young 
people had said, to a mixture of responses from gratitude to self-recrimination to anger. As a team we explored 
what this meant for all of us: were the sentiments justified and, what could be done differently? This approach 
aligns to the key concept in posthumanism of diffraction, often used to refer to reading alternate theories 
through each other to find difference. In this situation diffraction offers possibilities for thinking about everyday 
perspectives, recognising different viewpoints and reading them through each other to help with the sense-
making (Taylor and Gannon, 2018) and future actions. 

Values of justice, relationality and reciprocity are important to me as a researcher. In difficult moments, considering 
the posthumanist interpretation of these values helped me move forward. Did I get it right every time? I am sure I did 
not. Did I try to take a thoughtful, considered position from my entanglement within the programme and research? 
Yes, I tried. I am happy that I advocated for the young people. My data collection and memory evidences the following 
day was positive, productive and fun. Was it because I had relayed the messages? For me that would be too simplistic 
an answer. Posthumanism as a lens has helped me to think about what happened last summer. The question is, 
would I act similarly at a different point? I cannot possibly say, no moment is ever exactly the same and so cannot 
be repeated. What I am aware of is the time I have spent considering this incident, before, during and after, it is still 
present even though it has passed; it is still mattering. With this in mind, where does the question of ethics begin and 
end? It does not do either, it is always and forever in the becoming.
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Introduction
Questions of the right and the good have been variously recognised by anthropologists as key to understanding 
human action and behaviour since the early days of the discipline, with the influential recent ‘ethical turn’ 
perhaps the most obvious example (Mattingly and Throop, 2018). Here, the authors – who together founded 
the Social Science and Ethics Group at the University of Sussex – reflect on how their own fieldwork led them 
to engage with metaethics, and how doing so advanced their understanding of their ethnographic material, 
anthropological theory, and their own professional ethics. The three cases draw on fieldwork in Nicaragua, 
Bolivia, and China. 

Contested morality of labour exchanges in rural Nicaragua (Santiago Ripoll)
I arrived at the field of ethics within anthropology through the study of social justice in food systems. My doctoral 
research explored the dynamics of values, social relations and exchange in a small peasant community in 
Nicaragua. I observed how labour exchanges in the subsistence farming community navigated a moral space 
between ‘help’ and ‘exploitation’, seeking to extract labour from others whilst ‘being good’ (or portraying 
themselves thus). Labour exchanges offered for free or at below market rate are crucial for the survival of 
peasant households, even though farming is mostly a household endeavour. It is expected that family and social 
networks will ‘help’ their peers by providing labour: the closer the social bond, the less commoditised labour 
exchanges will be. The problem emerges because, in this market economy, the means for solidarity are the same 
as those for profit and accumulation. Yet, whether it accounts for ‘help’ or ‘exploitation’ is often contested. 

When I inquired about examples of solidarity in the village, Isais, a young man, spoke of the use of wage levels – 
what I termed ‘preferential prices’ – as a form of help to other people beyond their household: 

“Sometimes people work for others at a lower price, in order to help them. For example, last year I helped 
Wilmer planting and he paid me 60 córdobas [a day] (£1.6 in 2012). I accepted it because I had the will to 
help (tenía la voluntad de apoyar).” 

Yet, preferential pricing as ‘help’ could also disguise occasions in which the wealthier party took advantage of 
the needs of the employee. Those subsistence farmers who were relatively better off in the community were 
expected to ‘help’ those in need through offering them employment opportunities, but only as one-off events to 
bring people out of destitution. Isaias again:

“We don’t cooperate, we work separately, we do our own work, and if you manage to get things done, great 
and if not, that’s it. […] One has to serve [others], but only to help people out temporarily, when they are in 
trouble, but one can’t be ‘manteniendo’ (maintaining) people.” 

Ultimately the result of this contestation over what is a fair employment relationship, and under what 
circumstances, had significant outcomes in terms of redistribution of people’s work. Moral demands, articulated 
through social relations, channelled labour towards the subsistence economy and the wealthiest commercial 
producers struggled to mobilise labour, even if they offered higher wages. Only by mimicking those kinship and 
reciprocal ties through patron-client relations, could they manage. 
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Moral economy, the notion that the internal economies of peasant communities operate according to 
principles of fairness and reciprocity (Thompson, 1991), is a powerful theoretical tool. However, I use it to 
emphasise the contested and material nature of the peasant economy: how within a peasant community 
different social groups espoused particular interpretations and articulations of the moral economy and how 
these contestations translated into ethical demands with material consequences, towards redistribution 
or decommoditisation.

Politics as Ethical Discourse (Matthew Doyle)
This contribution reflects on how a theorisation of politics as ethics informed fieldwork for research on the 
political institutions of the Quechua-speaking indigenous community of Kirkiawi in the Bolivian Highlands. 
Kirkiawi is thought to have been an independent community – or ayllu – within the Inca Empire, but has since 
been integrated gradually within the wider colonial and postcolonial state, resulting in a system of overlapping 
authorities. These include the traditional ayllu authorities (who claim to pre-date the colonisation), the peasant 
union (a form of local government dating to the national agrarian reform of the 1950s) and a municipal council 
(established by decentralisation laws in the 1990s). In the 2003 local elections, ayllu and union leaders effected 
an ‘indigenous takeover’ of the council, replacing the traditional parties run by white outsiders – q’ara runas – 
to unite the different institutions of local government into a single system.

Yet, in the period since, tensions have risen between union and ayllu figures. I witnessed this during 17 months 
of tense fieldwork, in which I observed leaders publicly debate their roles and collective identity. Throughout 
these debates, the meaning of the term originarios – one who is native to a place and which approximates to 
‘indigenous’ in contemporary Bolivia – was contested. For ayllu leaders, they were the ‘true originarios’ who 
represented the values and practices of their ancestors, unlike the ‘European’ peasant union. While the ayllu 
leaders argued that their collective identity as originarios is bound up with a connection to their ancestral 
territory, the union viewed this in terms closer to social class.

To understand this process, I use the term ‘ethical-political discourse’, borrowed from the philosopher Jürgen 
Habermas (1991): a reflexive form of communication in which the values and notions of identity germane 
to the tradition of a sociocultural group are made salient and contested. This phenomenon can take place 
during periods of social change and the breakdown of moral orders. In Kirkiawi, changes to the economy, 
law and national politics have encouraged the formation of different understandings of the social life of their 
community, while encouraging the use of indigeneity as a form of collective identification. This theoretical 
perspective allows for an analysis of how cultural and symbolic dimensions of human thought and practice 
are constitutive of politics; of the way narratives of society and personhood become the basis for political 
action and conflict. I believe that understanding much of political conflict as a form of reflexive discourse about 
collective morality, conceived of in the broad sense detailed above, could allow social anthropology to fruitfully 
apply its methodology to political analysis. It is well equipped to investigate how values, collective symbols, 
narratives and idealised conceptions of society and personhood serve to mobilise individuals, establish 
legitimacy and become the basis for conflict and contention between persons, factions and groups. This can 
be applied not only to understanding the politics of indigeneity in Bolivia, but much of contemporary politics 
throughout world.

Narrative, implicit virtues, and reflexivity (James McMurray)
Weeks into my time in Xinjiang, China, it was clear that approaches to explaining relations between the Muslim 
Uyghur and Han Chinese populations that relied on a generalised concept of ‘resistance’, were unviable. I 
was undertaking almost two years of fieldwork to support my research into education choices amongst the 
Uyghurs. Whilst the mass incarcerations and forced labour of the past two years (McMurray, 2020) were not yet 
underway, some Uyghur people did, of course, resist the imposition of Chinese state power in various ways. 
Many of my informants, however, had no intention of resisting. Instead, their desire to be ‘good’ people – 
good parents, good students, good neighbours, good Uyghurs – guided their decisions and motivated various 
behaviours, some of which may have been read by the state as resistance.

Being good, for my participants, was only rarely and loosely understood in terms of adherence to explicit 
norms. Instead, I found that various communally maintained conceptions of virtues – inter alia respectfulness, 
hospitality, loyalty, and alterity from Chinese influences – provided shared blueprints for ethical living. These 
virtues, however, were only meaningful with reference to a particular conception of Uyghur history and much 
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of my fieldwork was spent documenting ethical disagreements that emerged in interactions between those 
Uyghurs who were fully part of an ethnic community and those (such as some Uyghurs educated in Chinese 
schools) who were exterior to such communities and who had different conceptions of history.

In interpreting these conditions, I drew on the work of Alasdair MacIntyre (1981), who argues that virtues 
can only be meaningful within particular narratives. This aided me both in making sense of the role of local 
conceptions of history in the ethics of my Uyghur participants and in understanding the disagreements between 
those who interpreted them differently. But it also provoked reflexive consideration of what implicit virtues 
guide the practice of anthropology, which – in my experience – is similarly rarely constrained by adherence to 
explicit norms.

Adhering to the professional ethical principles expected of anthropologists would introduce the risk of arrest 
to participants in fieldwork in Xinjiang. The familiar restrictions of formal codes of ethics would thus lead to 
unethical behaviour. It is impossible to conduct meaningful anthropological research in the region without a 
degree of deception: the securing of formal informed consent is precluded by local minorities’ quite justified fear 
of signing anything. Intuitively, however, the idea of not conducting research amongst the Uyghurs – particularly 
when the Chinese state is endeavouring to preclude exactly that – risks complicity in much greater harms than 
any such violations are likely to produce. 

Like my research participants, we (as anthropologists) are guided less by specific norms than by the desire 
to embody often implicit virtues. These virtues emerge from what MacIntyre would describe as the ‘internal’ 
good of the discipline: the production of the particular kind of heavily contextualised knowledge that only 
anthropology produces. By turning the analytical eye back to our own practice, I am convinced that to navigate 
ethical issues well, we must act in the conscious awareness of how our own ethics intertwine with those of whom 
we study. 

Conclusion
The persistent re-emergence of the explicit study of ethics in anthropology speaks to its capacity to make 
meaningful elements of social relations that are otherwise obscure. As the above examples demonstrate, this 
is particularly the case as regards conflict – political, economic, or otherwise. In each case, our attempts to 
make sense of our participant’s values, and the contexts that gave them meaning, was informed by theoretical 
approaches that incorporate an ethical viewpoint. The domain of the ethical is pervasive; it is central to decision-
making in all spheres of human life. As such (and as these cases show) research into values has a propensity to 
produce insights relevant to many contexts, including that of our own discipline.
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The Fieldwork Support Group: origins and objectives
Fieldwork is for many Postgraduate Researchers (PGRs) an integral component of their PhD project. However, 
the ‘field’ is a highly fluctuating concept that encompasses more than the simple collection of data and varies 
depending on the research context. As such, the challenges of fieldwork for PGRs have received increased 
attention. Recent research has addressed the ethical obstacles of fieldwork, including research relationships 
and power dynamics (Hoechner, 2018), and the safety and security of the researcher – stretching from sexual 
violence and rape, mental health issues, to imprisonment and death (Pollard, 2009; Johansson, 2015; Kaplan et 
al., 2019). A growing literature on the ethics of fieldwork (Guillemin and Gillam, 2004; Vivanco, 2016; Pole and 
Hillyard, 2016) has also emerged in recent years.

These observations have sparked debates on ethical practices of fieldwork to ensure the well-being not only of 
the research participants but also of the researcher. Reflective approaches before, during, and after fieldwork 
should be integrated into any research project which includes fieldwork. Universities in the UK address these 
concerns in various ways. However, in conversation with PGRs at the University of East Anglia, we identified 
a lack of opportunities to address these issues. We also felt the need to create a platform that provides more 
training and input for PGRs throughout their fieldwork experiences and that enables this necessary discussion. 
Hence, in 2019, the Fieldwork Support Group was created with the aim to better prepare and support students 
before, during and after their fieldwork, to ensure that PGRs experience this part of their work as ethically and 
as safely as possible (including physical and psychological safety and wellbeing), and to have a more reflexive 
and ethical approach to fieldwork. 

‘Me, my PhD and the Field’ workshop: conclusions and recommendations
We began our project by connecting PGRs who have conducted or will be conducting fieldwork as part of their 
research projects. PGRs across faculties, as well as the Students’ Union, Heads of Schools, and academic and 
administrative staff, were contacted to identify: (i) the support structure currently offered to PGRs undertaking 
fieldwork; (ii) the developments undertaken by UEA in recent years in regards to fieldwork; (iii) the support 
structures across the university, including funding; and (iv) the possible outline for our group.

The group decided to organise a kick-off event to spread our message and to provide a platform for networking 
and discussing the content and format of future sessions which could develop as a result of our initiative. The 
one-day workshop ‘Me, my PhD and the Field: navigating the challenges of fieldwork’ was organised around three 
panels, each with two panellists. The panellists shared their personal experiences on the following topics: (i) 
research relationships and power dynamics (including ethical issues); (ii) mental health and well-being before, 
during and after fieldwork; and (iii) fieldwork now and then, and how universities could better face the realities 
of the field. Each panel included a conversation between the two speakers and offered the opportunity for the 
audience to contribute and share their own concerns and/or experiences. The panellists included a variety of 
PGRs, early-career academics, and senior academics who supervise PGRs. For the last panel, the Head of UEA 
Doctoral College, a PGR training coordinator, and representatives from the UEA Wellbeing team also attended.

The conversations during the event, and subsequent reflections, enabled us to formulate the following 
recommendations:

• Create an accessible platform and sustainable means of communication (for instance, ‘Blackboard’, a 
virtual learning environment) that contains all essential fieldwork information and documents;
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• offer more training on ethical fieldwork skills, provided by the university;

• organise a peer-mentoring and support network (informal and formal) and follow-up structure for the 
‘coming back’ from fieldwork process;

• continue the provision of a fieldwork-themed event on an annual basis (as the absolute minimum) for 
fieldwork support;

• establish an overview of students who are going on fieldwork to enable networking and peer-support;

• reform support for PGRs within faculty departments, so that the responsibility of providing information and 
support regarding fieldwork does not fall exclusively onto the supervisory team;

• move from a student-led initiative to a more institutionalised structure.

Outcomes
The creation of the Fieldwork Support Group and the first workshop received very positive feedback from 
the participants and staff members, and allowed people to exchange with peers on their respective fieldwork 
practices and projects, sometimes confronting methods and questioning how far one can go (especially in terms 
of ethics, but also safety, and positionality) to gather data. The group stimulated peer support and conversations 
between researchers of various disciplinary and social backgrounds, challenging points of view, methodologies, 
and academic practices. Skeggs (2002) underlines that reflexivity as a collective practice is essential, and by 
including numerous ‘selves’ beyond one’s own positionality, more accountability and ethical awareness can 
be achieved. As such, collective reflexivity on ethical fieldwork practices is at the core of the Fieldwork Support 
Group’s undertakings, the main goal of which is to challenge the current university administrative supervision of 
fieldwork, which is often highly disconnected from the reality of the field. By improving support and training, and 
by learning from the wealth of experiences gathered by PGRs and senior researchers, we hope to achieve a more 
ethical practice of fieldwork, and there seemed to be a general consensus from all parties involved in the support 
group on this overarching aim. 

Despite this positive reception, it has been difficult to maintain contact beyond face-to-face interactions and to 
bring the enthusiasm developed during in-person conversations into online discussions. Beyond the advantages 
of a student-based initiative, we believe that the institutionalisation of the Fieldwork Support Group and of 
fieldwork training and support is essential in order to make the initiative perennial. This would also ensure that 
the conversations and contributions of participants are taken into account, in the hope of making the practice of 
fieldwork more ethical for researchers and research participants. 

COVID-19 & Fieldwork: A timely example of ethical challenges in fieldwork practices and 
the need for increased peer support
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought many challenges and uncertainties to a great number of PGRs, in some 
cases impacting their work and fieldwork plans, with some having to delay or cancel fieldwork, return from the 
field earlier than expected, or having to postpone or change (more or less drastically) their research plans. Even 
if it cannot answer all questions, our Fieldwork Support Group has connected PGRs and provided a platform 
for reflection, as there was considerable demand for support and exchanges by students impacted by the 
pandemic. Numerous uncertainties were discussed, and important questions regarding ethical and safe research 
continue to be addressed. Can in-person fieldwork be a viable option in these conditions? Ethically speaking, the 
COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated some existing fieldwork challenges, while shedding light on new ones. To 
what extent does a possible virus transmission make fieldwork unethical, especially if research is conducted in 
remote areas with vulnerable individuals? How will researchers be able to build trust and ethical relationships 
with their informants and research participants in a (post)-COVID-19 world? If travelling or in-person research 
are not possible or unethical, what alternative options could be considered? And what other new ethical 
challenges would alternative options bring, for example while moving to remote data collection and internet-
based research? Exchanges within the group have pointed to many of these ethical issues regarding the practice 
of fieldwork in times of the COVID-19 crisis. The Fieldwork Support Group hopes to stimulate reflections and 
ongoing conversations on more ethical fieldwork, triggering innovative and more flexible research practices.
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Conclusion
In this article, we reflect on our experience of organising a Fieldwork Support Group as a result of identifying 
a lack of fieldwork support and training at the University of East Anglia. We conclude that there are various 
needs expressed by PGRs regarding fieldwork support that should be addressed by university departments. Our 
experience from our student-led initiative shows that although this support group is welcome, its organisation 
and maintenance appear difficult and require assistance, and we hope that it will become institutionalised in 
the near future. We believe that if these undertakings continue to rely solely on motivated PGRs, such projects 
will not be sustainable, and the already-lacking fieldwork support will continue to be absent. Stimulating 
debates addressing various aspects of fieldwork practices progressively led to question what a more ethical 
approach to fieldwork could entail. In this regard, the COVID-19 pandemic clearly points to existing structural 
weaknesses, and now more than ever PGRs need strong support in order to rethink what ethical fieldwork 
practices entail in these challenging times. Through the Fieldwork Support Group, we hope to have initiated a 
conversation that will result in concrete changes in fieldwork support at the University of East Anglia and will 
hopefully inspire future actions to promote safer and more ethical fieldwork. 
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In 2019 our team of researchers implemented an interdisciplinary research project around the concept of 
‘liveability’ in two small cities (population under 200,000) in south west Bangladesh. We are a diverse group 
made up of four social scientists (Ruszczyk, UK; Rahman, Ahmed and Shudha, Bangladesh), whose backgrounds 
range from geography to engineering to anthropology, development studies and practice, and one humanities 
scholar (Halligey, South Africa), who uses theatre and performance as research tools and conceptual lenses in 
researching daily life in cities. The institutional collaboration for the project was between Durham University, UK 
(Ruszczyk, Principal Investigator), the International Centre for Climate Change and Development, Independent 
University of Bangladesh (ICCCAD) and the South African Research Chair in Spatial Analysis and City Planning, 
University of Witwatersrand. The funding came from the Centre for Sustainable, Healthy and Learning Cities and 
Neighbourhoods (SHLC)’s Capacity Development Acceleration Fund.1 As such, the project was implemented 
through academic channels and run by scholars, but was made possible by development funding. We have written 
this article collaboratively with Alex Halligey guiding the writing process.

Liveability is a term that has been used in design, planning, geography, development and corporate worlds to 
assess the relative affordances of cities for wealthy, hyper-mobile elites or for lowest income groups (Ahmed 
et al., 2019; McArthur and Robin, 2019). Our research project sought to redefine notions of liveability through 
the experiences of city-dwellers in Mongla and Noapara. Where liveability discourse mainly focuses on metrics 
determined by large development organisations, we wanted to draw the opinions of residents in small scale, 
small population, under-researched urban areas into the discussion. Our methods included storytelling 
workshops, public performances by local participants, 200 household surveys, photo essays, semi-structured 
interviews and focus group discussions. We disseminated our findings to research participants, local officials, 
divisional (regional) institutions, Bangladeshi national policy and scholarly stakeholders, and to our individual 
universities and funders in early 2020. 

We wanted the research process to give participants voice, and for the research data and its dissemination to 
advocate on behalf of residents and local stakeholders to policy makers. These intentions were our ethical 
compass in navigating the inductive, participatory, action-oriented methodology of our project. We offer here a 
short summary of what we see as the project’s three primary areas for ethical considerations. 

Differing institutional bases
Our first ethical dialogue outside of our team was with university ethics committees. Durham University’s 
committee’s primary concern was to follow the ethos of ‘do no harm’ with a particular emphasis on mitigating 
the exploitation of children, followed closely by the protection of data and identities (University of Durham,

1 SHLC is funded via UK Research and Innovation and administered through the Economic and Social Research Council, as part of the UK Government’s Global Challenges 
Research Fund. The SHLC is a large multi-country, multi-year project based at the University of Glasgow.
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 2018). The University of Witwatersrand’s committee was concerned with the terms on which participants were 
to be engaged; their physical and mental well-being through the process; how much they might be exposing 
themselves (socially, psychologically, physically) in volunteering knowledge for the project and whether they 
would be fed and remunerated sufficiently for their time (University of Witwatersrand, 2020). Although much 
is impossible to account for ahead of the research engagement, these ethical clearance applications were 
productive, not for pinning down a concrete, ratified ethical approach, but for creating a provisional working 
model of practical and logistical considerations facilitating an attentiveness to ethics. The applications also 
opened a conversation early on about how our different institutions expect the detailed practicalities of 
fieldwork to be conducted.

ICCCAD is accountable to the Independent University of Bangladesh ethics committee and follows standardised 
research procedures around informed consent. However, with ICCCAD managing the fieldwork on the ground, 
their ethical considerations as an institution were something we negotiated throughout the project, as 
opposed to the more singular ‘ethical clearance’ processes we went through with the other partner institutions’ 
ethics committees. As a Bangladesh-based, local organisation that bridges academic, development and 
state policy worlds and collaborates with international researchers and development agencies as well as 
running Bangladeshi initiated projects, ICCCAD has significant ethical responsibilities to consider whatever 
the intentions of any one, specific project might be. These responsibilities orientate around ordinary citizen 
research respondents on the one hand and government officials on the other. ICCCAD is wary of exposing 
residents’ identities, lest any political dissensus they express should make local politicians single them out. 
Researchers also need to carefully manage participants’ expectations of payment or future employment that 
cannot be met. These expectations are not simply dispelled by a clear verbal or written framing, but require a 
constant, sensitive negotiation with individuals and communities. ICCCAD walks a fine line with state officials at 
local, regional and state level, hoping to provide research data and analysis that will positively influence policy 
making and implementation for a more equitable society, but wary of offending officials and losing their buy-in 
for ICCCAD’s long-term vision. As ICCCAD is the institution running the fieldwork, these two major areas for 
ethical concern (ordinary citizens and official stakeholders) were recurring themes throughout the research and 
ones which we held in respectful tension with our desire to give visibility to participants’ opinions.

Ethics inflected by disciplines
Using interdisciplinary research tools was a further catalyst for ethical deliberation. We reflected with one 
another on how colleagues in our disciplines might judge our different research tools. For example, we discussed 
a possible social science concern that performing in the street theatre might be too exposing for participants. 
Conversely, from the participatory arts perspective, we discussed a potential wariness of surveys as extractive of 
information without giving participants fora to represent themselves with their own bodies and voices.

A shared perspective across our disciplines and particularly in light of our inductive, participatory approach, was 
that whatever the method, the researcher-facilitator should not lead participants towards certain responses. 
These discussions about relative disciplinary viewpoints kept bringing us back to the conclusion that ethics does 
not lie in the research tool, but rather in how you use the tool and keep renegotiating it in the moment.

Concerns as a team of researchers working together
We spent much time as a team debating ethical considerations not defined by our institutions or disciplines. 
Our project had a small budget with an ambitious intention and a turnaround of six months for delivery. How 
could the speed of the research give enough space for an engagement that honours in-depth participation? This 
was partly mitigated by ICCCAD researchers already having worked in Mongla and Noapara and the promise 
of further sustained research in these areas. But within the confines of the project itself, the interdisciplinary 
research toolkit helped too, given the time constraints of the research project. It enabled the triangulation of 
findings, the drawing of qualitative experiences of liveability into dialogue with quantifiable methods and the 
provision to participants of multiple opportunities for reflecting on the liveability of their cities. In addition, the 
research continues in the dissemination process. Through reports and seminars at local and national levels in 
Bangladesh, discussions within the research team, within and between our research institutes, with our funders 
and in online platforms with a more global public, we continue to question how we frame and work with the 
research outputs in a way that honours the ethics of the project.
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Conclusion
As with most research, there was not one single ethical protocol for the Liveable Cities in Bangladesh Project. 
Jonathan Spencer notes ‘the best we can hope for is not so much being “right” but simply being “less wrong” 
than the last time’ (2010, p.S298). Social scientist and urban planner, Bent Flyvbjerg, argues that the ethical 
imperative of the social science research situation is premised on a constantly negotiated, relational self-
reflexivity. He recommends ‘practical knowledge and practical ethics’, where knowing and ethics are intertwined 
and emergent through practical engagement in the research situation (2001, p.56). Thinking through Flyvbjerg’s 
words, we might argue that it is not about being ‘less wrong’ than the last time, but rather ‘the best we can 
hope for’ is continuing to debate the ethics of research with care and consideration. Each encounter becomes 
an opportunity to enter into dialogue, to negotiate which emerging ethical path honours the research situation. 
From here, a provisional way forward is elected in an ongoing formation of an (imperfect) ethics specific to the 
research project. 
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